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In our last issue we referred to the rapidity with which the international scene can
change. The past twelve months have provided some dramatic reminders of this fact. After

the prolonged agony of Watergate, the presidency of Richard Nixon ended 'not with a bang
but a whimper'. The most powerful man in the world, like the king of Babylon in another
age, was suddenly 'cut down to the ground'. And in the same period, with more immediate
consequences for ourselves, came the coup in Portugal which signalled the end of the oldest
colonial empire on this continent and moved the border of black Africa over a thousand
miles southward from the Ruvuma to the Pongola.

There is a link between these two developments which is not at first apparent. The
Watergate scandal was uncovered by two reporters of the Washington Post and the sub
sequent fall of the President was largely the work of the American Press. Similarly, the final
stimulus to revolution in Lisbon appears to have been de Spinola's Portugal and the Future.
Such is the power of the written word. We have further evidence of this power in the expul
sion from Russia of Alexander Solzhenitsyn when the first volume of The Gulag Archipelago
was published in the West. Indeed, the simmering Middle East crisis, which political obser
vers expect to'develop into yet another war in the new year, can, humanly speaking, be
traced back to Herzl's The State of Israel which appeared in 1896 and which gave birth to the
Zionist movement.

What is written, therefore, can have a profound effect upon the lives of individuals and
on the futures of nations: and never more so than in our own time, when books proliferate
and literacy is widespread. Yet it is a sad fact of life in the twentieth century that certain
books are almost entirely neglected. Nowhere is this more clearly to be seen than in men's
attitudes to the Bible. The words of men are given great prominence and are lauded often far
above their worth, but the Word of God is in large part despised.
Yet this is the word by which 'the heavens were of old and the earth': it is the word
which will not return void to its Author, but will accomplish that which He pleases and will
prosper in the thing whereto He has sent it: it is the word,furthermore, which is able to make
men wise unto salvation: above all, it is the word which was made flesh and dwelt among us.
and we have the lesson of past history that the anger of the Lord was kindled against his
people because they had 'cast away the law of the Lord of hosts and despised the word of
the Holy One of Israel'.
If ever there was a time in the history of the world when men desperately needed the
guidance and the comfort of the Scriptures it is the time in which we live. The Master
himself warned of wars and rumours of wars, with men's hearts failing them for fear. Even a
cursory reading of our daily newspapers is sufficient to induce this mood. The difficulties
facing mankind in the 1970's daunt the stoutest heart and only the fool can ignore them. But
the Bible offers the solution to all these problems. The real tragedy of our times is that men
are for the most part wilfully ignorant of the hope set out in its pages.

It is the function of every school to dispel ignorance. There could be no more noble aim
for a school like Kearsney than to assail the ignorance which surrounds the Word of God
'For all the glory of man is as the flower of grass but the Word of the Lord endureth for ever'.
KKARSNEY CHRONICI.E
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EDITORIAL

SCHOOL
NOTES

As one attempts to review the general activities of Kearsneyans during any given year
one
is struck afresh by the wide variety of pursuits undertaken by the members of a compa
ratively small community. 1974 has seen the usual achievements in numerous fields and a
number of noteworthy innovations, reference to which is made in other parts of this
magazine.

We welcomed Mr. B. Tucker and his family and Mr. F. Cocks to the staff. May they have
many profitable years with us. Mr. Giles and later Miss Nicolson married during the year. To
them and to their respective partners we extend our best wishes for the future, as we do to

Mr. Cocks, who announced his engagement. 1974, like 1973 was a 'baby boys' year'; Felicity
Hall, the only girl, arrived appropriately first, followed by Jamie Bromley-Cans,Claus Kassier,
William Townshend and Alan Lamplough. The Bursar's office reports that there remain only
a few vacancies for the First Form in 1985.

Mr. D. Lewis-Williams is to be congratulated on the award of an Associateship to Clare
Hall, Cambridge, where he is at present doing research. Mr. C. Diedericks spent a term
teaching in England, as did Mr. B. Williams at the end of 1973.

A number of boys are to be congratulated on representing Natal Schools in a variety of
sports. They were: B. Lind (squash), M. Wing (swimming), R. Pett and R. Hudson (musketry),
G. Bax and N. Smith (fencing), R. Nathan (cricket), S. du Toit, M. Rich and L. Broodryk
(athletics), and M. Belfort and L. Rowley (life-saving). M. Ellis-Cole captained the Natal
Schools hockey team, with D. Martin as a member of the side.
It is with deep regret that we note the deaths of two former members of the Kearsney
staff, Mr. G.E. Burger and Mr. P.R.G. Montague. To their respective families we extend our
sincere sympathy.

At the end of the year we said goodbye to Mrs P. Hope, Mrs D. MacAndrew, Mr E.
Beresford and Mr G. Giles, Mrs T. Allen and Mrs Higham. We thank them all for their
contributions to Kearsney life and wish them every happiness in the future.
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NUMBERS

The total number of boys enrolled this year is 523 being made up
of 445 Boarders and 78 Day Boys. When term began I still had
between 25 and 30 applications for boarding places on my lists It is

a matter for regret, however, that a number of boys who would
probably have been a credit to Kearsney had to be turned away.
STAFF

At the end of 1973 we bade farewell to Mr P ) Reece who had

been a member of the Biology department for nine years We wish
to thank him for his services to Kearsney during the time he was with
us and to wish him every success in his new appointment as a

psychologist at the Fulton School for the Deaf.

During january six members of Staff successfully completed their
B.Ed. Degrees, namely Mr M.P. de Beer, Mr J. Hall, Mr L. Kassier, Mr
M. Nicholson, Mr M. Myhill and Mr P. Reece. We extend to them
our hearty congratulations.
Mr Tim Allen and Miss Sarah Mills were married in December

and we wish them a long and happy life together.
We congratulate Mr Garth Giles on his marriage during his spell
of leave last term and we welcome him and Mrs Giles back to
Kearsney.

At the beginning of the second term we welcomed back Mr C.
Diedericks after a period overseas during which he taught in English
schools under arrangements with the British Council
At mid-year we welcomed two new members of Staff:
Mr B W. Tucker, who, with his wife and family, comes to us from
The Hill School, Bryanston, to join the English department, and Mr
F.P.D Cocks,from Estcourt High School, who joins the Mathematics
department.

We congratulate Mr and Mrs Kassier on the arrival of a second
son during July.

This term we welcomed back Mr Tennant after his quarter's long
leave.

We congratulate Mr Lewis-Williams on the award of an Associateship to Clare Hall, Cambridge, where he will be doing research
work for the next nine months.

We also wish Mr B. Williams an enjoyable spell of long leave

DEVELOPMENT APPEAL

The intensive phase of the Appeal ended in mid-December and
Raising Council. At the moment the Fund stands at approximately
R435,C)00 so that, in order to achieve our target, it will be necessary
to continue canvassing.

I wish to record our sincere appreciation to all those parents. Old

Boys and friends who gave so generously of their time and means in
order to achieve the total so far recorded.

One of the most pleasing features of the Appeal was the tremen
dous fund of goodwill for Kearsney that was experienced at every
centre that was visited

next quarter.
ORBITUARY

AFTERNOON TUTORIALS

It is with deep regret that I record the sudden passing of Mr C.E.
Burger last term. Although Mr Burger had been in indifferent health
for some time, his death came as a great shock to his family and

who have voluntarily arranged tutorial classes on Friday afternoons

friends

to assist boys in the junior classes who are experiencing difficulty

Mr Burger will be remembered for his loyal service to Kearsney
for a period of over twenty years, during which time he was House
master of Gillingham and Head of the Afrikaans department for a
lengthy time. He was well respected and held in high regard by
many successive generations of Gillingham and Kearsney boys who
passed through his hands. At the time of his death he was on the
Staff of the Edgewood Teachers Training College
We extend our sincere sympathy to Mrs Burger and her family
I am also very sorry to report the death of Mr P R G. Montague
who held the position of College supervisor from 1955—1970. To his
daughter Elizabeth we extend our sincere sympathy.

I wish to express my appreciation to several members of Staff

with their work I am sure that this spontaneous gesture can only
have beneficial results for boys who are willing to make use of them.
ROTARY EXCHANGE SCHOLAR

We have had with us this year Greg Gilmore, a Rotary Exchange

Scholar from the United States. He was hosted by Rotarians of the
Hillcrest Club and attended as a Day Boy. Among his activities was
the participation in Operation Rhino and a Wilderness Leadership
School trail. We extend to him our greetings and good wishes on his
return to the United States.

Another former Staff member who has passed on is Mrs A M

Brechin who was Matron of Gillingham from 1949—1957. We offer
our sympathy to her family in their loss.
PRESIDENT'S VISIT

We were greatly honoured by a visit from the President on
Friday, 26th April, when he addressed the school in Chapel and
thereafter met members of Staff and senior boys. We are grateful to
the Chairman of our District, Dr. D. Veysie,for making the necessary
arrangements.
EXAMINATION RESULTS

It was very gratifying to read that Etienne Nel had been placed
first in Natal with 6 'A's, one 'B' and an 'A' aggregate. Although I
have received no official notification, I believe the report to be
authentic. He was followed by R. Whittaker with 4'A's, two 'B's and
a'C ^d an 'A' aggregate and I. McClure with 4 'A's, a 'B' and two
'C's.

Five boys gained 'B' aggregates of over 70% and there were
twenty-one Merit passes. In all there were 31 subject distinctions, 13

MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD

We extend our heartiest congratulations to V M.W.T. Martins on

his being one of the 70 candidates in the Republic to enter the final
round of the Olympiad and wish him every success.
YOUTH SCIENCE WEEK

Thirty-one boys, a larger number than usual, entered for the

National Youth Science Week competition in March Of these E.W.
Schneeberger and C.F. Smyth qualified for the Week. We extend to
them our congratulations and best wishes.
NORTH COAST FLOOD RELIEF

As the result of a spontaneous gesture on the part of the boys,
R323 was raised in aid of the Mayor of Stanger's Relief Fund. Three
of the boys were given the opportunity of presenting personally the
cheque to the Mayor, Dr J. van Zyl, who has written expressing the
appreciation of the organisers.
SPORT

of which were in Mathematics and three in Additional Mathematics.

There were 32'B' symbols.

Miss R. Nicolson is to be congratulated on three distinctions in
the'B' set Mathematics — an outstanding achievement in a difficult

The following Committees have been appointed for 1974:
M.J. Ellis-Cole (Captain)
Cricket
B. McLuckie(Vice-Captain)

subject.
PREFECTS'INDUCTION

At the usual impressive ceremony in the Chapel on Friday, 25th
January,the following Prefects were inducted: B.A. McLuckie (Head
Boy); M. Albers (Deputy); A T. Argall, D.B. Bates, P H. Briggs, A.T.
Croft, P.M. Crossley, K.G. Daddy, S.P. du Toit, M.j. Ellis —Cole, T.J.
Fargher, G.A. Friend, G.R. Muller, R.D. Nathan, E. Pomare, H.M.S.
Russell, J.D. Smythe and R B Thring
FREE SUNDAYS

In the national interest and to meet the problem of restricted
week-end petrol supplies, it has been decided to discontinue freeSunday leave, at least for the time being. The mid-term week-end,
however, has been extended until Monday to facilitate transport
arrangements for parents who live at a distance.
Parents are still welcome to attend sporting activities on Satur
days, but Sunday visiting, apart from attendance at Chapel, is dis
couraged unless prior arrangements have been made with the boy's
Housemaster.

SPEECH DAY

the files and records have been handed over by the National Fund

Hockey

M.J. Ellis-Cole (Captain)
W Hultzer (Vice-Captain)

Rugby

H.M.S Russel (Captain)
M.H. Albers(Vice-Captain)
S du Toit

Shooting

R.E. Lundgren (Captain
R. Pett

Squash

R.E. Cox (Captain)
ACTIVITIES

Dramatic Society

A full-scale production of "JULIUS CAESAR" was staged in the
Henderson Hall on 15th, 17th and 18th May. We extend to Mr LewisWilliams and all those concerned with the play our sincere appre

ciation and heartiest congratulations on another outstanding
production for which Kearsney has gained a reputation.
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Headmaster's

Report

Skoegheim Camps

About 25 of our boys attended the two Skoegheim houseparties
in January. A number of these were Prefects and Matrics. The boys
seemed to benefit greatly from the camp and I expect them to exert
a very positive Influence in the school this year. (Altogether 10 of

our Prefects have been to a Skoegheim Camp), Douglas Rider and
Etienne Nel gave valuable assistance with the leadership. Perhaps
the most noteworthy event was Mark Russell's rescue of an old
gentleman in difficulties in rough surf at Umtentweni Beach.

There was a short weekend camp during the Easter holidays
which was attended by seven of our boys, all of whom appreciatded
the programme very much.
Archaeological Society

At the end of the Easter holidays a small group went to the
Ncibidwane Valley, Giant's Castle. Apart from making It possible for
boys to see various painted sites, the main purpose of the expedition
was to trace an unusual painting which was discovered by the
Society a few years ago.
Trip to Drakensberg

A group of seven of the cross-country team, accompanied by Mr
and Mrs Myhill, hiked to the top of the Drakensberg escarpment up
a Basuto pass, returning via Giant's Castle Rest Camp.
Hofmeyr Speech Contest
We congratulate A. Leon most warmly on reaching the final of the
Contest held at Kearsney on Friday, 9th August. Although he did not
win the contest, which was won by a Treverton boy, Leon gave a
good account of himself and in so doing brought considerable credit
to himself and the College.
Hibberdene Holiday Home
During the July holidays two of our Vth Form boys, Graham
Clarke and Mark Rich, assisted at the Natal Mercury Children's
Holiday Home at Hibberdene. The Secretary of the Association has
written expressing their appreciation to the school for sending "such
dedicated helpers"
CREDITS

Part II
(presented by the Headmaster'
Mr Chairman,

In our daily living, as it is presently ordered, it is most pleasant to
drift along on calm seas, under warm suns with hardly a whitecapped wave or a dark cloud to mar our pleasure. The question is,
however, where are we drifting to and where is our voyage taking us.
There is amid our happy, carefree progression, an almost
frightening sense of complacency — frightening because we are
being lulled into a false sense of security that all is well and that our
craft will move along easily with the minimum of effort on our part.
I have been aware in recent years of a growing sense of selfsatisfaction and a disturbing lack of urgency in our daily routine.
In our own sphere boys work if they feel so inclined but provided
they do just enough to keep out of trouble, no greater effort is made.
Even the most dedicated teacher loses heart and becomes dis

illusioned if there is no positive response from his pupils.
This attitude is by no means confined to our school for my
colleagues among Headmasters of other schools in this and other
provinces complain of similar attitudes reflecting a dangerous lack
of motivation towards academic success.

It may well be that our affluent society in which we lack for very
little, has made us careless of the need to get to grips with realities
and the need for positive, purposeful effort. Recent reports ema
nating from Britain indicate that a similar attitude pervades many of
the Comprehensive schools in that country.
I am gravely concerned by these trends as they begin to affect
our own school and today I wish to sound an urgent warning lest we
succumb to the present trend of mass inertia.
Success is not something that one can snatch suddenly out of
the blue but it is a prize that has to be striven for, often in the face of
great hardship and even disappointment. Moreover, it can only be
attained at the cost of determined and relentless effort towards a

goal that has been set well in advance. Only a sense of purpose can
provide the drive necessary to carry us towards this goal.
"If a job is worth doing, it is worth doing well" may be a wellworn adage but it still contains a wealth of truth and practical
common sense.

The tasks facing us in this country are immense and it is your

Show Jumping

generation who will have to face up to the pressures to an even

James Butterworth was one of the 10 finalists at the International

greater extent than in the past. I refer not only to the threat of an

Show Jumping Show held in Johannesburg.

emergent Africa, but to the social and economic demands within

In the International Inter-Provincial Junior Festival James Butterworth and Stephen du Toit were members of the team of four which

our own borders. The Black man realises only too well that his

won the event under impossible conditions, including a cloudburst.
Butterworth had to jump during lightning. He tied for 3rd place in
the South African Championships. Stephen du Toit won the Open
Elementary Dressage and was also Victor Ludorum at a Jumping
Show at Shongweni.

advancement depends on education and the mastery of essential
skills. As a consequence he or she is prepared to make almost any

sacrifice to obtain as high a standard as possible in the face of, at
times, pitifully inadequate facilities and opportunities. It is with this
section of our population that you will soon have to compete on
equal terms, without the unnatural protection of artificial pre
ference Promotion and success in any society can only depend on

Yachting
On Saturday, 2nd February, Kearsney entered three of the
eighteen teams which competed at Midmar Dam in the Natal Interschools Sailing Championships and were placed as follows:
1st:

Kearsney'A'team

2nd:
3rd:
4th;

Maritzburg College
Michaelhouse'A'
Kearsney'B'team

27 V4 points

bOpoints
113 points
166 points

The Kearsney 'C team was placed 10th. Kearsney thus retains the
Interschools Sailing Trophy for the second time in succession.
During the December holidays A. Kode was a member of the
crew of "Mainstay" which finished second in the Agulhas Race from
Cape Town to Mossel Bay and back.
We congratulate the following:
I. Rowley and M. Belfort, who were selected to represent Natal in
the South African Lifesaving Championships.

M.C. Wing on his selection for the Natal Schools Swimming team
which competed in Kimberley in March; and

free and fair competition among all sections. It is by purposeful
thinking and good, honest, hard work that the economy of a com
munity will prosper, not by the artificial injection of capital from
outside sources. Building on this foundation it will be possible to
provide a happier, healthier, more prosperous and contented life for
all.

In our daily living each opF)ortunity is presented to us but once,
so that our success or failure depends directly on whether we are
going to accept or reject these opportunities as they flash by. Un
fortunately there is no way of putting the clock back and a chance,
once missed is gone forever.
Some of you will recall the lines from "Julius Caesar" that say
just this;
'There is a tide in the affairs of men

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune,

Omitted, all the voyages of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.'

1 am also reminded of a stanza from Fitzgerald's "Omar
Khayyam",
The Moving Finger writes; and
having writ.

M.G. Rich, S. du Toit and L. Broodryk who were chosen for the Natal
Schools' Athletics Team which competed in Pretoria during the First

Shall lure it back to cancel half

Term.

a line.

Moves on: nor all thy Piety nor Wit

Nor all thy Tears wash out a Word

Canoeing

of it.'

In the Natal Canoe Championships held at Henly Dam last
quarter, Kearsney was represented by G Povall and R. Henry. We
congratulate Povall on being placed 2nd and Henry 4th in the
Singles section and Povall upon finishing 2nd in the Doubles.

has the opportunity to succeed at some level or other, but this you
will not do unless you approach your task with purpose, deter

Hockey

Terman, has said,"Moderate intelligence with high enthusiasm will
often succeed, where high intelligence with low enthusiasm fails.

We congratulate Michael Ellis-Cole and Dain Martin on their

selection for the Natal Schools' Hockey XI and Ellis-Cole on his
appointment as Captain of the Team.

mination and enthusiasm. As a leading American Professor, Lewis

Enthusiasm alone may turn failure into success."

Let us then generate enthusiasm for what is otherwise a tedious
task, a zest for our work and let us make the. acquisition of know

ledge an exciting experience Let us join Ishak, the Chief Pilgrim in

Yachting

Flecker's "Hassan" and say:

G M Dibb was runner-up in the Transvaal Sprog Sailing Cham
pionships held during the long weekend at the end of August. His
elder brother Colin, was the winner (He left at the end of last year).
APPRECIATION

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing my sincere
appreciation to all members of my staff, Academic, Administrative,
Etomestic and maintenance, for their loyal and willing support,
without which my task would be impossible.
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At Kearsney every boy, regardless of his intelligence or intellect,

"We travel not for trafficking alone;
By hotter winds our fiery hearts are fanned:
For lust of knowing what should not
Be known,
We take the Golden Road to
Samarkand."

It is my hope and prayer that no Kearsney boy, given the oppor
tunity, need spend his life in shallows and in misery, nor shed tears
over lost opportunities and shattered illusions.

GUEST SPEAKER

SPEECH DAY 1974
Mr Bertram Pfuhl
The Guest Speaker was Mr Bertram Pfuhl, the Development Manager of S.A. Mutual. Mr
Pfuhl gave an inspiring address in which he outlined the qualities required in a leader.
He referred to the lack of personal contact in the world at large and particularly in
South Africa. He spoke of the insecurity of the future and the need for faith in God. He then

urged the boys of the College, as the leaders of the future, to be kind, keen and courageous;
to work for the benefit of others and to lead with hope.
Mr Pfuhl's address was very well received by both the pupils and the adults in the
audience.
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Sports Avyards
SWIMMING:

Colours: M. Russell, M. Lillelund, M, Wing, L. Rowley, M. Belfort,
R. Hudson.
CRICKET:

Coloiirs: D. Pearse, P. Pomare, B McLuckle, M. Ellis Cole, S.
Schiefner, B. Elgenmann, R. Nathan.
RUGBY;

Colours: M. Albers, A. Argall, D. Heuer, H. Russell, M. Rich, R.
Thrlng.
SQUASH:
Colours: B. Lind, M. Corfe.
Honours: B. Lind.
SHOOTING:

Colours: R. Lundgren, R, Pett, R. Hudson, R. Henry, S. Pett.
Honours: R. Pett, R. Lundgren.
HOCKEY:

Colours: M. Ellis Cole, D. Martin, S. Schiefner, T. Ouwehand, M.
Saunders.

Honours: M. Ellis Cole, D, Martin.
ATHLETICS;

Colours: L. Broodryk, A. Smith, M. Briscoe, R. Goldman, M. Calitz,
S du Toit*, M. Rich*, A. Chaplin.

AWARDS 1974

Annual Prize-Giving

(Recipients of

(25th September, 1974)

Honours have

SIXTH FORM

previously been
awarded colours)

Patrick Moore Memorial Shield and Prize for Physical Science:
FC. Smyth
Mathematics: P C Smyth.

Ben Milner Prize for Biology: P.J. Matley.
Hindson Memorial Prize for English Literature: P.). Matley.
William and Susan Jones Prize for English: A.C. Webster.

* Indicates
re-award

Afrikaans: H R. Green.

Geography: H.R Green.
History: P.M. Crossley.
Art: G.R. Bax

S.B. Rheunissen Memorial Prize for Perseverance: R.E. Cox.

Headmaster's Prize for Special Service: B.A. McLuckie
Sutler Gore Trophy (Public Speaking): A.J. Leon.
Dux of the School: F C. Smyth.

Academic Colours: Q.C. Beningfield, L.T. Chaplin, G.M. Dibb, H.R.
Green, P.j. Matley, G.R. Muller, P. Pomar6, E.W. Schneeberger,
N.E. Smith. F.C. Smyth, P.H. Ward, A.C. Webster, T.M. Wite,
P.M. Crossley.
Academic Honours: G M. Dibb, H.R. Green, P.J. Matley, E.W.
Schneeberger, F C. Smyth.

YACHTING;

Colours: A. Kode, M. Eglington, G. Dibb.
WATER POLO:

Colours: L. Rowley.

Sports Honours:

Squash: B.I. Lind.
Snooting: R.E.L. Lundgren, R.M. Pett.
Hockey: M. Ellis Cole, D Martin.
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Final Prize-Giving

Cultural & Academic Awards

(4th December, 1974)
SPORTS AWARDS:

Form IV: Academic Colours:

Tennis: Senior Singles Championship (Polkinghorne Cup):
W Bentley

A.M Boraine, J H Dienst, A.J. Guthrle, G.H. Lurie.
Form V; Academic Honours:

Cross Country: Senior House (Christian Cup): Finningley.
Junior Inter-House (Calder Cup): Finningley.

R J. Hift.

junior individual (M.W.A. Fourle Cup): P. Alcock.

Academic Colours:

Shooting:
Inter-House (Derek Robbins Cup): Cillingham.
Senior Championships (Ken Trotter Shield): R E. Lundgren
Highest Average during the year (Ivan Bjorkman Cup):

M.A. Belfort, R.A. Henry, R.J. Hift. A.D.C. Hopkins, L.J. Rowley,
G.B. Wells

Colours for Cultural Activities;

P. Crossley, H.R. Green, R.J. Hift. A.j. Leon.
Recognition of Service Award:

R E Lundgren

Junior Championships (Ernest Ashby Memorial Cup): R. Pett.

C Povall, M G Rich, T. White

Squash:

Hanle Trophy (Cultural Activities): P.M. Crossley & A.J. Leon.
Edwin Henwood Trophy (Leadership): H.M.S. Russell.
Parkes Inter-House Scholastic Trophy: Gillingham

Most improved Player (Carrington Cup): V T. Daly.
Junior Championships (Negus Cup): C j van Rensburg.

Senior Championships (Old Boys'Cup): B I Lind
Cricket:

Most improved and promising player (Foss Bat): R Nathan
Best all-rounder: (king's Cup): D K Pearse
House with the greatest number of boys in cricket teams (Jack
Hulett Salver): Finningley.

Inter-House Championships: Finningley
Sportsman of the Year: M.J. Ellis Cole.

Examination Results 1974
(Subjects in which a distinction (80%+) was awarded appear in
brackets).
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE WITH
MATRICULATION EXEMPTION

Merit Pass (average of 60% or more)
QC. Beningfield (Maths); L.T. Chaplin (Maths); P M. Crossley.
(Maths); G M. Dibb (Phys, Sc., Bio., Maths,Add Maths); T.J. Fargher;
P Forsyth; H.R. Green (Bio., Maths, Hist. Geog and Agg); E. Jansen
van Vuuren, V.M.W.T. Martins; P J. Matley (Eng., Phys. Sc., Maths,
Hist, and Abe); C.R. Muller (Maths); E Pomare; E.W. Schneeberger

(Bio.,Maths); N.E. Smith (Maths, Add Maths); F.C. Smyth (Phys. Sc.,
Bio., Maths and Agg ); C.R. Taylor; P H. VVard; A C. Webster (tng );
T.M. White (Maths).

mm

Pass:

M H B. Albers; R.J. Atkinson; K.P Bobek; P H. Briggs; A. Christodoulou; C C. Clark; R K. Coote; R f. Cox; A.T. Croft; 5.P. du Toit;
E.R. Freese; D.V. Hotz; T P. Karnezos; S. Levy; R.E. Lundgren; B.A.
McLuckie; D. Marais; C.L. Mathew (Hist.); M.D. Meumann; C.N.J.
Murless; R.D. Nathan; J.A. Nette; D.K. Pearse; C.R. Plekker; H.M.S.

Russell; A.K. Smith; J.D. Smythe; DC. Thomson; R.B. Thring; R.E.
Trench; F.J. van Niekerk; L.M. Wait; C.M. Williams; D A. Wright.
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE 'A' GRADE

D.L Attenborough; D B. Bates; C.R. Bax; D.N. Boyes; D.W.Crockar;
K C Daddy; M.J. Dean; M.D. de Volpi, R.A. Doiage; K.R. Doughty;
R.R. Downs; G.A. Friend; H.W. Gamble; M.G. Grasett; A.B.

Gudgeon; C B. Hall; DO Heuer; M B. Hudson; C.E. Hughes; P.C.
McLaverty; D.P.L. Martin; C. Povall; M.G. Rich; M.R. Witney.
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE C GRADE

A T. Argall; A.D. Auret; R.B. Calverley; B.V. Dales; A.J. Kode; A.J.
Leon; B.P.T. Livsey; A.P. Manson-Kullin; M.L. Motzouris; D.T.
Rigby; S.E. Schiefner; C P. Stemmler.
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G.E. BURGER

OBITUARY
Gerrit Erasmus Burger was born on 23rd November, 1923, at Calvinia, where his father was a
schoolmaster. His must have been a home in which academic training was held in high

regard; all four children went on to university and entered various professions. Gee (or

"Gerry" as he was known to many Kearsney boys) obtained a B.A. degree at the University of
Stellenbosch, majoring in Afrikaans and German. After completing his teaching diploma
course, he joined the staff of Kearsney College in January, 1945.
For his first nine years at Kearsney, Gee was an assistant master in Gillingham House, serving
under Mr. Oram and Mr. Clegg. Then, in 1954, he married Miss Annette Zeeman and moved
into his own home in Chapel Road. When Mr. Clegg's term as Housemaster ended. Gee

Burger took his place and he was the Gillingham Housemaster from January 1961 until he
left Kearsney at the end of 1969. During his twentyfive years on the staff he was also Head of
the Afrikaans Department and played a major part in the establishment of the language
laboratory as well as in the organisation of a conference for Afrikaans teachers in private
schools. His devotion to his subject was real and continuing; after leaving Kearsney to take
up a senior lecturing post at the Edgewood Teachers Training College, he enrolled at the
University of Natal and, after many months of diligent part-time study, obtained an Honours
degree in Afrikaans. He it was who founded and fostered the Kearsney Kollege Afrikaanse
Vereniging: Many of his school holidays were spent in Afrikaans camps which he organised
for Kearsney boys on the South Coast. His contribution to the work of the Natal Education

Department Afrikaans Syllabus Committee was much appreciated, and he served as repre
sentative of the private schools on that body for many years.
But Gee Burger's energies were by no means restricted to matters academic. During all his
years at the College, he was intensely involved in rugby, both as a coach of recognised
ability and, latterly, as an administrator. He was a selector for the Natal Schools Rugby side
for several years. To keep himself fit. Gee played tennis and golf and was also a regular
runner as well as a boating enthusiast. Fishing was one of his favourite hobbies. During the
1950's he bacame a cadet officer and served faithfully in this capacity for many years. He
was a staunch member of the Kearsney staff choir and, in 1956, produced a 3-act Afrikaans
play at the College. Throughout his years in Natal, Gee was associated with the Pinetown
Gemeente of the Nederduits Gereformeerde Kerk, serving that congregation both as a
deacon and an elder.

It will be seen that Gee Burger was a man of many parts who made full and energetic use of
his undoubted abilities. But the above record tells us little of the kind of man he was. Old

Boys who were his pupils will remember that, in the classroom, in the House and on the
sportsfield he set a very high standard of achievement and conduct; he demanded (and
usually obtained)the best a boy could produce, and he was as anxious to encourage and to
acknowledge good performance as he was to stimulate the laggards. His colleagues recog
nised him as a man of uncompromising integrity who was meticulous in carrying out all his
duties. His friends — and there are many of his colleagues and pupils who are proud to be
included in that category — knew him as a fun-loving companion as well as a wise and
kindly counseller who did not spare himself in serving others.
In November 1973, at a small party held to celebrate his fiftieth birthday. Gee Burger paid
simple and sincere tribute to his wife, Annette, for all that she had done to support and
sustain him. Some of us knew that he was seriously ill but we had no idea that his remaining
days were to be so limited. On 27th May, 1974, after months of increasing suffering. Gee
died peacefully at his home in Pinetown. We honour him as a man who devoted half his life
to the service of Kearsney College and all that it stands for; we miss him greatly as a true and
faithful friend; and we extend our sincere sympathy to his family who have been parted from
a loving husband and father.

O
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E.G.). BERESFORD

Edal Beresford came to Kearsney in 1968 after a distinguished career at the Durban
Technical College which extended over twenty-four years.

Although when he first arrived here he did a certain amount of teaching, most of his
time was devoted to his first love, which was vocational guidance. Many Kearsney boys will
have the indelible memory of a courteous, benevolent and patient counsellor, immaculate
in white sharkskin, who unravelled for them the mysteries of the Kuder test. His colleagues
will miss from the common-room a venerable figure, invariably cheerful, with a wide range
of interests and of conversational topics.
We wish Edal and Mrs. Beresford a peaceful and rewarding retirement.
G.G. GILES

Garth Giles joined us four years ago as a teacher of Mathematics and Zulu. A batchelor
then, he was attached to Finningley House and before long he was playing an active role in
the classroom and on the sportsfield. He coached the First XV and also the Second XI, as well
as playing rugby himself for the province.
What would probably have been a long association with Kearsney was, however, interrupted
by family commitments arising out of his father's death. He leaves us to take over the family
farm. To him and to Mrs. Giles we wish all success in their new life.

P.). REECE: AN APOLOGY

Peter Reece left Kearsney a year ago to take up an appointment at the Fulton School for
the Deaf. Unfortunately, owing to a misunderstanding with the printer, the tribute to him
which should have appeared last year was omitted. It was our intention to repair the
omission in this issue but Peter insists that it is all "water under the bridge". In accepting his
decision we take comfort in the thought that Peter himself and his many activities at Kears
ney are so well known to so many generations of Kearsneyans as to requife no further
publicity.
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Visiting preachers during 1974 included both the General Secretaries of the Methodist
Missionary Department, the Revds A.M. Losaba and N.H. Hudson, a former Kearsney
Chaplain, the Revd. D.J. Buwalda, Dr. Alex Boraine who subsequently was elected M.P. for
Pinelands in the Cape, three members of the Epworth-Kearsney Board of Governors, the
Chairman, Prof. V.J. Bredenkamp and the Revds. B.H. Banwell and T.D. Sadler; Mr D.
Dienaar, Organiser of the Star Seaside Holiday Fund, Prof. Ds. G.C. Gosthuizen of the
Durban-Westville University, The Revd. A.J. Walker, Editor of the devotional booklet. Daily
Living, and both the Chairmen of the two Natal Synods of the Methodist Church, the Revds.
Dr. D.C. Veysie and Sidney Smith. All of these contributed to a varied presentation of the
Christian Gospel and we are indebted to them for their interest and support.
The President of the Methodist Conference of South Africa, the Revd. J.C. Mvusi and

Mrs. Mvusi paid an official visit to the School during the year and we were greatly honoured
to receive them. The President addressed the assembled School and Staff in the Chapel and
was subsequently introduced to the Prefects and senior boys.
We do not forget the services of our resident Local Preachers, Messrs. K.G. Fish, J.D.
Lewis-Williams and C.C. Broster, all of whom are able to address our School-boy congre
gation out of a vivid awareness of the boys' situation.
The boys themselves play a significant role in Chapel Worship conducting two evening
services a term and taking their place on the daily Chapel roster.
Prof. V.J. Bredenkamp was associated with the Chaplain in confirming the Methodist
candidates this year — Their names are l isted elsewhere along with the Anglican confirmees.
For the latter event the Suffragan Bishop of Natal, the Rt. Revd. K.C. Hallowes came to us.
The Anglican clergy of the Kloof Parish have regularly read Morning Prayer during the
year and administered the Eucharist, and we value their assistance. We much regret that
Canon T.H. Harris will no longer be associated with us at Kearsney following upon his ele
vation as Dean of the Durban Cathedral. We cannot fault the wisdom of the appointment,
but in recording our congratulations to Canon Harris and our deep appreciation of his minis
try our overriding sentiment is one of the loss we are sustaining.
For the Remembrance Day service. Commander A.F.I. Attwell, formerly of the
Chaplains Department of the S.A.D.F. conducted the service and his remarks were indeed
pertinent. The School Band and Cadet Detachment under the direction of Major P.E.
Metcalf, made an impressive showing and the many visitors spoke highly of their effort.
The Carol Services in the fourth term were attended by packed congregations of visiting
parents and friends of the School who paid ready tribute to Mr J.M. Harper, Director of
Music and the members of the Choir. The form of the service, especially the narrative linking
the readings from the Bible and the carols was widely appreciated and D.J. Griffin as the
narrator acquitted himself well.
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The Choir — 1974
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CHAPEL NOTES

Especially toward the end of the year the School began to sing the hymns in the Chapel
services with enthusiasm and this phenomenon is most welcome.

During the year the connection with the Africa Enterprise Organisation was maintained

in many visits to the School by Mr Vic Pearce and other members of the Team culminating
in a most vigorous sermon on the last Sunday morning service of the year by Mr Michael
Cassidy.

It is a pleasure to record that a standing Chapel Committee has been established in

which representatives of the boys preponderate and they have despatched the business of
the Committee with impressive respectibility. This Committee reviews all matters relevant to

the Chapel and its services and already a number of its recommendations have been gladly
implemented.

MAPI

CAROL SERVICE

Hymn: O Little Town.
Carol: "The Sussex Carol." (arr. Willcocks).

- 1974 -

5th Lesson: "The visitation of the Angel Gabriel."
Reader: a Prefect.

Order of Service

Carol: "Gabriel's Message." Jean Adams.

Organ Music: Christmas Choral Preludes byFlor Peeters and Cordon
Phillips.

(The congregation is asked to stand at the entrance of the choir)
PROCESSIONAL CAROL: Once in the Royal David's City.
(Choir only verses 1—3).
PRAYERS

Hymn: We praise Thee for the day.
6th Lesson: "The birth of Christ"
Reader: a member of Staff.

Carol: 'The Nativity Carol." John Rutter.
7th Lesson: "The Shepherds go to the manger."
Reader: the organist

Offertory Hymn: Cod rest you merry, gentlemen.
Carol: "The Angel and the shepherds."(Bohemian).

Hymn: The advent of our King.
1st Lesson: "Man's disobedience and salvation."

Reader; a junior chorister.

8th Lesson: "The wise men visit Jesus."
Reader: The Headmaster.

2nd Lesson: "Cod's promise to Abraham."
Reader: a junior boy.
Hymn: Behold the great Creator.

3rd Lesson: "Cod's promise fulfilled and the foretelling of the
Messiah to come"
Reader: a senior chorister.

Hymn: The race that long in darkness pined.
4th Lesson: "The glory of Bethlehem foretold."
Reader: a senior boy.

Hymn: As with gladness, men of old.
9th Lesson: "Saint John unfolds the mystery of the incarnation/
Reader: The Chaplain.
Carol: "Unto us a boy is born." (arr. Willcocks)
Hymn: O come all ye faithful.
PRAYERS AND BENEDICTION

Recessional hymn: Christians awake.
Organ postlude: Choral prelude on "In duici jubilo" J.S. Bach.

MAn DiS5

METHODIST CONFIRMATION CLASS,1974

Albers, Raoul; Barratt, Charles King; Bentley, Wayne; BIssett, Raymond Douglas;
Boraine, Andrew; Braithwaite, Colin Arnold; Briggs, Peter Hall; Browne, Stuart Hart; Burt,

David; Collingwood, William John; Couzyn, Paul; Dunlop, Gavin Robert; Goldman, Robert
William Graham; Griffin, David James; Hagemann, Bernard John; Henry, Richard Anthony;

Howieson, James Alexander; Hurly, Leslie Sean; Joliffe, Brian William; Joliffe, Gregory John;
Mason, David Edward; Nieuwoudt, Anton Paul; Pomeroy Ward, Anthony Andr^; Preiss,
Dennis Arthur; Rider, Andrew Geoffrey; Sievers, Frederic Siegfried Gustav; Small, Anthony
Grant; Smith, Richard Anthony; Stannard, Keith West; Taylor, Kevin John; Taylor, William
Mark; Theunissen, Barry Michael; Thomson, Gilbert David; Underwood, Richard Worthington; Wayne, Martin Leigh; Wells, Gary Vincent; Young, Andrew John.
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"Beware the Ides of March!'

JULIUS CAESAR

The production of 'Julius Caesar' as the Dramatic Society's presentation for 1974 started

early on in 1973 and already, at that stage, the anticipation of another first class production
was building up.

The casting of roles caused no headaches and Mr. Lewis-Williams' choice of Gary Muller as
a Patrician Caesar, and of conspirators, Smyth, Green, Van Vuuren and Doidge so ably led
into conspiracy by P.M. Crossley, proved rewarding. As usual Mr. Allen's (Brutus) perfor
mance reached heights seldom seen at a school play. Comments from the gallery made one
sense that the "bad" men stole the show!

The triumvirs, (Griffin, Nathan and M. Hudson), aided by worthy tribunes (du Toit and
Doidge) added a truly characteristic note to the presentation. As a spectator from the

"gods", I could not help admiring the tremendous amount of work put in by every per
former, whose appearance on the stage gave not the slightest hint of anxiety to the past
months. Looking at those senators (Wells, Hawkins, Barrow, Bevis, Chaplin, Morgan and
Pomare) composed and typical, one could not imagine that they had ever stood out of

place. The realistic performances of the Soothsayer (Hift) and of Artemidorus (Small) and

Cinna the Poet (Russell) made one anxious to join them in their earnest pleas.

A major portion of the success of the play justly goes to the group of citizens led by

McLuckie, so aptly illustrated the fact that freedom is relative. The programme contained

the quotation by a student in Lisbon "Portugal is free!" In the light of our understanding of

Portugal citizens we began to query what this freedom really meant.
In a category on their own stand Mrs. Hawkins (Portia) and Mrs. Harper (Calphurnia), for,
who but the most self-sacrificing could give up the amount of time they each devoted to

performances when assailed by the hundred and one "chores" which are the lot of married
women?. Indeed, to play these roles succesfully was a taxing one in view of the traditional
El izabethan attitude towards female parts!

And what of the backroom boys - the unseen (silent!) workers associated with make-up,

lighting, set construction, costumes, booking arrangements, catering, packing and the
various other activities all so necessary to keep the wheels turning. I am sure Mr. LewisWilliams is wholeheartedly with me when I say, "Without them the show couldn't have gone
on".

To Mr. Lewis-Williams himself, whose hair is a little thinner, I think since first I met him four

years ago, but whose composure never alters (remarkably) once again Kearsney is grateful
for another well-chosen, very ably interpreted and most successful performance.
Mrs. P. Hope
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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HOUSE
REPORTS

Finningley
House

1974 has been a good year for Finningley. The House has been well represented in most
spheres. The House s success can, to a large extent, be attributed to the balanced discipline
and healthy spirit achieved by the prefects G. Muller (Head), A. Argall, P. Crossley and E
Pomare.
Academic field H. Green, P. Matley and W. Schneeberger were awarded their

Honours, while Q. Beningfield, L.T. Chaplin, P. Crossley, G. Muller and E. Pomare gained
Colours. Einningley boys played a significant role in the Cultural sphere, filling three of the
four leading parts in Julius Caesar. P. Crossley, D. Griffin and G. Muller portrayed the roles of
Cassius, Anthony and Caesar respectively. P. Crossley and H. Green were awarded their

Cultural Colours and P. Crossley was the joint winner of the Hanle Trophy. Mark Rich gained
a Service Award.

We again filled third place in the Annual Swimming Gala. In other sporting activities
however, many Finningley boys excelled. Martin Rich and B. Lind gained Honours Awards
for representing Natal Schools Athletic and Squash Teams respectively. S. du Toit earned his

Natal Colours for Show Jumping and R. Hudson was reserve for the Natal Schools Shooting
team.

Finningley again won the Inter House Cricket Competition and the Jack Hulett Salver

for the greatest representation in Cricket teams. D.K. Pearse won the Kings Cup for the Best
All Rounder in the School. E. Pomare received his Colours for his selection as a Natal
Schools Umpire.

In Squash, Einningley dominated the scene with the following notable achievements:

the 1st Squash team consisted entirely of Finningley boys!; Captain of Squash, R.E. Cox;
Senior Champion, B. Lind; Junior Champion, G. van Rensburg.
Most pleasing however, and the highlight of our sporting year was the winning of the
Inter House Athletic Sports, the Oliver Pearce Trophy, after a lean period of five years. Our
thanks are due to Mr. M. Myhill and A. Argall, House and School Athletic Captain, for the
time and energy they devoted in creating interest in the House. This was borne out by our
success in winning both the Christian Cup (Senior Cross-Country) and the Calder Cup (Junior
Cross-Country). Our success was very much a team effort (e.g. The Tolken Cup for Relays)
but notable individual performances include M. Briscoe for the Best 100 metres (Rolland
Cup) and Runner-up in the U16 age group (More Cup); A. Chaplin for the Best Event, U16
age group (Les France Cup); M. Rich for the Best Open Event (Hulett Cup) and D. Heuer for
the Runner-up, Open age group (Sulin Cup).
Bible Studies were conducted in the House and were well attended and profitable to all.
We thank, in particular, P. Matley and W. Schneeberger for organising these meetings.
Finally, we wish all leavers the very best of luck for the future.
R.D.B.

Cillingham
House

Once again this report is written in the absence of the Housemaster, Mr D. Lewis-Williams,
who is devoting nine months in England to a visit to Cambridge University for discussions of
the usual wide range of archaeological topics. In his absence Mr R. Lamplough and Mrs
Jeffreys, our tireless matron, have kept us all on our toes. We are hoping that next year our
numbers will be increased by the arrival of Mr A. Friend, an English teacher from Kingsway
Senior High School. In the meantime we congratulate Mr and Mrs Lamplough on the arrival
of their second son.

Eor the second year in succession, Gillingham amazed the experts by carrying off the
Parkes inter-house scholastic trophy. If this success is repeated in 1975, it may safely be
regarded as habitual. The Gillingham cricket team caught the school's attention with their
bril liant tactical manoeuvre of declaring at 13/0 against Finningley in an effort to achieve an
outright result. The fact that Finningley won the match and the Cup by a small but definite
margin should in no way be allowed to detract from this exciting example of positive
thinking. The swimming team was literally "pipped at the post" in the annual Gala, in which
there were no drownings. There were likewise no casualties in the inter-house shooting
competition — a tribute to the high standard of marksmanship — which was won by Gilling
ham. Our athletes won the Standards Cup (in which every boy competes) but disappointed
the huge crowd that turned out to watch Gillingham on Sports Day by finishing a notable
third. It was then that we realised the truth of that wise old tag, "You can't win 'em all".
Some individual achievements:
Scholastic:
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R. Hift (academic honours); P. Ward, R. Henry, L. Rowley
(academic colours); V. Martins (finalist in Maths Olympiad).

Cultural:

R. Hift (cultural colours) was instrumental in establishing the
Forum group.

Rugby:
Cricket:

M. Albers (colours and vice-captain), J. Smythe, D. Bates.
M. Ellis-Cole (captain), D. Martin, P. Briggs, R. Nathan (colours,
and Foss Bat for most improved and promising cricketer of the
year).

Hockey:

M. Ellis-Cole (Captain and Natal Schools captain), D. Martin

(Natal Schools), D. Batchelor, A. Quinton, G. Blackboard,
T. Ouwehand.
Water Polo:
Tennis:

L. Rowley (captain, colours and Natal Schools reserve), M.
Lillelund, R. Henry, N. Chapman, B. Livsey.
W. Bentley (winner of singles championship), P. Clemence,
L. Rowley.

Canoeing:
Swimming:
Life-saving:
Athletics:

Shooting:

Sportsman of the Year:

G. Povall, R. Henry, B. McLeod.
M. Lillelund (D&D,colours), L. Rowley (colours).
L. Rowley (Natal Schools).
L. Broodryk (colours. Natal Schools).
E. Lundgren (Natal Schools, honours), R. Henry (colours), R.
Downs, P. van der Pol, E. Hohls.
E. Ellis-Cole.

So another year has rolled into the annals, and the chattering of the matrics dies into

history. They, with their cheerful prefects M. Albers, J. Smythe, P. Briggs and D. Bates, have
left the stage to their successors and L. Rowley, R. Hift, L. Broodryk and T. Stranack. Our
best wishes certainly go with them all.
CB.

Some years in the life of a House stand out either because they saw exceptional achieve Pembroke
ments or because they were unusually crowded with events better forgotten. In neither House
respect has 1974 been memorable as far as Pembroke House is concerned. We have, indeed,
had both our "ups" and our "downs" this year!

Among the less pleasant features of the year has been recurrent ill health. During June, many
of our boys suffered severely from 'flu. Several members of the House, including staff, have
had fairly serious illnessess — not least our well-loved matron who was away for the last
fortnight of the school year.

However,on the positive side, we have much to be thankful for. Most Pembroke boys have
had a happy and profitable year under the benevolent control of the prefects (B.A. McLuckie, S.P. du Toit, K G. Daddy and G.A. Friend). Some of our boys have gained distinction in
various spheres: F.G. Smyth was dux of the school, while fifth-formers M.A. Belfort, A.D.G.
Hopkins and G.V. Wells and fourth-former J.H, Dienst were awarded colours for academic
achievement; A.J. Leon received his colours for cultural activities, having distinguished him
self in the realm of public speaking; boys who represented the province in sport include S.P.
du Toit (athletics), M.A. Belfort (life saving), M.G. Wing (swimming), R.M. Pett (shooting)
and both G.R. Bax & N.E. Smith (fencing). In a thrilling inter-house swimming gala, Pem

broke just emerged victorious. The House was placed second in the athletic sports and in the
inter-house academics contest. And so we could go on, noting the contribution made by

Pembroke boys to all the activities of the school — scholastic, spiritual, sporting and social.
Several staff changes occurred during the year. Mr Faber bought himself a house in the West
Riding township and, after more than four years of association with the House, has now
ceased to do house duties. The two resident masters have been relieved of some of their

duties by Messrs Allen, Tennant, Tucker and Fish; also, during the second term, we had with
us a student teacher, Mr Jackson, whom we look forward to welcoming as a permanent
member of the staff in 1975. To all these gentlemen who have helped to look after the boys
of Pembroke House, our thanks are due.
P.E.M.

There have been a few changes in the house this year. At the beginning of the third term JuFl iOF
Mr. F. Cocks arrived as Assistant Housemaster. However, as if to confirm the theory that House
bachelors don't last long at Kearsney, he became engaged at the end of the year.
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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There have been a number of successes among the prefects. Mike Ellis Cole was captain
of cricket and hockey and captained the Natal Schools hockey team. He received the trophy
for Sportsman of the Year. Mark Russell was captain of rugby and swimming. He was also
awarded the Edwin Henwood trophy. Rob Nathan received the Foss Bat for the most
improved and promising cricketer in the school. As far as the rest of us are concerned, I'm
sure that we gained a great deal from the experience.
The two sixth formers in the cottage played an important part in the house and the

school this year. Gren Povali started the canoeing club, and he and Terry White received
Recognition of Service awards.

The juniors this year were, on the whole, a very pleasant bunch. This led to a relaxed
atmosphere throughout the year, apart from a few unforgetable incidents.
On behalf of the prefects and the House I would like to wish Mr. and Mrs. Hall and
family the best of luck for the rest of their stay at Junior House. The same goes for the
prefects for 1975.
A.T.C.

I wish to add to the Junior House report for 1974 a tribute to Thomas Croft, the Head
Prefect of the house. In performing his duties he displayed qualities rare in one so young. His
integrity, loyalty to the school and devotion to duty provided a shining example to all right
minded boys in the school. He never compromised his principles in the interests of fleeting
popularity.
I wish to thank him for carrying a very heavy burden of responsibility so well and

cheerfully and for the major role he played in the running of the house during the year.
J.L.H.
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AN AMERICAN FIELD SCHOLAR
LOOKS AT KEARSNEY
(Don McElroy spent several weeks at Kearsney in the course of his stay in South Africa. We
asked him to set down his impressions of South African schools by comparison with what he
is used to in the U.S.A.)
I have travelled around South Africa and experienced many difficulties and trying

morhents but fitting into South African school life was definitely one of the hardest tasks I

had to face. Seeing that I began at Port Shepstone High the day after my arrival in South
Africa, school was also my first major experience in this new country. Before I came here I
had no idea what to expect in the way of schools so I did not have any precast images.
The first thing that struck me to be different was the segregation between the boys and
girls in the school yard. This was something I had never seen before and found it very hard to
accept. The politeness between students and teachers seemed strange at first. Never before
had I ever stood up as the teacher entered the room, or said "Good morning" or "Good
afternoon". This was exceptionally hard for me to get used to as I would never have dreamed
of doing it before.

I noticed that the classrooms were very much smaller than I had ever seen before. These
had room for twenty people at the most, whereas I was used to rooms that would hold thirty
people easily.

When I was asked to come out and try rugby I was very eager but I didn't know whether
it would be possible to play and still devote enough time to school work. Then I was told
that practice was only twice a week. This I couldn't understand, for any school sport I had
done before was at least two hours a day, five days a week. When I learned that this is the
way all schools in South Africa do it, I began to understand why there were so many diffe
rences between schools.

The uniform was something I had no problem getting used to. In fact, I am grateful
there are uniforms worn, for I was only allowed to bring a certain amount of luggage to
South Africa and I could not possibly have brought enough to wear something completely
different each day.
On my arrival at Kearsney I knew things would once again be different. Oh boy, was I
right ! Life at boarding school was really a change: waking up at six o'clock each morning,
doing three hours of prep a day and going to church twice on Sundays were just a few that I
found to be unique.

Although most things are different, the one thing I found to be the same in every school
I have been to both here and at home, was the students. They are the same type of people.
The groups in which they exist are the same. Even their attitudes on certain ideas are like
those of students overseas.

Wherever the system is different, things are expected to be different. No one can say
which is right and which is wrong. I feel the people I have met in South Africa have accepted
this. For that I am very grateful and to all the people who have stuck it out with me, in
conquering these differences.
DON McELROY
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OUT AND ABOUT
JOINT VENTURE

Afer much rushing and packing, 24 form two boys left early on Monday morning. Every
one was excited because of the three days away from school and because of spending three
days in the 'Bundu' where we could come to grips with Nature. We set off in three Kombi's,
our imaginations running wild to keep pace with our conversation and sheer exhilaration.
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Kearsney's Contingent

HOWICK FALLS.
Our first stop was the Howick Falls. Although many of us had seen the
falls before, there were many clickings of cameras, partly because everyone was in a snap
happy mood, but mainly I think because with explanation about the rock formations and
other geographical features, the falls began to mean more to us. After spending much time
enjoying the picturesque site we clambered down a steep path to the pool at the foot of the
falls. Here there were many "Oohs" and "Aahs" and some fantastic stories of men diving
from the top into the pool. We were given a lecture on slope and soil erosion after which we
hauled ourselves, root by root to the top.

UMGENI VALLEY RANCH

From here we were driven to the Umgeni Valley Ranch where

Mr. Don Richards, one of the group leaders spoke to us on animal adaptations and shared
with us some of his fears for the survival of man. Many of us were astonished to learn how
dependent we are on our environment (especially green plants) and how rapidly man is
destroying this environment. He also made us feel guilty for just accepting and wasting
water. The whole discussion made us feel thankful for what we had and as a result we all

enjoyed our lunch that much more. For once, although grace was not officially said we felt
thankful.

DISSECTION

Mr. Jones then took us to see some caged leopards, I think to settle our full

tummies before we were taken to watch a dissection of a blesbok. The head of the blesbok

was first cut open to show us the different parts of the brain. This was followed by a piece
meal dissection of the digestive system during which I was asked to hold the stomach. The
lungs were washed and Schneeberger had to blow them up. He turned from red to purple in
his tremendous effort. Fortunately, for us that is, there was a baby inside; very small, but
incredibly well developed. Many of us were rather pale after that very interesting, but messy
dissection.
20
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CAMPING

At this stage we were divided into 2 main groups and each set off with ruck

sacks to different camping spots. It was a strenuous hike and our packs seemed to get
heavier and heavier. Covered in sweat we reached our camp next to the Umgeni River. Led
by Mr. Jones we headed for the river, in our 'natural state', for a swim in the freezing water.
A blazing fire was made with wood collected and soon we were chewing some
what charred but, delicious blesbok. This was followed by a night walk through the Ranch.
We had to walk in complete silence, our torches darting like fire flies as they probed the

darkness for eyes; green for antelope, blue for predators. Pleasantly tired we returned to
camp, unrolled our sleeping bags and were soon fast asleep. I was awakened at 4.30 to do
my half-hour guard duty which I enjoyed only once I had accustomed myself to the various
night noises.

TRACKING
Early the next morning we were up to see the sun rise and to hear the many
bird calls. Soon after breakfast we broke camp and set off to the base camp. On the way,
during rests we were given practical lessons on soil, ecological succession, which berries
one could and could not eat and most interesting of all on animal dung. The use of dung in
tracking was most interesting.

KARKLOOF
Being exhausted most of us slept while the masters drove us to the Karkloof.
The change from the dry air of the Umgeni Ranch to the cool air of the Karkloof was most
refreshing and so with renewed energy we set off to do a soil study. It was fascinating and
made one aware of the soil as the "Blood of life".Back at Base Camp we had lunch and then
went on a mini-trail to learn about the various trees and grasses and in particular about

ecosystems. On our return we could not resist a swim in the freezing water of a dam. We
spent the rest of the afternoon swimming or boating on the dam.
During supper, at base camp, we successfully managed to persuade the masters to let us
camp out under the stars another night. So with excitement we packed our rucksacks and set
off at 8.15p.m. in moonlight, each carrying two planks for a tree house. It was chilly when
we started and not listening to advice we put too many warm things on. The climb was steep
and in one place we had to crawl up on almost vertical sand slope. Some of us dropped our
planks and in trying to catch them we went sliding down the slope. By this time we were
sweating and there was no time to take our jerseys off. When we eventually arrived at our
KE.ARSNEY CHRONICLE
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camp site we were exhausted, but also damp from sweat so we had to take off clothing we
would like to have slept in for warmth. That night we shared an hour's watch among three of
us. All of us were scared since we were supposed to be in leopard country. Someone during
supper had told us that very recently a leopard had scared a woman on horseback not far
from our camp. With leopards at the back of our minds, everytime we shone our torches into
the bush to see what was causing a noise, everything looked like one.
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Woodsmoke

The next morning, surprisingly, we awoke safely and then 'slid' down the mountain to
base camp for a welcome breakfast. Mr. Richards then took us through parts of the forest to
show us trees and to tell us some interesting facts about them. After lunch, which we gobb
led up next to a stream, we did a water study. We found many unusual creatures in and
around the water, many of which I had never seen before. We were given a lecture on how
the plants and animals in the area are dependent on one another.
This was followed by the worst part of the trip — packing up. Depressed at the thought
of going back we climbed into the three Kombi's and all too soon we were back at Kearsney.
We all enjoyed the camp very much. I'm sure those 3 days will leave wonderful memo
ries for all who went but, most important of all is that we have all seen the need to conserve
our natural heritage.

Written by C. Gebers (assisted by A. Dibb, B. Drury,
E. Jordan, C. McKenzie and P. Sievers).

THE CAPE AGULHUS RACE 1973

When I arrived on the morning of 26th December to take part in one of South Africa's
foremost ocean yacht races, on the yacht "Mainstay", it was blowing a 35 — 40 knot South
easter. I just imagined us being soaking wet and cold for two or three days while we comp
leted the course of approximately 600 miles. The course was to start at Simonstown and then
around a mark which was in front of the Mossel Bay yacht club then back to the finishing
line in Granger Bay.

There were 16 yachts at the start line, among them some of the biggest and fastest
ocean racers in South Africa.
22
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Late that afternoon we were lying third with "jakaranda", skippered by Bobby Bongers,
the best part of a mile in the lead and with "Voortrekker" between us. Then followed
"Appointment", "Breezand", "West Wind", "Southern Maid" and the rest.

During the night the wind piped up to 55 — 60 knots. We had to put up our storm jib
and reef the main a bit more. Under these conditions casualties were not long in coming.
"Allegra", "Aurora", "Buccaneer", "Scouser" and "Seven Seas" all had to return. "Seven
Seas" electrical equipment burned out.

The radio communication was poor. Several transmitters had either given up the ghost
or were too weak, and only "jakaranda" was able to pass reports to Cape Town Radio via the
new Agulhas radio station.

/akaranc/a" rounded the turning mark at Mossel Bay seventeen hours ahead of us. We
were closely followed by "Applemist" and "Breezand".

On the home voyage the weather conditions were very calm. In the light conditions we
pulled away from "Applemist" and "Breezand". Just off Cape Point we were becalmed for
nine hours which was very disappointing as we were making good time until then and also
because we could see the finishing line.

jakaranda" crossed the finishing line on the 30th December in a good time of ninetythree hours. We were second in a time of 118 hours. Third was "Breezand" in a time of 122
hours.
ARm KODE
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The Racetrack Gang
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HIKING IN PONDOLAND

I consider myself very fortunate to have been among the following party who hiked along
the coast from Port Edward to Port Saint Johns in January this year:
Rod de Villiers (Organiser. Vice Headboy of Saint Andrews college, Bloemfontein.)
Andy Bryce (Northlands Old Boy)
Jo Brereton (Michaelhouse Old Boy)

Ewan Kettle (Port Shepstone High School Old Boy)
Cordon Coll (Port Shepstone High School Old Boy)
Cuy Blackbeard (Kearsney College Sixth Form)
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The Hikers

We each carried a sleeping bag, groundsheet and the minimum of clothing and rations.
Streaking was not yet the vogue but — when clothing was too wet to wear, we simply hiked
on regardless! A Zulu linguist in our party was a great asset, because he persuaded the local
tribesmen to assist us with the route, and to collect firewood and bait each evening.

Mkambati:

m

A beautiful waterfall which

drops straight into the sea.
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The Scenery along this stretch of coast has to be seen to be believed, and I recommend
this as a most worthwhile undertaking. From Port Elizabeth to Msikaba River we were able to
hike along the beach, thereafter the country became so rugged that it was necessary to go
inland on a number of occasions.

Our only mishaps were when one member of our party decided to climb a cliff in
preference to going inland-the cliff proved to be shaly and we had to rescue Ewan with ropes
from the top of the cliff. I came in very close contact with a green mamba — but it would
have had to be an expert at high jump to have caught me.
We had to cross numerous deep rivers. This we did by blowing up a li-lo and ferrying our
haversacks across, and bringing the li-lo back for the next member of the party.
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Crossing a river.

En route we enjoyed a great deal of hospitality, interest, refreshment and encourage
ment from campers. Once in Port Saint Johns, we met with most wonderful friendliness and
co-operation. We were hardly there when locals had not only provided refreshments, baths
and a comfortable bed, but had also arranged a lift for the entire party from Port Saint Johns
to the Motel in Kokstad.
GUY BLACKBEARD

PADDLING DOWN THE "DUSI"

At present there are four boys interested in canoeing at Kearsney. Two of them are
already involved in racing, one having carried the school colours to a close second in the

schoolboy section of the annual Pietermaritzburg to Durban Canoe Marathon, to finish in an
overall position of 46th out of 190 boats entered in the race. This is having raised my posi
tion twenty-one places from my first attempt at the race last year. A problem is that D.H.S.
and College also have several boys racing, which led to a keen contest during the last Marat

hon among some twenty schoolboys for the Schoolboy Trophy. I was beaten by two College
pupils in a double.
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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Povall cools off

Unfortunately Kearsney had only one entrant in a single, the other being unable to
participate. Next year it is hoped to have three Kearsney boys competing in order to claim
the trophy from Maritzburg College.
The Canoe Marathon is said to be one of the world's toughest endurance races. Not only
does it involve terribly narrow parts of the river and awkward rapids but also some very tiring
and inconvenient portages, when the canoes have to be carried overland. The distance of
the race is about ninety miles and it is covered over three days.
The first day was extremely hot, with temperatures of about 85F, which felt like 100F
when trying to run with a canoe. The first day is 25 miles of which an estimated 12 miles

involve portaging, one stretch alone being over 5 miles. The hardships involved are not only
damage to the canoes, severe heat and weariness, but thirst and blistered feet. I lost my
water-bottle during one of the stretches, which made matters far worse. The river was very
low, making extra portages necessary in places.
Conditions, however, changed overnight owing to a thunderstorm which raised the
water-lever by about six inches, for which I was very thankful. My only complaint was that
after about twenty miles I caught up with the head of the water and once again had to try
and navigate between sandbanks. Luckily it was cloudy on the second day, making paddling
and portaging much more enjoyable.One obstacle that day was a hill which climbed some
five hundred feet and dropped nearly nine hundred on the other side. Still, that was better
than trying to negotiate a series of four waterfalls.
The third day was by best in that I knew the course well and that I recorded a good time.
It was home waters so at least I knew what rapids to avoid and how to bypass an unpleasant
portage rising some thousand feet in just over a mile All I lost was three minutes on a
double, the double taking the portage while I paddled. I promptly caught up the lost time on
the double at the next weir. The problems of the third day, however, lie really at the start.

Trying to start a hundred and sixty canoes in a narrow river is not very good for a quick
getaway.

After the first leg on the third day, about fifteen miles after the start, my position was
21st but I fell back to 29th over the next ten miles, which are all flat water with no rapids.
This stretch was rather disheartening because it is here that the doubles begin to catch up

owing to their superior paddle-power. The single has the advantage in rapids as it is four feet
shorter than a double. It is therefore easier to manoeuvre and it is the rapids that the single
has to make up time which will be lost on flat water.
26
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I finished three-quarters of an hour ahead of schedule on this day and beat my rival
schoolboys by forty minutes but was defeated into second place by eighteen minutes and
one second over the ninety miles. I feel that there should be a handicap on doubles.
Because it is not possible to train at school, training for the race means covering a
minimum of three hundred miles in a little over a month during the holidays. Although
training is the most vital factor, determination and the help and encouragement given by the
seconds are also very important in finishing such a race. I am most grateful to my seconds,
especially to Argall who proved to be an exceptionally good cook under adverse conditions.
I recommend this race to anybody who considers himself a good endurance racer and
who is looking for adventure, but if he wants rapids then he should try the Umkomaas river
to see what glory there is in shooting them. This river will soon show who is the victor, the
canoeist or the river.
GREN POVALL.
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Benporath and Maclean
demonstrate that in 1974 new

boys came in sizes 0-10.
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Athletics Team — 1974

Captain:

A. Argall.

Comittee:

S. du Toit, D. Bates.

ATHLETICS

We often read today statements such as, "greater opportunity coupled with keener
competition allows for progress toward worthwhile living."
How can these ideas be related to athletics? Opportunities today are more numerous
and the competition is certainly keener. Yet many talented boys do not succeed. Why?
Very often the boy is too heavily involved in other activities. This prevents his becoming

fit enough for his true potential to be realised and his interest is automatically lessened.
At Kearsney we are indeed fortunate in having the faci l ities and time necessary. What
must now be ensured is that those boys who do have potential to do very well must not
allow their athletics to play second fiddle to other sports. I am referring to the more senior
boys whose time must be carefully programmed. It is indeed hoped that their decisions will
not be unfairly interfered with.
From several aspects athletics this year has been successful.

A squad of boys took part in athletic meetings during the first term. Many showed fine
form. Three, S. du Toit, M. Rich and L. Broodryk are to be congratulated on selection for the
Natal Schools team chosen to compete in Pretoria. The competition they encountered was
as fine as the tartan surface.

Six boys spent a week of their July holidays at Port Shepstone attending a coaching
course under auspices of Natal Athletic Association. Three of them, N. Jackman, T. Passmore and A. Smith were invited to a second course in September.
During the third term the Kearsney team did very well to beat strong teams from D.H.S.
and Westville in a relay meeting. We thank those people responsible for the invitation.
Our own Sports saw twelve new records set up and Finningley House came out on top.
Finningley won both the Inter-House and the Inter-House Relay trophies. Their success
reflects the positive approach of their captain, A. Argall and their hard working committee.
Congratulations. In addition, Mr. Mervyn Myhill's interest inspired many boys to greater
effort.

Gillingham took the Inter-House standards trophy fairly easily. In this regard I thank Mr.
Mike Mossom for calculating and recording the standard points scored.
SPORTS DAY TROPHY WINNERS
BEST INDIVIDUAL EVENT IN:

Under 13
Under 14

G. van der Leeuw
C. Ross

Under 15

M. Calitz

Under 16

A. Chaplin

Open

M. Rich
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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100m

M. Briscoe

800m

G. van der Leeuw

Flat race

M. Calitz

Field event

M. Rich

Hurdles

M. Selby

Best runner-up in:
Under 13

R, Hudson

Under 14

P. Markram

Under 15

E. Hohls

Under 16

M. Briscoe

Open

D. Heuer

M Rich establishes a new Open
Javelin record of 65, 68 metres

Approximately 150 athletics took part in the Hilton, Michaelhouse, Kearsney Triangular.
We were treated to some very good 400m running by the Hilton Senior team who broke the
record, Michaelhouse again dominated middle and long distance events. Kearsney showed

strength in depth and breadth. Once again, to my delight, Kearsney won all 4 x 100 m relays.
I wish to thank most sincerely all who helped in the organising and running of athletics

this year. Particular thanks must go to all the helpers on our sports day. Without such shared
effort such an occasion could not take place.
B. WILLIAMS
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M Rich wins the Open 100 metres
5.

in a time of 11,4 seconds.
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Canoeing got off to a late but enthusiastic start during the fourth quarter of 1974. A
Kearsney team, comprising one double and three single canoes, competed against teams
from Michaelhouse, D.H.S. and Maritzburg College in the Albert Falls area. Crenfell Povall
and Richard Henry finished 5th and 6th respectively, while the Kearsney team was placed
4th overall. Although all concerned finished blistered and drenched to the skin, their enthu
siasm remains undampened and a fuller programme of events in 1975 is eagerly anticipated.
Special mention must be made of Crenfell Povall's "pioneering" work in stimulating
interest in this sport at Kearsney.
P. TENNANT
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CANOEING

CRICKET Most teams have had a good year. The 1st XI In particular has played some very good

cricket. In 1975 the 1st XI will be young and inexperienced and will thus face a considerable
challenge.
Once again we have been fortunate to have the services of Mr. John Steele as a coach.
During the 1974/5 season he has been coming to Kearsney for two days per week.
There has been a considerable amount of capital expenditure on cricket facilities this
year. The new turf wicket on the Observatory field came into use during the 4th term. It has
played very well, judging by the high scores achieved there. The old sight-screens on the
Oval have been replaced by magnificent brick screens. The question of replacement of the
screens will not arise again. At present the Oval is looking better than it has for years. There
are few cricket fields in Natal to equal it. The concrete nets are due to receive a new lease on
life during the Christmas holidays. The poles and netting are to be replaced.
I wish to thank all those who have given up so much time this year as coaches of teams.
In addition, I wish to thank all those boys who have given their time the game as umpires,
scorers and scoreboard operators.
J.L. HALL
Credits
Natal Schools XI:

R.D. Nathan, D.K. Pearse (12th man)

Natal Mynahs XI:

B.J. Hagemann
R.D. Nathan, D.K. Pearse

Honours:

B.C. Eigenmann, M.J. Ellis Cole, B.A. McLuckie, R.D. Nathan,

Colours:

S.E. Schiefner, D.K. Pearse.
Colours for Umpiring:

E. Pomare.

Service Awards:
Inter-House Cricket

G. Povall and M.G. Rich.

Trophy:

Finningley.

Jack Hulett Salver for the

house with the greatest
number of boys in cricket
teams:
Finningley.
Trophy for the best
allrounder:

D.K. Pearse.

Foss Bat for the most

promising and improved
cricketer:

R.D. Nathan
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1st. XI Cricket — 1974
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Regular Players: M. ELlis-Cole (capt.), B. McLuckie (vice-capt.), P. Briggs, S. du Toit, FIRST Xi
B. Eigenmann, P. Forsyth, B. Hagemann, D. Martin, R. Nathan, D. Pearse, S. Schiefner, J.
Smythe, R. Thring.
Umpire: E. Pomare.

Scorer: G. Povall.

Growing confidence as the year wore on has helped to make this season a very happy
and satisfactory one. Increasingly it was teamwork and good fielding that played a part in
the team's successes and near-successes in support of the excellent spearhead fast bowling
of David Pearse and the consistent scoring of Richard Thring, Peter Forsyth, Brett Eigenmann
and Robert Nathan, whose last term at school produced the best of his cricket and in parti
cular an outstanding innings of 75 against Alexandra. Most exciting games were those in
which Maritzburg College were closely defeated and Glenwood held in the balance until the
very last ball. Against D.H.S. Bruce McLuckie and that spectacular fieldsman Shaun Shiefner
demonstrated their powers of recovery with a partnership of 90 for the ninth wicket. Peter
Briggs, a promising off-spinner, made a belated appearance owing to injury. The last word
must be one of appreciation to skipper Michael Ellis-Cole who, although experiencing a
somewhat disappointing run of luck with the bat, showed his calibre in the manner in which
he led, encouraged and prevailed upon the members of his team to give of their very best.
C. BROSTER

SUMMARY OF MATCHES
1STTERM:
vs ST. ANDREW'S

Home

Drawn (Rain),
ST. ANDREW'S:
KEARSNEY:

168/6 declared (Pearse 2/22, Schiefner 2/28).
19/4.
vs WESTVILLE

KEARSNEY:
WESTVILLE:

Home

Lost by 1 wicket.
80(Pearse 20, Ellis-Cole 13).
81/9(Pearse 3/30, Schiefner 5/13).
vs OLD BOYS

OLD BOYS:
KEARSNEY:

Home

Won by 2 wickets.
109/8 declared (Eigenmann 6/33).
129/8(Forsyth 18, Eigenmann 20, Ellis-Cole 20 n.o.,
du Toit 23 n.o.)
vsDHS

Home

Drawn (Rain).
KEARSNEY:

93/6(Thring 23, Eigenmann 36 n.o.)
vs HILTON

KEARSNEY:
HILTON:

106/4(Wait 2/12).
vs NORTHLANDS
Drawn

KEARSNEY:
NORTHLANDS:

Michaelmas Festival

Away

Lost by 6 wickets
103(Forsyth 19, Martin 16, Pearse 25).
Home

136(Thring 26, Pearse 35, Eigenmann 32).
127/9(Pearse 4/39).

in Pietermaritzburg
vs KRUGERSDORP:

KRUGERSDORP:
KEARSNEY:

Won by 6 wickets.
143(McLuckie 4/29, Schiefner 4/58).
176/4(Forsyth 50 n.o., Thring 33, Pearse 37,
Eigenmann 20 n.o.)
vs ST. STITHIAN'S

KEARSNEY:
ST. STITHIAN'S:

Lost by 5 wickets.
106(Forsyth 16, Nathan 42, Ellis-Cole 29).
111/5 (Pearse 3/33).
vs HYDE PARK
Tied.

KEARSNEY;
HYDE PARK:

98(Nathan 31).
98(McLuckie 3/23, Russon 2/7).
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4TH TERM:
vs ALEXANDRA
Drawn
ALEXANDRA:
KEARSNEY:

186/4 declared (Schiefner 2/44).
132/8(Nathan 75, Pearse 21, Eigenmann 20).
vs D.H.S.
Drawn

KEARSNEY:
D.H.S.:

vs KLOOF

KLOOF:

COLLEGE:
KEARSNEY:

Won by 3 wickets.
93(Pearse 3/21, Eigenmann 4/18).
95/7(Nathan 25, Pearse 17, Schiefner 15 n.o.).

vs MARITZBURG COLLEGE

vs GLENWOOD
Drawn.
GLENWOOD:
KEARSNEY:

Home

Home

Away

154/9 declared (Pearse 3/34).
153/9(Thring 55, Nathan 47).
vs MICHAELHOUSE
Drawn.

MICHAELHOUSE:
KEARSNEY:

Away

174/9 declared (Forsyth 26, Eigenmann 32,
Schiefner 47, McLuckie 39 n.o.).
132/5 (Briggs 2/13).
Won by 115 runs
174(Forsyth 37, Thring 49, Eigenmann 29,
Schiefner 27 n.o ).
59(Pearse 4/14, Briggs 2/4).

KEARSNEY:

Home

Away

168/9 declared (Pearse 5/15).
114/4(Forsyth 38, Nathan 35 n.o., Ellis-Cole 16).

OFFORD WEEK

Offord Week, in some ways, was a disappointing experience. Wet wickets, rainy
weather and above all the negative cricket played by nearly every team, detracted to some
extent from what could have been the highlight of the season. On the positive side, the
Kearsney fielding and team-spirit were as good as ever, Peter Briggs claimed a startling hattrick on a weirdly-bouncing pitch, and Richard Thring played a grand innings of 63 on the
last day. Bernard Hagemann, seizing his long-awaited opportunity of a regular place in the
1st XI, bowled his way right into the Kingsmead Mynahs XI and fully deserved his selection.
Robert Nathan, despite a few false starts showed enough of his class to win a place in the
Natal Schools XI, and we wish him every success in the future. David Pearse was chosen as
12th man for the Natal Schools team's match against Natal Country Districts. It is hoped that
he wi l l get the place he so richly deserves in the team for the Nuffield Week in Kimberley.
His unselfish attitude, excellent fast bowling and mature temperament, together with his
dependable batting, have been key factors in the success of the Kearsney team as a whole.
C. BROSTER.
OFFORD WEEK RESULTS
vs GLENWOOD

GLENWOOD:
KEARSNEY:

Won by 7 wickets.
116(Hagemann 4/35).
118/3(Nathan 35 not out, Pearse 40).

NORTHERN DISTRICTS:
KEARSNEY:
NORTHERN DISTRICTS:

Won by 3 wickets(on 1st Innings).
53(Pearse 5/15, Hagemann 4/18).
72(Schiefner 26, Pearse 14).
36/6(Briggs 6/14).

vs NORTHERN DISTRICTS

vs MIDLANDS

MIDLANDS:

Abandoned (Rain).
28/2(Pearse 2/9).
vs ALEXANDRA
Drawn.

ALEXANDRA:
KEARSNEY:

.11
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122/9 declared (Schiefner 4/30).
83/7(Ellis-Cole 20, Schiefner 27 not out).

vs MARITZBURG COLLEGE
Drawn.

116(Thring 63).

KEARSNEY:
COLLEGE:

57/7(Pearse 3/18, McLuckie 2/23, Briggs 2/8).

Captain: P A. Ward.

Vice Captain: P.M. Crossley.

2ND XI

Regular Players: M.H. Albers; D.B. Bates; W.A.R. Burns; P.M. Crossley; G.A. Friend;
B.J. Hagemann; B.l. Lind; D.W. Russon; j.D. Smythe; M.C. Tucker; L.M. Wait; P.A. Ward.
RESULTS:

vs ESTCOURT: Won by 146 runs. Home.

Kearsney; 171 for 9 dec. (Hagemann 33; Albers 32; Bates 29;
Wait 21 n o.; Burns 21).

Estcourt: 23 (Hagemann 4/18); Wait 4/6; Russon 2/1).

vs ALEXANDRA Won by 154 runs Away.
Kearsney: 228 for 9 dec. (Russon 50; Smythe 41; Bates 31;
Friend 29; Martin 20)
Alexandra: 74 (Wait 7/14; Lind 2/14).
vs DH S • Match drawn. Home.

D H.S.: 144 (Lind 3/27).

vs WESTVILLE: Match tied. Away.
Westville; 107 (Russon 3/21),
Kearsney: 107 (Ward 23; Albers 23).

vs KLOOF: Won by 75 runs on the 1st Innings Away

vs OLD BOYS; Won by 4 wickets. Home.

Kearsney: 118 (Smythe 48).

Old Boys: 126 for 4 (Terry Martin 88 n.o.)
Kearsney: 130 for 6 (Irons 43; Albers 21 n.o ).
vs D H.S.: Match abandoned because of rain, Away.
D.H.S,: 45 for 5 (Russon 2/6).
vs HILTON: Lost by 7 wickets. Home.
Kearsney: 72 (Burns 17).
Hilton: 76 for 3-

vs WESTON: Match drawn. Away.
Kearsney: 221 for 8 dec. (Friend 75 n o.; Smythe 65).

Kearsney: 113 for 8 (Smythe 32; Ward 27).

Kloof: 43 (Wait 7/12; Lind 2/9).

Kearsney 2nd Innings: 80 for 3 dec (Friend 58 n o ).
Kloof: 58 for 5 (Lind 2/12).
vs COLLEGE: Lost by 132 runs. Away.
College: 207

Kearsney: 75 (Smythe 17).
vs GLENWOOD: Won by 7 wickets.
Glenwood 1st Inn 67 (Smythe 5/17; Wait 2/7).
Kearsney: 71 (Friend 21; Tucker 17).
Glenwood 2nd Inn: 36 (Burns 7/6; Smythe 3/23).

Weston: 80 for 9 (Burns 2/10; Friend 3/13).

Kearsney: 39 for 3(Hagemann 22 n o ).

vs NORTHLANDS: Lost by 53 runs. Away.

vs MICHAELHOUSE: Match drawn. Home.

Northlands: 147 for 7 (Forgher 3/26).

Michaelhouse: 163 (Russon 2/8; Tucker 2/9).

Kearsney: 94 (Tucker 31; Burns 19).

Kearsney 131 for 9 (Tucker 30; Russon 23; Albers 22).

Summary:

The 2nd XI had a successful season, winning 5 games and losing 3. Several batsmen
scored consistently, the main contributor being Smythe, while Wait and Lind bowled very
well on occasion. Ward proved an able captain.
L.P. ZAAVMAN.

Captain: G. Wells.

Vice-Captain: W. EHultzer.

3RD XI

Regular Players: W. Bentley, R. Cawood, M. Corfe, A. Chaplin, G. Kode, A. Irons, M. Albers,
C. Logan, F. Dawidtz, J. Howieson, G. Blackboard, M. Briscoe.
RESULTS:

vs WESTVILLE: Won by 21 runs. Away.
Kearsney: 96 all out.
Westville: 65 all out.
vs D.H.S.: Drew. Home.

vs D.H.S.: Won by 149 runs. Home.
Kearsney: 214 for 7 (Corfe 41, Bentley 82, Logan 32).
D.H S.: 65 (Cawood 2/7, Chaplin 2/17, Hultzer 2/6,
Howieson 2/7, Corfe 2/5).

vs ALEXANDRA: Won by 6 wickets. Away.
Kearsney: 68 for 4 (Corfe 38).

Kearsney: 171 all out (Corfe 65, Howieson 31).

Alexandra: 66 for 10 (Blackbeard 3/15, Chaplin 3/22,

D.H.S.: 130 for 4.

Howieson 3/11).

vs HILTON: Lost by 74 runs. Away.
Kearsney: 125 (Corfe 43).

Hilton: 199 for 8 (Blackboard 3/58, Matthews 3/75).
vs NORTHLANDS: Won by 4 runs. Home.

vs MARITZBURG COLLEGE: Won by 43 runs. Home.
Kearsney: 141 (Chaplin 66).
College: 97
vs GLENWOOD: Won by 192. Home.

Kearsney: 107 (Wells 36).

Kearsney: 262 for 6 (Bentley 55, Chaplin 36).

Northlands: 103

Glenwood: 70 for 10 (Chaplin 2/31, Cawood 5/14).

After a reasonably good first term performance (2 won, 1 drawn and 1 lost) the thirds
settled down to a winning streak during the fourth term, winning all its matches. Particularly
pleasing were the matches against Maritzburg College and D.H.S. (D.H.S. had been
unbeaten).

The team is a fairly young team (towards the end of the season, the only 6th Former in
the team was Albers) and its spirit is particularly high. It remained stable throughout the
fourth term, and learnt to play as a team.
B.W. TUCKER.
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4TH XI

Captain: N.F. Veldman.
Players: J. Crossley, S. Hudson, M. Taylor, S. Brown, A. Young, S. Irwin, A. Small, D. Woodhouse, D. Mason, A. Smith, J. Reunert, G. Prentice.
vs MARITZBURC COLLEGE: Won by 53 runs. Away.
Kearsney. 195 (Small 57, Hudson 34, Taylor 35,
Crossley 29),
RESULTS:

College: 142 (Prentice 4/13, Woodhouse 3/32),

vs MICHAELHOUSE: Won by 71 runs. Home.
Kearsney: 141 (Brown 72).

vs KLOOF COMBINED 2ND & 3RD: Lost by 2 wickets. Away.
Kearsney: 111 for 9 (Crossley 29, Brown 24).

Michaelhouse: 70.

Kloof: 135.

The fourths always played with a lot of spirit and enjoyed the games.
C. DIEDERICKS.

UNDER 15A

Captain: G.C. Dixon.
Vice Captain: A.M. Boraine.
Regular Players: R.H. Clacey, M.J. Gebauer-Dunlop, I.A. Howarth, M.B. Logan, P.M. Pearse,
G.D. Pearson, I.G.W. Shuker, C.J. Sturgeon and R.C. Swadling.
Scorer: P.J. Chick.

RESULTS OF MATCHES.

vs WESTVILLE: Won by 5 wickets. Home.

Westville: 97 (Boraine 4/10, Pearson 3/20).
Kearsney: 128/6 (Dixon 48, Pearson 24 n o., Swadling 22 n o.)

vs D.H.S : Won by 3 wickets.

HOME

Games against Estcourt and Maritzburg College to be played away D.H.S : 90 (Pearse 6/40),
were washed out. The match against D.H.S. was restricted to 25 Kearsney: 97/7 (Pearse 32, Pearson 26).
overs each because of rain.
vs KLOOF: Lost by 31 runs.
vs D.H.S.: Won by 43 runs.

HOME

D H.S.: 47 (Gebauer-Dunlop 3/4)
Kearsney: 90/4 (Shuker 29, Pearson 29 n o Howarth 19)
vs HILTON: Lost by 7 wickets.

vs MARITZBURG COLLEGE: Lost by 14 runs.

HOME

AWAY College 140 (Swadling 4/18, Sturgeon 3/16).

Kearsney: 126 (Gebauer-Dunlop 44, Swadling 32).
vs CLFNWOOD: Won by 3 wickets.

Kearsney 98 (Gebauer-Dunlop 32).
Hilton: 114/6 (Boraine 3/18, Sturgeon 2/34).
vs NORTHLANDS: Lost by 5 wickets

HOME

Kloof: 72 (Swadling 3/19, Pearse 4/14).
Kearsney: 41 (Howarth 15).

Kearsney: 94 (Swadling 38 no.)

Kearsney: 123/8 (Logan 27, Gebauer-Dunlop 31 n.o.)

Northlands: 95/5 (Sturgeon 4/12).

vs MICHAELHOUSE: Draw.

vs ALEXANDRA: Drawn

AWAY

HOME Glenwood: 105 (Swadling 5/27).

HOME

Kearsney: 202/9 decl. (Logan 96, Sturgeon 26 n o Shuker 23).
Alexandra: 95/6 (Sturgeon 4/29).

AWAY

Kearsney: 193/7 (Logan 104 n o., Howarth 50)
Michaelhouse: 153/3.

Return against Hilton was cancelled owing to rain.

Team enjoyed good cricket. Some inept batting was disastrous, as in the matches
against Kloof and College. On occasion the team could not score enough runs as in the
games against Hilton and Northlands. When runs came well against Alexandra and Michaelhouse then the bowling did not make headway. Pearse and Logan joined the team in the
latter half of the season and did very well. They justified their elevation from the U.14
division. Wicket Keeper Dixon was invited to join an Invitation U.15 Natal Schools Team
which will play in a tournament in Johannesburg during the holidays.
R.L. IRONS.

UNDER 15B

Captain: A.D C. Hopkins.
Vice-Captain: C.J. van Rensburg.
Regular Players: C.K. Barratt, D.K. Birkett, W.S. Friend, M.H. Gebers, S.G. Hewitt, C.B.
Jennings, B.J.W. Jessop, B.J. Laidlaw, M. Maritz, N.P. Murray, A.S. Tombe and C.J.
Withers poon.
Scorer: C.E. Foster.

vs WESTON U.15A: Lost by 153 runs.
Weston: 206/7 (Laidlaw 3/43).
Kearsney; 53.

4

vs WESTVILLE: Lost by 8 wickets.
Kearsney: 50.
Westville: 105 (Hewitt 5/26).

vsHILTON: Lost by 7wickets.
Kearsney: 84 (Hewitt 29)
Hilton: 85/3,
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HOME vs NORTHLANDS: Lost by 34 runs.
Northlands: 103 (Laidlaw 5/26).

HOME

Kearsney: 68.

HOME vs ALEXANDRA: Won by 156 runs.

AWAY

Kearsney: 210/7 (Barratt 49, Hopkins 34).
Alexandra: 54 (Maritz 3/9, Friend 3/12, Laidlaw 3/11).

HOME vs D.H.S.: Won by 33 runs.
Kearsney: 138 (Jennings 29, Birkett 25 n o.)
DH.S.: 105 (Birkett 4/18, Maritz 3/30).

HOME

vsMARITZBURG COLLEGE: Lost by 16 runs.
College: 158 (Witherspoon 6/24).

AWAY

vs MICHAELHQUSE: Lost by 2 wickets.

HOME

Kearsney: 156 (Jessop 52, Maritz 21, Friend 19 n o.)

Kearsney: 142 (lessop 34, Laidlaw 28, Cebers 23).

Micbaeihouse: 162/9 (Witherspoon 5/59).

vs CLENWOOD: Lost by 6 runs.
Clenwood: 142 (Hopkins 4/13).
Kearsney: 136 (Tombe 24, Birkett 19).

HOME

The team improved considerably in the fourth term. There were several close results.

Mark Rich is thanked for the interest he showed in organising and umpiring in this division.
R.L. IRONS.

Captain: R. Ward.
Members: K. Temlett; C. Ross; P. Alcock; B. Shuker; B. Whiting; N. Jackman; C. Stone; R. UNDER 14A

Burns; G. Dyson; M. Feinauer.
RESULTS OF MATCHES

vs MARITZBURG COLLEGE: Match lost by 2 wickets.

AWAY

AWAY Kearsney: 115 (Temlett 24; Feinauer 24).

vs ALEXANDRA; Match drawn.

Kearsney: 114 (Shuker 18, Jackman 18, Burns 19, Dyson 24).
Alexandra: 112 for 3,

College: 119 for 8 (Jackman 4 - 23).
vs CLENWOOD: Match won by 2 wickets.

HOME

AWAY Clenwood: 73 (Ross 3—18; Burns 2—10; Stone 4—11).

vs D.H.S,: Match lost by 57 runs.

D.H.S.: 181 (after having them 110 for 9), Ross 4 — 49).
Kearsney: 124 (Ross 43, not out. Burns 37).

Kearsney: 90 for 8 (Temlett 20; Ro.^ 30).

vs MICHAELHOUSE: Match lost by 48 runs.

HOME

AWAY Michaelhouse: 122 (after having them 12 runs for 5 wickets.

vs KLOOF: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 190 for 4 declared. (Temlett 77; Ross 37, not out;
Whiting 22).
Kloof: in for 7 (Stone 3-31).

Ross 4—11; Jackman 6—32).
Kearsney: 75 (Feinauer 22).

vs HILTON: Match cancelled due to rain.

Comment on performance

The results of this potentially talented and very able side were a little disappointing.
They never seemed able to exploit the other side's vulnerable positions and weaknesses or to

make full use of their opportunities. This was seen especially in the matches against
Michaelhouse and D.H.S., where a little more forceful play would have given them victory.
Mention must be made of outstanding performances by Charlie Ross, scoring 34 runs
and taking 12 wickets, and Keith Temlett scoring 133 runs, in the six matches played.
Mention also must be made of our willing supporter and scorer Edsel Hohls. Many
thanks to him.
F. COCKS

Captain: K. Hageman

I IIVinCD 1/ID

Regular Players: C. Albertyn, T. Dunlop, J. Gilmore, R. Holden, A. Engelbrecht, G. Jennings, '-'NDEK T4B
P. Markram, C. Mason, M. Oliver, C. Rattray, A. Robinson, M. Van Wyk.
RESULTS OF MATCHES

vs ALEXANDRA: Lost by 1 wkt.
Kearsney: 72.

vs COLLEGE: Lost by 122 runs.

Alexandra 76 for 9.

College: 233. (Robinson 56 for 6).
Kearsney: 111. (Markram 32, Oliver 25).

vs D.H.S.; Match drawn.

vs HIGHBURY: Lost by 8 wkts.

D.H.S.: 192.

Kearsney: 55.

Kearsney; 155 for 8. Dunlop 54 not out.

Highbury: 56 for 2.

Summary:

This team has few gifted players but were always enthusiastic about their games.
Unfortunately several games were cancelled because of rain. A relatively poor season as far
as results are concerned but well captained by Hageman.
M.J.deBEER.

Captain: Foster, H.G.

Vice-Captain: Howarth, G.J.

UNDER 13A

Regular Players: Chapman, A.E.; Dyson, P A. Goodall, J.P.; Grant, D.j.; Green, G.R.; Hudson,
R.J.; Hutchinson, P.j.; Jennings, M.C.; Richards, D.P.; Rogers, G.M.; Sloane, N.J.; van der
Leeuw, P.G.
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vs D.H.S.: Lostbv9wickets.
Kearsney: 66 (Grant 16).

D.H.S.: 154 (Chapman 3/23; Foster 3/36).

RESULTS:

vs HIGHBURY 1ST XI ; Lost by 10 wickets.

HOME

Kearsney: 71 (Hutchinson 20).

Kearsney: 81 for 3 (Foster 24; Jennings 20 n.o.)
HOME

Kearsney: 55 (Chapman 16; Foster 12).
Cordwalles: 24 for 5 (Foster 4/12).
vs WESTVILLE: Lost by 7 wickets.
Kearsney: 60 (Richards 17).

vs KLOOF Won by 10 wickets.

HOME

Kloof: 23 (Chapman 5/7).

Kearsney: 144 for 7 (Chapman 67; Green 20).
HOME

vs MARITZBURC COLLEGE: Eost by 100 runs.
College: 185 for 8 (van der Leeuw 3/23).

HOME

vs HIGHBURY 2ND XI: Drew.

Westville: 158 (Howarth 5/26).
vs HILTON; Lost by 7 wickets.

AWAY

vs CORDWALLES: Drew.

Cordwalles: 133 for 7 (Grant 3/19).

Higubury: 73.
vs CORDWALLES 1ST XI : Drew.

HOME

Kearsney: 85 (Foster 29; Green 17).
HOME

Kearsney: 39

Highbury: 105 (Grant 4/19).

Hilton: 107 for 7 (Grant 2/39).

Kearsney: 105 (Howarth 40; Jennings 26)

vs HILLCRE5T: Lost by 3 wickets

HOME

HOME

vs GLENWOOD: Won by 3 wickets

HOME

Kearsney: 77 (Dyson 21; jennings 11).

Glenwood 90 (Foster 7/22).

Hillcrest: 88 (Howarth 4/12).

Kearsney: 114 for 7 (Howarth 28; Hudson 20).

vs NORTHLANDS: Lost by 55 runs.
Northlands: 164 (Chapman 5/32)
Kearsney: 109 (Chapman 24; Howarth 17).

HOME

vs ALEXANDRA: Lost by 3 wickets.

HOME

vs MICHAELHOUSE; Won by 33 runs.

HOME

Kearsney: 104 (Jennings 33; Foster 34).

Michaelhouse: 71 (Foster 3/31; Chapman 3/30).
HOME

vs HILLCREST: Drew.

Kearsney; 78 (van der Leeuw 21; Howarth 10)

Kearsney: 98 for 7 (Green 16; Howarth 16).

Alexandra; 106 (Chapman 3/25).

Hillcrest: 69 for 3 (Foster 2/30).

SUMMARY OF SEASON:

As far as the results went the under 13A of 1974 did not do well but during the second

half of the season things did begin to improve. The first term was troubled by individual play
whereas the fourth term saw the players develop a team involvement. Maturity was res

ponsible for the improvement of several players during the latter half of the season and
special mention should be made of the batting of Howarth and Jennings. Whereas the team
had no exciting bowling, the fielding was of a very high standard and often drew comment
from frustrated opponents!
r-

M.J. NICHOLSON.
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An under 15 and Open team were entered in the Durban and District League. The teams

were often depleted as a result of fixtures clashing with rugby games, but nevertheless both
did well to finish 8th and 9th respectively in the league.

CROSS
COUNTRY

Christopher Patient deserves special mention. Although still U14 he ran extremely well
during the D & D trial race to come 8th and was subsequently chosen to represent the D & D
U15 team.
M.E. MYHILL.

This sport was introduced at Kearsney in the second quarter of 1973. It has been taken up
seriously by about fifteen boys.
Special thanks go to Mr Richard Carter of Hillcrest who has helped Kearsney's fencers to
go a long way through tireless coaching in his free time. We are greatly indebted to him.
In 1973 no great achievements were accomplished but our regular fencers attended a
few competitions in which they were by no means disgraced.
In 1974 there have been about ten regular fencers and they have done a great deal for
the sport at Kearsney. In the third quarter a Natal Schools team was selected to fight a
Transvaal Schools side. Gary Bax and Neil Smith represented Kearsney for the Province. The
Transvaal side beat Natal by thirteen bouts to three.
In the fourth quarter the same Natal Schools team narrowly won a return match in
Pinetown by six hits. At the same time a Natal Schools 'B' team, consisting of Brian Dales,
Martin Grasett and Ronnie van Loo, beat a Transvaal 'B'team. Gary Bax and Neil Smith have
been awarded Natal Schools Fencing colours.
It is hoped that there will be even greater interest in school fencing in the future.
A.M. HILL.
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Natal Schools' Hockey

Mr. J. Faber with M, Ellis-Cole (L) and D. Martin
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Captain: M. Ellis-Cole. Vice-Captain: W. Hultzer. Regular Players: D. Batchelor, C. Blackbeard,
R. Burns,
Howieson,
Liebetrau, D. Martin, T. Ouwehand, B. Paxman, A. Ouinton
M.
Saunders,
S. J.Schiefner,
N.S.Smith.
RESULTS:

Clenwood
Westville

Won
Lost

Opponents

Result

Hamilton, Rhodesia

Kingsway

Lost

Drew

2

2

Michaelhouse

Alexandra High School

Lost

Lost

0

4

Northlands

Lost

For

Against

Mansfield

Drew

3

3

Kloof

Won

D.H.S

Drew

2

2

Graeme College, G Town

Won

Hilton

Won

4

0

K E.S Johannesburg

Kingswood, G-Town

Lost

Drew

2

2

Grey College, Port Elizabeth

Lost

W
V

1st, XI Horkey — 1974

In the past hockey season the 1st XI hockey side acquitted themselves well, although
the results seem to indicate otherwise. The team spirit was high, right throughout the season
We had five players in Durban and Districts open side, and two of our players namely, Mike
Ellis-Cole and Dain Martin made Natal Schools side, with Ellis-Cole as Captain.
EABER

2ND XI

Captain: E. Pomare. Vice-Captain: J. Garland, Regular Players: W. Blackbeard, M. Crasett P
Karnezos, G. Plekker, P. Rennie, B. Small, J. Spratt, K. Taylor, P. Veldman.
RESULTS:

Opponents
Michaelhouse

Result

For

Against

Clenwood
Westville

Won
Won

0

9

Kingsway
Alexandra

7

0

Northlands

Won

2

0

Kloof

Won

Drew

4

4

v/sOld Boys

Drew

Mansfield

Lost
Won

D.H S.
Hilton

Won
Won
Drew

The Second team had a successful season, losing only one match (against Michael

house) in the first match of the season. The spirit of the Seconds was very high right through
out the season.
J. EABER

UNDER 15

Captain: Jennings, C. Vice-Captain: Pearse, P.; Regular Players: Alcock P, Blackbeard P,
Botha B, Gebauer-Dunlop M,Gribble L, Logan M, Jennings G, Maritz M, Stone G, Tombe A,
Walker P.
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RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

D.HS.

Won

8

0

Kloof

Won

3

2

Westville

Won

16

0

Kingsway

Won

7

0

Glenwood

Won

4

0

Rarely does a master in charge of a hockey age-group have such an accumulation of
talent as I experienced this season. Several boys were most unlucky not to make the "A"

side. Neither Hewitt nor Fargher played for the "A" side, but their conscientious and respon
sible approach need special mention.

Jennings C, proved an effective and popular captain. A high degree of understanding
developed between players and among defence and attack.
Jennings C, Jennings G, Pearse P, Stone G, were selected for the Durban and Districts
side. Congratulations!
B. WILLIAMS

Captain: R. Burns; Vice-Captain: C. Rattray; Regular Players: R. Burns, L. Crampton, G. UNDER 14A
Dowson, J. Drake, C. Ewin, A. Grant, N. Kraus, A. Passmore, D. Quested, C. Rattray, A.
Taylor, B. Whiting, D. Williams, M. van Wyk.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Mansfield
Glenwood

Won

2

0

Lost

1

4

Northlands

Won

4

0

D.H.S.

Lost

2

6

Alexandra

Won

2

1

Highbury 1st

Won

5

1

That so many boys in this age group played in a higher division is an indication of
hockey strength at Kearsney.
The team lacked experience, but by the end of the season, they provided adequate
opposition for any other school. Burns captained the side well and lead the attack with skill.
Taylor was reserve for the Durban and District side.
T.G. ALLEN

n

Musketry Squad — 1974
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MUSKETRY

Regular members of the team:
Seniors;
Juniors:

R E. Lundgren, S. Pett, M. Hudson, N. Veldman, R. Downs, P.J. van der Pol.
R. Pett, R. Hudson, R. Henry, E. Hohls, M. Stead, L. Bester.

At this year's Bisley 5 Kearsney boys were selected for the Natal Einals. They were R.
Lundgren, S. Pett, R. Pett, R. Hudson and R. Henry. The Kearsney Junior team did also very
well at Bisley by winning the CENTENARY SHIELD for the highest score in the rapid fire.
The Natal team was selected at Pietermaritzburg College, and 3 boys of Kearsney
managed to get into the Natal side. We thus congratulate R.E. Lundgren, R. Pett and R.
Hudson who travelled up to Potchefstroom for the Inter-Provincial Bisley. Natal came first.
Gillingham won the 1974 House competition, and R. Lundgren won the Senior Cham

pionships and R. Pett won the Junior Championships.
L. KASSIER.

RUGBY Again tJiis year nearly 400 boys participated in rugby — a considerable proportion of the
school population. A maximum of 21 teams represented the school, eight of which were in
the Open division. Results indicate that the 1st XV had a mediocre season, yet no one would
deny that they provided most entertaining open rugby, even at times when perhaps a tighter
game might have produced a more favourable result. Their goal-kicking too, let them down
at crucial times. The 2nd XV, and to a lesser degree all the open teams, had a good season.
This augurs well for next year, especially as the under 15 age group has both strength and
depth. All the U15 teams have done well this year, the under 15C team being unbeaten. The
under 14 age group appears to have l ittle depth and we seem to lack the stars we are accus
tomed to in the under 13 age group. We will rely heavily on our intake next year to solve
these weaknesses.

It is some years since a Natal Schools Team was selected without a Kearsney represen
tative. Although M. Russell, M. Albers, N. Veldman, A. Auret, M. Rich and S. du Toit
attended the trials, none made the Schools' side.
No tour was undertaken this year, but our 1st and under ISA XV's did travel to
Johannesburg to play St. Stithians; we had the pleasure of entertaining the touring Wynberg
team; and towards the end of the season we were hosts to the touring Scottish Schoolboy
International team, the Thistles.

%

1st. XV 1974
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The innovation of schoolboy referees appears to have been accepted by visiting

schools, and again this year their services were welcome, and comments on their standard of
refereeing were very favourable.
Our thanks are due to those who serve behind the scenes: Sisters, Beaton and Shuttleworth, Mr. R. Blackboard and his catering staff, the ladies who pour tea, Mr, D. Milbank, the
drivers and ground staff, P. Chick and his ball-boys, C. Parker and his orange-boys, the
scorers and others who help unobtrusively.
We thank also the members of the Durban Referees' Society; Mr. C. Jeannot for his
meticulous handling of the arrangements; and the coaches, without whose time and
enthusiasm the season would have been the poorer.
R.D. BLAMEY.

Captain: H.M.S. Russell; Vice-Captain: M. Albers; Regular Players: A. Argall, A. Auret, S.F.

du Toit, T. Fargher, A. Friend, D. Heuer, R. Nathan, D. Pearse, M. Rich, D. Smythe, R. Thring,
N. Veldman.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Brettonwood
Michaelhouse

Won

33

0

Won

28

21

Maritzburg College

Lost

9

18

Kloof

Drew

12

12

Clenwood

Won

23

15

Wynberg

Lost

6

30

St Stithians

Lost

10

21

6

13

Lost

8

16

DH.S

Lost

13

38

Lost

20

50

Lost

0

24

Port Natal
Westville
Northlands

Lost

Old Crocks
Hilton

Won

16

7

Pinetown

Lost

7

12

Old Boys

Lost

6

10

As can be seen from the results this has not been a very successful season. However, the
team has, on occasion, produced some fine running rugby. I hope that the enthusiasm they
have shown in running the ball will carry over to next year's team. The following players
received their colours: — M. Albers, A. Argall, D. Heuer, M. Russell, M, Rich and R. Thring.
A. Auret: A fine winger with a very deceptive run, employing the outside swerve to good
effect. Was unfortunately plagued by knee and muscular injury this season.
M. Albers: Vice-captain of the team. A tower of strength at lock and a fine example to the
rest of the pack. A very good jumper at No. 2 position in the line-outs. Mike was quite happy
to play loose forward when the occasion demanded it, and always gave of his best.
A. Argall: A flank who must have been the fittest player in the team. He just never stops
running! As a result he was very often the first to the loose ball and able to initiate secondphase play. A great heart and a great tackier.
A. Friend: A hard, straight-running centre, with the potential to break through any back line.
If he can work at his handling unti l it is consistently good, he will be an asset to any team.
T. Fargher: A good loose-head prop with aspirations of being a loose forward! He was there
fore pretty fast to the point of breakdown and helped to win us good ball. With the rest of
the front rank he formed a combination that gave our opponents an awful lot of trouble.
D. Heuer: An unknown quantity at the start of the season, he developed into a great full
back. I only saw one better than he this season. His tackling was superb and gave confi
dence to the rest of the team. A feature of his play was the manner in which he often set up
an attack after fielding a ball way behind his own three-quarter line. Should go far in this
game if he continues with it after leaving school.
D. Pearse: Young, very tall and a great asset in the line-outs at number four position. By the
end of the season he had developed into a grand lock playing intelligent rugby. Showed a
delightful sense of humour . . . often at the strangest times!
M. Russell: Captain, flank and a very willing player who led his team from in front. His
leadership was directly responsible for the open rugby the team played. He, with Argall, was
always on hand to set up an attack from quick possession of the loose ball. I am grateful to
him for his ability to get his players to "cool it", often in the face of severe provocation.

M. Rich: Big, fast, dangerous winger. Played some superb games thisyear thrilling the specta
tors with his exciting runs down the touch-line. His try against Northlands will long be
remembered, tackled 5 yards short of the line, his momentum carried him over to score after
a powerful 40 yard dash. Should be an even greater force in the team next year.

J. Smythe: As a scrumhalf "Gappy" gave his three-quarters a pretty good service. When he
made up his mind to break it was usually a good one; unfortunately he broke far too seldom!
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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His distribution of the ball from a quick tap penalty kick set up many a dangerous attack. He
worked up a fine understanding with his hooker.
R. Thring: An excellent hooker and a good player in the loose as well. It must have been
galling for "Rich" to see the backs squander the ball, by dropped passes or injudicious
kicking, after he had worked so hard to ensure that we gained possession. In his hooking
duels he was only beaten three times . . . by his opposite numbers from Wynberg, D.H.S.,
and College.

du Toit S: As a centre Steve showed a great deal of promise. He was fast, with an eye for the
gap, and when he put his mind to it, a good defender. He played some notable games this
year, in particular the one against College. With Rich he was the principle point scorer for
the team.

N. Veldman:"jumbo" has quite literally proved to be a tower of strength. He carried out his

job as tight-head prop with singular success, no opposite number ever got the better of him.
He should prove to be a very useful member of the team again next year.
R. Nathan: Rob filled the berth of fly-half very adequately. He got his threes moving quickly
and smoothly. He always looked dangerous when going blind and then feeding back to his
forwards . . . if only he had done so more ofteni He has a good boot and uses it with effect.

Altogether there were twenty-two players who represented the 1st XV this year. The
fourteen mentioned above were all regular members of the team, but there are three others
who played about six games each. They are: — D. Bates (loose forward), A. Smith (lock), and
B. Eigenmann (fullback & fly-half). Without their services at critical stages during the season
we would have been in great trouble indeed. Al l three are talented players and gave of their
best.
A.R.C. TOWNSHEND.

u,..

2ND XV

Ihe Sdturciay Crowd

Captain: M.A. Belfort; Vice-Captain: B.A. McLuckie; Regular Players: L. Broodryk, D. Bates,
R. Cawood, A T. Croft, K. Daddy, S.F. du Toit, B. Eigenmann, B. Hagemann, C.B. Hall, A.
Irons, R. Pett, A. Ross, A. Smith, P. v.d. Pol, P. Veldman, L Wait, P. Ward.
RESULTS:

OpponenLs

Result

For

Against

Brettonwood
Michaelhouse

Won

31

0

Won

10

D.H.S
Hilton

Lost

3

Kloot

Won

19

14

Lost

0

28

4

Glenvvood
Kloot

Won

28

3

9

['ort Natal

Lost

12

13

Won

20

10

Westvillo

Won

12

PInetown

Won

34

16

Old Roys

Won

25

6

Maritzburg College

Won

10

4

Northlands

Won

15

10

0

The excellent record of this team was due almost entirely to unity of purpose and total

enthusiasm. Inspired by the outstanding leadership of Belfort and McLuckie, every player
gave of his best. Success was built on teamwork, but the match-winning qualities of Eigen
mann at full-back and the rapid development of Cawood at fly-half should not be over44
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looked, Don McElroy (Long Beach, California) made a memorable appearance as guest star.
Thanks are due to W. Hultzer for his loyal services as touch-judge.
C. BROSTER

Captain: Croft, T; Vice-Captain: Richardson, W.; Regular Players: Blom, E; Briscoe, M.; 3RD XV
Chaplin, L.; Du Bernard, L.; Jolliffe, B; Muller, C; Nette, J; Roberts, I; Russon, D; Theunissen,
C; Van Niekerk, J; Wells, G; Wilks, A.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Brettonwood

Won

54

0

Michaelhouse

Won

12

D.H.S.

Won

20

4
0

Hilton
Pinetown

Lost
Won

3

11

62

0

Maritzburg College

Lost

10

36

Kloof 3rd

Won

62

0

Clenwood

Cancelled

Thomas More 1st

Lost

6

18

Port Natal
Westville
Northlands

Lost

6

8

Won

10

0

Won

27

4

A successful season. It was especially encouraging to see their hard constructive rugby
and general fitness show dividends against sides far superior in weight and size. Special
mention must go to Croft and Richardson for their determined leadership and producing a
high standard of forward play. Together with the backs such as Theunisen and Briscoe,
"Boras" Nette proved particularly thrustful.
M.j, de BEER & G. GILES

Captain: Mason, D; Vice-Captain: Rowley, L; Regular Players: Chaplin, A; Goldman, R; 4TH XV
Henry, R; Hotz, D; Hullett, C; Kullin, A; Livesy, B; Logan, C; Martins, V; Murless, C; Rich, J;
Stranach, T; Tucker, M; Saunders, M.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Maritzburg College
Kloof 4th

Lost
Won

10
30

32
10

Clenwood

Lost

10

12

Lost

8

10

28

Kloof 3rd
Port Natal

Won

14

4

14

Westville

Won

19

0
3

68

3

Northlands

Drew

0

0

Brettenwood

Won

Michaelhouse

Won

72
50

0
9

D.H.S.
Hilton
Pinetown

Lost

0

Lost
Won

A fairly successful season. Due to unavoidable team changes this team did not have the
same balance in positions as the thirds had, but they always tried hard and attained the same
level of fitness and were always ready to run the ball in the threes. Roberts and Tucker as
well as Rowley proved very versatile. Towards the end of the season they proved to be a
good combination when fewer team changes were possible.
M.J. de BEER & G. GILES

Captain: C. Smyth; Vice-Captain: D. Marais; Regular Players: D. Attenborough; Q. Bening- 5TH XV
field; K. Bobek; D. Boyes; N. Chapman; G. Clarke; M. Coad; M. de Volpi; M. Goodall; M.
Hudson; C. Hulett; B. Livsey; V. Martins; A. Manson-Kullin; C. Murless; D. Rigby; F. Sievers;
C. Stemmler; G. Williams.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

62

0

Won

25

6

Kloof
Clenwood

Won

Michaelhouse

Won

50

10

D H S.
Hilton

Lost

8

20

Thomas More 2nd

Won

60

0

Lost

10

13

Won

39

0

Pinetown

Won

58

0

College

Lost

0

37

Port Natal
Westville
Northlands

Won

8

3

Drew

10

10

This team played some very pleasing rugby and performed with credit in many matches.
If weak tackling was at times a problem, it was a feature also of the play of most opponents.
R.W. LAMPLOUGH

Captain: T. Berge; Vice-Captain:

Regular Players: R. Barrow; W. Bentley; W. 6TH XV

Blackboard; S. Brown; S.C.R. Brown; R. Calverley; R. Chappie; C. Clark; W. Collingwood; R.
Coote; B. Dales; P. de Volpi; K. Doughty; R. Golding; R. Henry; C. Hojem; G. Kode; M.
Meumann; G. Pitcher; S. Pett.
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RESULTS:

College

Lost

0

Kloof

Won

SO

0

2h

10

Opponcofs

Result

For

Against

Oirkic Liys

Won

2S

6

(ilenwood

Won

Mi( hdclhousi^

Won

46

0

Kloof 4th

Won

0

D hi S

Lost

4

18

Wt^stville

Won

24

12

Hilton

Won

18

10

NorthLinds

Won

28

10

In spite of numerous changes from week to week the team had a good season and
played some attractive rugby. The results speak for themselves.
R.W. LAMPLOUGH

m

a

■
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U r.A XV 1'I74

UNDER ISA

Captain: I. Howarth; Vice-Captain: C D. Pearson; Regular Players: C. Bax; M. Calitz; M.
Cheze; N. Dibb; G. Dixon; K. Guy; E. Hohls; G. Lurie; J. Montgomery; N. Murray; K. Palmer;
G.M. Pearson; T. Rielly; P. Roper; C. Sturgeon; D. Thomson.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

F^ettonwocxl
Michaelhoiiso

Won
Won

For

Against
0

16

4

DH S
Northlands

Lost

14

44

Won

19

7

Hilton

Won

18

i

Pinetown

Won

34

4

Maritzburg College

Lost

4

13

Kloof
Clenwood
St Stithians
Port Natal

Won

50

0

Won

22

10

Lost

Wcstville
Northlands

13

18

Lost

0

19

Won

18

3

Won

18

3

The Under 15A has enjoyed quite a successful season. The pack came into its own with

some powerful scrummaging while a feature of the season was the effective way in which
the forwards rucked Pearson G.D. Bax and Thomson excelled in the tight, while Roper was a
very useful lineout jumper; G.M. Pearson hooked consistently well and Rielly proved to be
the mainstay of the looseforwards with some very good tackling. Howarth often played with
maturity and led the side well; he was given a very good service by Murray. Both these
halves should do well in years to come. Calitz was quite unstoppable at times and scored 21
tries in the unaccustomed position of centre. Hohls, Guy, Cheze and Sturgeon ran well on
occasion but threw away many tries with poor handling and passing.
L.P. ZAAYMAN

UNDER 15B

Captain: Barratt, C.K.; Vice-Captain: Laidlaw, B.J. Regular Players: Berge, G.J.B.; Brokensha,
M.M.; Cheze, M A C.; Clacey, R.H.; Coutsicos, M.; Friend, W.S.S.; Gifford, G.D.; Gohre,
S.W.; Hoppe, R.A.; Lurie, C.H.; Preiss, D.A.; Roberts, M.P.; Shuker, I.G.W.; Swadling, R.C.;
Wing, M.G.
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RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Brettonwood
Michaelhouse

Won

72

Lost

12

0
14

DH S

Lost

7

15

Hilton

Won

9

0

Pinetown

Won

32

0
10

Maritzburg College

Won

26

Kloof
Thomas Moore A
Port Natal

Won

32

Lost

0

Won

28

Westville

Won

16

6

Lost

8

16

Northlands

m

m
6

.dt

0

After the Storm

-t"

A very satisfactory season during which a good spirit developed among the regular
players. Forward work was good and loose forwards always worked hard. The back line,
which was the least stable section of the team, often showed signs of weakness. Hard tack

ling and running by the line could have led to more victories. A contributing factor to the
good results was the very admirable and responsible way in which the team was led by
Barratt and Laidlaw.

M.J. NICHOLSON

Captain: D. Birkett; Vice-Captain:

Regular Players: D. Francois, M. Cebers, M. UNDER 15C

Cebauer-Dunlop, T. Goldberg, A. Hopkins, A. Hutcheson, G. Jefferson, C. Jennings, M.
Logan, M. Maritz, M. Roberts, P. Smith, R. Smith, P. Walker, C. Witherspoon.
42

0

College

Wor>

12

0

Kloof

Won

40

0

Hilton

RESULTS:

For

Against

Won

Opponents

Result

Dirkie Uys

Won

4

0

Glenwood

Won

16

4

Michaelhouse
DM S

Won

42

11

Kloof B.

Won

22

0

Won

16

14

Port Natal

Won

84

0

Northlands

Won

12

6

Westville

Won

14

10

Very ably and conscientiously led by D. Birkett, the members of the team applied them
selves well and worked hard and enthusiastically to master the basics of the game. They

achieved an unbeaten record, which provided the necessary motivation, determination and

team-spirit (there is nothing better for spirit than winning!). Even in the final games, when
the team was sadly depleted, it continued to play entertaining and winning rugby. Blessed
with much natural talent, they responded well to instruction and were, with the D team, a

delight to coach.

R.D. BLAMEY

Captain: A. Guthrie; Regular Players: A, Banting, R. Beer, A. Boraine, C. Braithwaite, P. UNDER 15D
Brandon, T. Chaplin, M. Eglington, A. Green, G rylls, S. Hewitt, S. Hurly, M. Manthey, G.
Mathee, B. McLeod, E. Rainey, C. Richards, G Rich, K. Stannard, R. van Loo.
Opponents

Won

26

4

College

Won
Draw

20
14

14

Won

56

0

Won

28

10

Northlands

RESULTS;

Against

Result

Gelofte A

Lost

0

18

Glenwood
Kloof C

D.H.S.

Won

24

22

Westville

4

The team mastered, to a remarkably high degree, the basics of the game, and relied
basically on sound forward play and running backs. Very keen and enthusiastic, with a fine
team-spirit, they lost only one game, their first, against Gelofte U15A. A Guthrie proved to
be a very capable leader.

I wish to thank Mr E. Cox, who assisted me in the third term, and G. Povall for his help
during the season.
^ p BLAMEY
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UNDER 14A

Captain: P. Alcock; Vice-Captain: M. Logan; Regular Players: G. Astrup, G. Dowson, R. du
Tolt, M. Feinauer, R. Havemann, N, Jackman, C. Jollands, R. le Voy, D. Matley, P. Pearse, C.
Ross, A. Taylor, R. Ward.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Beachwood
Michaelhouse

Won
Lost
Won

20
23
13

Lost
Won

32

Against

Pinetown

Won

M B. College

Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Won

Kloof

DH S

Northlands
Hilton

4

12

Clenwood

24
11
14
0

Port Natal
Westville

68
17
37
4
4
19

0

28
6
6

241

113

16
0

They played good rugby throughout the season. The team was well led by Paul Alcock

who always set a good example with his fitness.
UNDER 14B

^ DIEDERICKS

Captain: K. Hagemann; Vice-Captain; K. Shimwell; Regular Players:L. Crampton,, . Dunlop,
A. Grohovaz, C. Harding, N. Michel-Smith, G. Sacks, M. Selby, G. Shuker, P. Sievers, C.
Stone, C. Rattray, K. Temlett, H. Wilmat.
Hilton
RESULTS:

Ashley

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Beachwood

Won

Michaelhouse
D H S.
Northlands

Won

66
14
10
0

0
0
16
0

Lost
Drew

M B College
Kloof
Port Natal
Westville

Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost

10
42
0
42

12
0
34

9
8

6
9

201

77

0

The B's tried hard and improved towards the end of the season. K. Hagemann to be
commended on his hard play.
C. DIEDERICKS.

UNDER 14C Captain: Clarke J.; Vice-Captain: Robinson, A.P., Regular Players: Albertyn, C.G.N.; Beckett,
A.J.; Bester, D M.; Brokensha, G.L.; Commons, A.K.; de Andrade, M.; Dyson, G.A.; Quested,
D.J.; Ross, B.L.; Sacks, G.M.; Thring, P.M.; Williams, N.P.; Whiting, B.G.
RESULTS:

Maritzburg College

Opponents

Result

For

Against

D. Uys

Won

6

Michaelhouse

Won
Drew
Won

22
4
22
48

0
0
4
0

Clenwood
Thomas Moore 'A'
Port Natal
Westville

0

Northlands

D H S.

Northlands
Hilton

Won

Kloof

Lost
Won

Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Won

7

34

59
48
4
8

0
0
20
0

3
16

6
0

A side which never mastered the finer points of the game, but the members played with
considerable determination and enthusiasm. Clarke set a good example to his team.
M.E.MYHILL

UNDER14D Captain: Shone, H.W.; Vice-Captain: Mason, C.A.; Regular Players: Browning, A.J.; Bentley,
M.D.; Den Hoed, P R.; Dowse, K.R.; Dyer, N.D.; Fenn, C.H.; Grant, A C.; Grose, G.D.; Hill,
B.J.S.; Hume, B.D.; Isherwood, G.H.; Lindsay, C.K., Liebenberg, L.D.; Scully, W.J.C.;
Stewart, G.T.; Patient, C.T.; van Wyk, M.K.
RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

Gelofte'A'

Lost
Lost

D.H S.
Northlands

Lost

For

Against

0
0
0

64
48
20

Hilton

Clenwood

Won
Lost
Lost
Won

Westville

Lost

Maritzburg College
Kloof'C

45
0
0
44
0

0

84
54
0
8

It was not until the boys were fit that the game became enjoyable. All their matches, as
well as their practices, were played in a fine spirit. Shone always set a good example and
proved to be a good captain.
M.E. MYHILL

UNDER 13A Captain: G. Haird; Vice-Captain: J. Schneeberger; Regular Players: M. Butterworth, A.
Deenik, j. Dixon, P. Dyson, H. Foster, C. Gebers, G. Howarth, R. Hudson, D. Hutchinson, M.
Jennings, N. Kraus, M. Nel, S. Patient, G. Rogers, M. Xantho.
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RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

Brettonwood

Won

Clifton (Durban)

Lost

D H S

Lost
Lost
Won

Highbury Prep.
Cowie's Hill Junior High

For
30
0
0
6
44

Against
0
36
44
26

0

Maritzburg College

Lost

0

Hillcrest Covt School

Won
Lost
Won
Lost

16

Glenwood
Northlands

Clifton (Durban)
Port Natal Primary

Westville High

Lost
Lost

North lands

Lost

42
4

8
28
3
4
0
7

23
0

32
6
64
17

This team had a poor season in which the players did not fulfil their potential playing
ability. The forwards, in particular, only began to settle down to correct techniques in the
final four matches of the season. G. Howarth, M. Jennings, J. Schneeberger and M. Nel were
the players who improved the most during the season.
C.E. JEANNOT

Captain; Green, G.R.; Vice-Captain: Butterworth, M.R.; Regular Players: Anger, C.D.;

UNDER 13B

Beningfield, T.P. ; Chaplin, E.G.; Chapman, A.E.; Els, C.P.; Gevers, D.T.; Hume, G.L.; Jones,
R.M.; Jordan, E.S.; Kidd, G.R.; McLaverty, P.J.; Oldacre, M.J.; Richards, D.P.; SMall, R.I.
Opponents

Result

For

Against

Brettonwood

Won
Lost

64

0
20
45
6
4

Clifton II
D.H S.

Lost

12
4

Highbury 11
Ashley

Won
Won

8
26

Maritzburg College
Kloof A'
Glenwood

Lost
Drew
Won

Thomas More 'A'

Won

P.N.P.S. II
Westville

Drew

Northlands

Won

Won

0
0

T. Dunlop,
4
4

4
6
10

4

8
0
28

4
0
0

An under 13 Group takes time to sort itself out. There were many changes, positional
and promotional, here, during the season. Competition for places was keen. Unfortunately,
space does not permit the inclusion of all the names, of all the boys who played for the
U.13B — only those who survived. The team played 12 matches. Won 7, Drew 2, and Lost 3.
This was a most creditable performance.
R.L. IRONS

Captain: S.J. Jacobson; Vice-Captain: M.M. Jones; Regular Players: M. Balladon, J.S. Bert UNDER 13C
ram, S.P. Bird, R.A. Dalziel, B.P. Drury, K.W. Gerrard, D.J. Grant, H.C. Guthrie, M. Hadiaris,
S.J. Jacobson, M.M. Jones, E. Lyons, C.B. Millar, B.I. Rich, H E. Schwegman, W.A. Stiles, A.
Vogel, D.W. Voysey, K. Wright.
RESULTS:
Northlands

Opponents
Gelofte

Result

For

Lost

0

DH.S

Lost

0

Maritzburg College

Lost

3

Against
44
44
33

Hillcrest Primary School

Drew
Won

4
54

0

Glenwood

Won

14
4
12

3
6
4

Clifton 'B'

Lost

Northlands (return match)

Won

4

All is well that ends well is the story of this team. Erom a dismal start to a triumphal
finish. Due to their inexperience it took quite a while to blood this team but after the first try
of the season against Northlands there was no holding them. Their new attitude was best

seen in their match against Clifton 'B' team to whom they lost by two points in a very tough
match. This same Clifton team had beaton our /13 'B' team by as much as 12 points.
The /13'C played hard and well and as a team.
A. BROMLEY-GANS, B. CAMP.

Captain: T.G. Fairey; Regular Players: S.T.G. Anderson, M. Bell, S.J. Bell, G.D. Benporath,
G.I. Brown, S. Camp, D.W. Cohen, S.J. Dunsmore, T.G. Fairy, G. Harmer, E.A. Latt, C.B.
McKenzie, C.A. Martin, B.J. Muller, G.B. Rankin, J.P. Rielly, N.J. Sloane, V.F. Tocknell, N.R.
Torlage, R.W. Waddilove, D.J.D. Walters.

UNDER 13D

RESULTS:

Opponents

Result

For

Against

Gelofte

Lost

0

D.H S.

Lost
Lost

0
0

54
62
52

Maritzburg College

Northlands
Thomas More 'B' team
P N.P.S

Lost
Won
Won

Northlands (return match)

Won

8
16
4
34

14

0
0
4

/13'D'this season was to suffer from being a team of novices often pitted against more
experienced teams. Their team spirit and enthusiasm for the game never flagged though and
with self confidence gained by their improved knowledge of the game, they became an
increasingly difficult team for the 'C team to hold in practice matches and a delight to
watch in their more serious matches against other schools.
A. BROMLEY-GANS, B. CAMP.
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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SQUASH

Captain: R E. Cox (F).
After the 1973 team,this year's first team was comparatively weak. However, what it lacked
in ability it more than made up for in endeavour and the top two players in particular
reached a very high standard on occasions. In this respect comes to mind kind's fine effort
against Ingledew (of Michaelhouse) at Kearsney in which, although he lost 0-3, he and his
opponent played excellent squash and Lind made hardly an unforced error; and Corfe, in the
home match against Hilton, took his opposite number, against whom he had mustered only
one point in the earlier away match, to five sets in a match which lasted 80 minutes.

These two, both of whom return next year, if they are prepared to work at the game
could each go a long way in squash. However, Lind who already has most of the shots, needs
to develop more self-confidence and determination. He was known to lose one match this
year from 2-0 and 6-3 up! Corfe, who improved greatly towards the end of the season when

he learnt to play the ball early, still has to vary his pace more and attack more positively.
Cox was an enthusiastic and co-operative captain while the other two regular members
of the team, McLaverty and Gamble, gave of their best on the whole.
All the aforementioned played in the Natal Schools championships held at Hilton in

May as well as in the Durban section of the Natal Under 23 championships in August. In the
former, Lind reached the semi-finals in which he lost to the eventual winner, Ingledew of
Michaelhouse, and thereby secured himself the No. 4 position in the Natal Schools team
which won the Schools Interprovincial tournament for the third successive year. He also
reached the quarter-finals of the Under 23.

The Old Boys regained the Rodda Trophy with an overwhelming 7-2 win against the
School team on June 19.

Those who represented the first team this year were: M.J. Corfe (F, 14 matches), H.W.
Gamble (F, 14), B.l. Lind (F, 14), P.G. McLaverty (F, 14), R.E. Cox (F, 13), G.C. Homer(G, 4),
D.N. Boyes (P, 1), B.C. Eigenmann (P, 1), A. Kode (P, 1), R.J. Taylor (F, 1) and G.J. van
Rensburg (F, 1).
The 1974 Under ISA team was relatively by far the best squash team ever to have
represented Kearsney. The only match it lost was the one against Michaelhouse in which
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1st Team Squash — 1974
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two of its regular members were playing for the School's first Under 14A team against their
Michaelhouse counterparts at the same time.

There is a wealth of talent in these junior sides and what is most encouraging is their
approach to the game in which they are improving all the time.
Those who played for the Under ISA team were: V.T. Daly (J.G., 7 matches), G.J. van
Rensburg (F, 7), N.A. Kraus (JP, 6), D.J. Williams (G, 6), G.C. Dixon (G, 4), W.J.C. Scully (G,
2), B.J. Laidlaw (G, 1), M.C. Logan (P, 1) and B.C. McLeod (G, 1).
The Under 14A team of D.J. Williams, N.A. Kraus, j.W. Gilmour, R.j. Ward and W.J.C.
Scully won its match against Michaelhouse.
RESULTS: (Number of games
won and lost respectively in
brackets)
1ST TEAM:

Racketeers*(H)
St Marks (Swaziland)(H)

Lost
Won

1-4
4-1

(4-14)

Durban Jesters*(H)
Hilton College(A)

Lost
Lost
Won

2-3
2-3
3-2

Lost
Lost
Won

2-7
0-5
4-1

Lost

0-5

Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Won

1-5
1-4

(7-10)
(7-10)
(12-8)
(10-22)
(0-15)
(13-6)
(2-15)
(5-15)

(10-12)

1-4
7-1

(6-13)
(23-7)

UNDER 14A

4-1

(14-7)

Michaelhouse(A)

D.H.S.(A)

Old Boys*(H)
Michaelhouse(A)
St Johns (Johannesburg)(H)
Michaelhouse(H)
Foster s Invitation Team*(H)

Hilton College(H)

Hilton College(A)
D.H S.(H)
Staff* (H)

(14-9)
UNDER ISA

Michaelhouse(H)
D.H S.(A)

Won
Won
Won

Michaelhouse(A)
Michaelhouse(H)
Hilton College(H)
Hilton College(A)

Lost
Won
Won
Won

Hilton College (A)

Won

(15-2)
(11-7)

5-0
3— 2
5-0
0-5
4-1

(15-1)
(3-15)
(14-5)

5-0

(15-0)

5-0

(15-1)

3-2

(10-7)
* Adult team
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Junior Squash Team — 1974

CHAMPIONSHIPS: A very good entry was again received for both the Senior Championship

(Old Boys' Trophy) and the Junior Championship (Negus Trophy) with 47 and 62 respec
tively.

In both tournaments, the No. 1 seeds won. In the Senior final, Lind beat Corfe 9—4,
8—10,9—7 in a good match and in the Junior, van Rensburg easily disposed of Dixon 9—1,
10—9,9—5 in a disappointing encounter in which both players, especially the latter, made
many unnecessary mistakes.
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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WOMEN'S SQUASH: Mrs Gibson's Kearsney Women's League team, weakened considerably
this year by the temporary absence of Mrs Townshend, still managed to finish fourth in the
1st Division of the Durban and Districts Women's League. Congratulations go to Mrs Zaayman who played No. 1 for the Natal 'A' team at the inter-provincial tournament in July after
winning the Natal Closed Championship in May.
M.A. THISELTON.
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WOMEN'S CHAMPION Mrs L P. (Wendy) Zaayman winning the
final of the 1974 Natal Closed Squash Championship in May. She
beat Sally Ereakes of Westville Country Club, 4-9, 2-9, 9-5, 9-7, 9-6.
(Photo: Natal Mercury)

AWARDS: Team awards: Lind, Corfe, McLaverty, Gamble and Cox.
Colours:

Lind and Corfe.

Honours:

Lind.

Carrington Trophy (for the most improved player of the year); V.T. Daly;
Editor's Note: Mr. Thiselton himself is to be congratulated on becoming the Natal Men's
Veteran Squash Champion by beating Terry Wood of Commando (5 times former champion)
4—9, 9—0, 9—5, 9 — 3 at the Durban Country Club in October.

SWIMMING

We can look back on a most successful '74 season despite our weakness in the senior division
and the under thirteen division. Our under sixteen division is where our main strength lay so
we can look forward to a strong senior division during the 1975 season. The under 14 and 15
division were well up to standard with a couple of very strong swimmers in these two groups.
I hope that our present under 13 group will be strengthened by the addition of new blood
next season when they move into the under 14 age group. We also hope that our new intake
of under 13's will include a few top swimmers who don't play cricket, thus giving us the
required depth to meet the larger schools on an equal footing.
SWIMMING COMMITTEE FOR 1974

Captain of swimming: M. Russell.
Committee: M. Hudson (Finningley), B. Livsey (Gillingham), M. Russell (Pembroke).
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Swimming Team — 1974

GALAS: Our Saturday morning galas against other schools have proved popular and success
ful this past season. We beat Maritzburg College, Northlands and Glenwood as well as St.
Stithians who paid us a return visit. We were however beaten by a very strong D.H.S. team
this year. In our triangular against Michaelhouse and Hilton, we won the majority of events
but broke very few records. This was largely due to the Michaelhouse bath, which due to its
shape tends to be a little slow.
D & D INTERSCHOOLS: Only four of our swimmers entered the D & D trials, one of whom
won through to represent his province at the inter-provincial schools gala in Kimberley. Our
heartiest congratulations to Mark Wing on this achievement.
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ANNUAL SCHOOL GALA: This year's gala was won by Pembroke with IZO.points to Gillinghams 157 points and Finningley's 58 points. Our congratulations to Pembroke on this Stirling
effort and to its captain M. Russell as well as Don Marais, their trainer who played an
important role in their success.
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H M.S Russell (and bracelet)

TROPHY WINNERS ARE: Best all round in age groups:
Under 13:
Under 14:
Under 15:
Under 16:

Open:

B. Drury.
C. Jollands.
M. Wing.
M. Lillelund.
M. Russel l.

Best performance of the day

M. Lillelund and M. Wing.

Runner up:

G. Dixon.
M. Barbour

Best Diver:

100 yds Freestyle Open:
100 yds Breaststroke Open:
100 yds Backstroke Open:
2 lengths Butterfly Open:

N. Chapman.
G. Adams

J. Smyth.
M. Russell.

M. Wing.
200 yds Freestyle Open:
We are very grateful to Mr and Mrs. T.A. Polkinghorne who attended as our guests of
honour and in particular to Mrs. Polkinghorne who presented the prizes.
GALA RESULTS:

2 LENGTHS FREESTYLE (UNDER 13)

1 B. Drurv, 2. K Wright, 3. C Cebers
2 LENGTHS FREESTYLE (UNDER 14)
1. C Jollands, 2 P Alcock, 3 R HatZr
100 YDS FREESTYLE (UNDER IS)

1. M Wing, 2 K Palmer, 3 R A Smith
100 YDS FREESTYLE (UNDER 16)

1. M Lillelund, 2. j. McLean, 3. L. Rowley
100 YDS FREESTYLE (OPEN)

1. N. Chapman, 2 D Marais, 3. C. Stemmler
2 LENGTHS BREASTSTROKE (UNDER 13)
1. C Cebers, 2 B Drury, 3. M. Oldacre

2 LENGTHS BREASTSTROKE (UNDER 14)
1. C jollands, 2 P. Thring, 3 R Havemann
100 YDS BREASTSTROKE (UNDER 15)

1. C Dixon, 2. M Wing, 3 A. Daddy
100 YDS BREASTSTROKE (UNDER 16)

1 M Lillelund, 2 M Belfort, 3- L. Rowley
100 YDS BREASTSTROKE (OPEN)

1 C Adams, 2 M. Berge, 3. R. Cawood
200 YDS FREESTYLE (OPEN TO ALL AGE GROUPS)

1. M Wing, 2 C. jollands, 3 D Thomson
1 LENGTH BACKSTROKE (UNDER 13)

1. K. Wright, 2. D. Grant, 3. M. Oldacre
2 LENGTHS BACKSTROKE (UNDER 14)

1, P. Alcock, 2. C. jollands, 3. M. Feinauer
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2 LENGTHS BACKSTROKE (UNDER 15)
1. K. Palmer, 2 M. Wing, 3 P Brandon
100 YDS BACKSTROKE (UNDER 16)

1. 1. Rowley, 2. J. McLean, 3 M Belfort
100 YDS BACKSTROKE (OPEN)

1. j. Smythe, 2. M. Russell, 3. S. du Toit
1 LENGTH BUTTERFLY (UNDER 13)

1. B. Drury, 2 N. Kraus, 3. K Wright
1 LENGTH BUTTERFLY (UNDER 14)

1. R. Hatz, 2. C Jollands, 3. P. Thring, P. Alcock
1 LENGTH BUTTERFLY (UNDER 15)

1 M. Wing, 2. M. Calitz, 3. R. Smith
2 LENGTHS BUTTERFLY (UNDER 16)
1 M Lillelund. 2 R. Hudson, 3. W. Blackbeard
2 LENGTHS BUTTERFLY (OPEN)

1. M Russell, 2. N. Chapman, 3. D. Marais.
TEAM AWARDS:

M. Russell, M. Lillelund, M. Wing, L. Rowley, M. Belfort, R. Hudson,
M. Hudson, C. jollands, K Palmer, J. McLean, N. Chapman, D.
Marais, M. Berge, M Barbour and B McLeod.
SWIMMING COLOURS:

M Russell, M. Lillelund, M. Wing, L. Rowley, M. Belfort.
NATAL SWIMMING COLOURS:

M. Wing.

A. Bromley-Gans.
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1st Tennis Team — 1974
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TENNIS The plans which were hatched last year at a meeting of Tennis coaches in Pietermaritzburg,
failed to get off the ground due to the petrol restrictions of 1974 and the cutting down on
weekend travelling in petrol driven vehicles.

However, nothing was allowed to interfere with the Brian Denness Trophy matches

played at Kershaw Park by all the High Schools of Pietermaritzburg and Hilton, Michaelhouse and Kearsney. It was good to see the two Afrikaans schools, Voortrekker and Gert
Maritz joining in this year. Maritzburg College took the title once again with a great show of
power tennis from the two best Maritzburg Under 18 players, Kelly and Player. In four sets
we gained two games!

We fielded our youngest ever First Team for years, losing our senior players to rugby
and hockey once again. In days passed we seem to manage to have our best players out even
if they do play other sports, but as things become more competitive or demanding in Rugby
and Hockey circles, tennis generally suffers. However, the team was ably led by Wayne
Bentley who improved steadily as the term progressed. Peter Clemence now playing number
2, Anton Engelbrecht an under 14 player and R. Hudson making up the First team. We coped
adequately against St. Charles, Voortrekker and Gert Maritz, lost to Alexandra by rain,
battled manfully against Hilton and Michaelhouse and were swamped by College.
Accompanying the First Rugby team to St. Stithians over a weekend, we beat St.
Stithians 15 matches to 3 and found that they have a very similar problem to our own.
However, they entertained us very happily and made our journey really worthwhile.
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Junior Tennis Team — 1974

The Appletiser games have all been played and two teams of P. Pearse and A. Engel
brecht and G. van der Leeuw and N. Kraus had some very enjoyable matches, the second
team doing better than the First in this series.

At the moment,the Bonnefin trophy matches are under way and this Under 14 league is
proving very popular.

Professional coaching on a voluntary basis under Dave Phillips happens every Monday
and some 35 boys are making the most of this.
K G. FISH
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1st Water Polo Team — 1974

Our boys were successful, again, in winning the Natal Interschools Sailing Championship at YACHT CLUB
a contest held at Lake Midmar in February. Unfortunately, we had to surrender the Junior
Trophy as we could not muster a team of sufficiently young boys. In October, sailing in a
triangular regatta against Hilton and Michaelhouse, our teams did very well, gaining first,
second and sixth places. On the basis of their contributions to Kearsney sailing during 1974
as well as in past years, team awards were made to G. Dibb, N. Dibb, M. Eglington, A. Kode,
G. Kode and T. Stranack. Sailing colours were won by G. Dibb, M. Eglington and A. Kode.
Several successful outings were held during the year to introduce inexperienced boys to the
pleasures and problems of sailing. It is sad that the demands of comeptitive sailing added to
the restrictions of distance, weather and, now,fuel saving all conspire to limit the number of
such outings that can be held during the school year. We are again greatly indebted to those
parents who have so willingly given of their time and resources to help encourage sailing at
the College.
P.E.M.
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The popularity of the Adventure Club has continued this year, and a lot of boys went on ADVENTURE
tours to Lourenco Marques, Inhaca Island, Swaziland, the Eastern Transvaal, Sudwala Caves CLUB
and the Kruger National Park.
The committee this year was led by Albers, Auret, Theunissen, Garland, Motzouris and
Boyes. Thanks are due to their devotion and industrious work in connection with the club.
J.J.F.

Die Afrikaanse vereniging vergader al om die ander week, waar moontlik, en 'n groot ver- DIE
skeidenheid van programme word gereeld aangebied, soos byvoorbeeld samesang, volkAFRIKAANSE
spele, rolprentvertonings en debatsverenigings.
Ons bet ook vanjaar besoek ontvang van die "Dwelm en misdaad-tak, van die Suid- VERENIGING
Afrikaanse polisie wat vir ons baie interessante rolprente vertoon bet, asook praatjies
gelewer bet oor die groot euwel wat ons Jeug bedreig.
Die bestuur beoog 'n groot volkspele — saamtrek en braaivleis vir die einde van die
jaar.
J.J.F.

The Archaeological Society has for some time devoted most of its attention to the study of ARCHAEO
Bushman rock-paintings in the Drakensberg regions. With Mr Lewis-Williams undertaking LOGICAL
the necessary interpretation and evaluation of results, members of the Society have contri
buted to this study by embarking on expeditions to collect the necessary material in the SOCIETY
field.

The ultimate aim of the project is, broadly speaking, to discover the Bushman's reasons
for executing the many early examples of rupestral art to be found in this country, and from
this beginning to reach some conclusions regarding the reasons behind this art in other parts
of the world. In order to make any conclusions, it was felt that a large amount of data had to
be available. Thus special recording cards, on which details of each painting could be
recorded, were introduced and a quantitative analysis undertaken.
Early work was done in the valley of the Ncibidwane at Giant's Castle. A few years ago,
however, Mr Lewis-Williams decided to focus his attention on the numerous paintings in the
Barkly East area, at the Cape end of the Drakensberg. In 1972 a party of three boys and Mr
Lewis-Williams recorded details of 1500 paintings there in one week. In November of the
following year, after a week spent reconnoitring in the area, Mr Lewis-Williams led a second

expedition composed of himself, David Burt, Richard Hift and Tim Stranack to the Cape.
Like the previous party, they slept in a shallow cave alongside the Fetcani stream, retiring to

bed shortly after sunset and emerging in the morning to breakfast and proceed by car or on
foot to the sites under study. Here paintings were recorded, photographed or traced. So hard
work was the order of the day and the intrepid explorers had to resign themselves to hearing
Mr Lewis-Williams'"No thanks' we're too busy!" in reply to the many offers of hospitality
they received from the farmers whose properties they visited.
During the course of the week, 100 paintings were recorded. Enough material was now
at hand for an analysis of the data to be made. One area of particular promise at present is
that of superpositioning — the painting of one animal or figure over another. In this regard
some interesting evidence has come to light to suggest that this was not just done through
chance or as a result of a lack of space on which to paint.
Though Mr Lewis-Williams has already collected some of the preliminary results for
publication in archaeological journals, a vast amount of work lies ahead. The members of
the Archaeological Society themselves are fortunately spared this, for the interpretation of
the data collected exists on a plane somewhat removed from them at present. They await
with interest, however, the fruits of their labour.
R. HIFT.

The Cadet Band has had an active year thus far; we performed at Shongweni prior to the First CADET

Polo Test against the Americans. The boys acquitted themselves well in front of a large BAND

crowd. Their formation marching depicted the letters "U.S.", "S.A.", and of course "K.C."

We were then asked to accompany (unrehearsed!) the Drum-Majorettes from N.T.C. — this
the boys thoroughly enjoyed!

On Sunday, 18th August 1974, we led the N.F.A. regiment to and from the Annual
Gunners Memorial Parade. This is always a very moving service and we are thankful that we
had the honour of participating in it.
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At the time of writing the Annual Durban and District Band Competition is but a week
away. I am sure that the members of the Band will give of their best, whether they win or
not. My thanks goes to Major Harry Phillips for the interest he has shown in the Band and to
Mark Rich, who has proved a very mature and able Drum-Major.
L.P.Z.

CHESS
CLUB

This year Kearsney entered two senior and two junior teams in the Pietermaritzburg and
District schools chess league.

In the matches played so far, the Senior A team has won 2, drawn 2 and lost 5 with a
total of 12y2 points for and. 23y2 against them; the Senior B team has won 1, drawn 1 and
lost 5 matches, with 10 points for and 12 against them; the Junior A team has won 3 and lost
4 with 14 points for and 14 against them; and the Junior B team has drawn 3 and lost 5
matches with 9V2 points for and 18y2 points against them.
R.J.N.

DRAMATIC In May,our Dramatic Society presented "JULIUS CAESAR" to large audiences on four nights
SOCIETY in our Henderson Hall. As with other recent Shakespearean productions at Kearsney, a large

thrust stage was built out from the normal proscenium into the auditorium and seats were
arranged around three sides of this stage. Using no scenery and very few large 'props', the
actors had to depend heavily on meaningful movement and speech. That they were so

successful is largely to the credit of their very capable and experienced producer, Mr Lewis-

Williams. Although three adults reinforced the cast, two in the female roles, the burden of
acting fell mainly on the boys. Particularly noteworthy performances were given by Peter
Crossley (Cassius), David Griffin (Anthony) and Guy Muller (Caesar).

During 1975 we hope to stage "THE BEGGARS OPERA" which will be directed by Mr
Harper.
P.E.M.
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The Senior Chess Team

The 8mm Film Unit has produced 4 "filmads" from scripts written by boys in standards 8 and FILM UNIT
9. The highlight of the project was a visit to a professional TV set to film a Kearsnev
"Western".
C.B.

Towards the end of the second term of 1974 the idea of establishing a "Forum" took root in FORUM

the minds of certain fifth formers. The intention was to establish a society under whose
auspices boys would have opportunities to learn something more of the scientific world than

was possible within the confines of the school syllabus. Later it was decided to increase the

scope to incorporate matters of sociological interest as well.

The first few meetings took the form of film shows, the films being lent to us by the U.S.

Information Service. Meetings proved popular from the start and attendance has in fact
remained good throughout the year.
Two successful laboratory demonstrations were given by Messrs. Mossom and Williams.

During the third term we were privileged to have Dr. Alan Paton to speak to the society. Ffis
talk was attended by a large and enthusiastic audience and provoked some interesting dis
cussion. Also during the third term we had a talk by Mr. Nicholson on Topology which

proved very interesting.

Early in the fourth term Mr. Nicholson drove a small party down to Durban one evening

to attend the inaugural lecture of the new professor of Computer Science at the Universitv of
Natal.

At the last meeting of the year Richard Hift delivered a talk on general anaesthesia,
suitably illustrated with items of resusitation apparatus, as well as slides. This very interes
ting and comprehensive talk was followed, the next day, by a visit to King Edward Hospital
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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in Durban, Mr. Nicholson, Sister Beaton and a party of six boys visited the hospital. Our
thanks for this visit are due in no small way to Dr. Wannenberg, medical superindent, for
allowing us to visit the hospital and to Dr. Hift upon whose shoulders much of the planning
fel l.

All in all it appears that Forums' activities for 1974 were brought to a most successful
conclusion. It seems that the society is leaving its mark on the extra mural life of the school
and it is hoped that next year will prove to be more successful still.
R.J.H.

JAN
HOFMEYR
SPEECH
CONTEST

The final round of this public speaking contest for Natal schools was held at Kearsney
recently. A large number of people, both from within the College and without attended this
meeting. As Chairman, the Headmaster rose to welcome the adjudicators, contestants and
visitors. He presented a brief history of the contest, saying that it was divided into sections

for Whites and non-Whites. In its first year, 1951, the winners of their respective sections
were Maritzburg College and Stanger Indian High School.

The six finalists, among their number Anthony Leon of Kearsney, were then requested
to leave the assembly and summoned one at a time; first to deliver a prepared speech; later
to deliver an impromptu address. First to be called was Brian Harris of Clenwood, who spoke
on "The Heights and Depths of Life". His approach to this subject followed the idea of a
middle path, the world of compromise. He emphasised that all should be prepared to stand
for their beliefs, experiencing both the joys of life and the disappointments. His manner was
frank and sincere, but in his impromptu speaking on the topic "Catching Things" he unfor
tunately became a l ittle too hearty to be credible.
Second was Pearl Crooke of Mowat Park. Also speaking on "The Heights and Depths of
Life" she defined men's heights as being their achievements and their depths as being their
inner persons and abilities. She spoke sensibly and lucidly, as did the following speaker,
Michelle Shapiro of Berea Girls High, who spoke on various codes of morality. Both these

competitors were hampered by the fact that it is difficult to be a lady and a commanding
speaker at the same time; their speeches therefore lacked some of the punch of those of the
males.

Peter Bendheim of Treverton, the eventual winner, then addressed the audience on the

theme "Can the Arts become a bridge between nations?". He presented a convincing ar
gument in favour of the affirmative, delivering a well-constructed yet humorous speech on
it. His impromptu was likewise polished and of a high standard.

Kearsney's entrant, Anthony Leon, was faced with the ordeal of having to speak before
his own schoolfellows and staff, which appeared to make him more nervous than usual. He
spoke on perhaps the most difficult topic; a history of the life of Jan Hofmeyr, and acquitted

himself admirably. Unfortunately he attempted a little too much in his impromptu, speaking
on "Being selective about comic strips". The adjudicator remarked that it was difficult in the
short time available to attempt to begin a topic humorously and to end on a serious note.
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Anthony Leon

The final speaker. Lee McLean of Hilton, spoke well, offering the audience the idea that
"No great man lives in vain". His speech, however, was not quite as fluent, nor as sincere as
others heard during the evening.
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The adjudicators then congratulated all the contestants on an outstanding performance
and made a few suggestions to help them improve their style before declaring Peter
Bendheim of Treverton the winner. They praised the relaxed, humorous way in which he

projected his personality to the audience. With the presentation to the winner of his award
by Mr Hopkins, the evening was brought to a successful conclusion.
R. HIFT

MUSIC PUPILS

The number of music pupils remains high, and a variety of instruments are being studied — MUSICAL
piano, organ, flute, clarinet, guitar and trumpet. A small number are currently working for ACTIVITIES
external examinations of Trinity College and the Associated Board.
It is intended to hold a pupils' concert at the end of the last quarter.
RECORD CLUB

This is run by the boys themselves and the meetings cover a wide range of musical ground
each term.
CHOIR

This is small in numbers but large in effort and enthusiasm this year, but unfortunately many
of the better voices among the trebles are being stricken by the passage of time. Neverthe^
less a number of anthems have been performed, notably in the Passiontide and Broadcast
services.

Currently music for the Carol Services is being rehearsed and it is hoped that the slightly
different format of the service this year will prove successful.
The Chapel Organ had a new set of keyboards installed in January — the previous keys
had become distorted and most unreliable. With some further adjustment the organ will be
in first-rate condition again and it is hoped to resume broadcast and other Recitals in the
near future.
OPERA

Plans are being made to produce 'The Beggar's Opera" by John Gay as our main 1975
musical production.

The standard of debate has been particularly high this year. The members have attempted PARLIAMENT
not only to speak clearly and precisely, but intelligently and seriously.

[,

. ■

Prime Minister Green with the Leader of the Opposition.

As Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition, Hylton Green and Anthony Leon have
lead the house with intelligence and enthusiasm.
The highlight of the year was the visit of Mr Graham Mclntosh, member of Parliament
for Pinetown, who spoke ori his party's policy, and lead a lively and interesting debate.
KE.VRSNEY CHRONICLE
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Meeting a real [larliamentarian: members of The Kearsney
Parliament with Mr Graham Mclntosh

Anthony Leon has been awarded the Sutler-Gore Trophy as best speaker.
T.A.

PHOTO The dark room has received attention at the beginning of the year. Working conditions have
GRAPHIC improved. The enlarger is not in the best condition, but can still be used.
E. Pomare and R. Coote entered in the SAPTA Photographic Competition. Results will
SOCIETY come out at the end of the year. We wish them good luck. Mr Mossom was kind enough to
organize a print developing demonstration for all those interested. He also gave the enlarger
some attention.
L.K.

WESLEY The three branches of the Wesley Guild have continued to operate lively and helpful

GUILDS for
programmes
at all levels of the school. The Junior and Intermediate sections met each week
a variety of activities, assisted in the third term by visitors from Africa Enterprise. Senior
Guild meetings included a play-reading (with Mark Russell as Zacchaeus, Guy Muller as
Pilate and a cast of thousands!), an effective sound-and-light show in which significant
slides were screened to the accompaniment of modern music, and discussions based on
films and filmstrips such as "In the Bin", in which the facelessness of present-day man is

.

cleverly portrayed. At a film evening for the whole school, a TV documentary on the life of

Nicky Cruz was screened.

The Skoegheim camps at Port Shepstone have continued to draw good support, and
Messrs David Cook and David Southey of the Scripture Union have been regular visitors,
with Mr Cook "living-in" for a week of interviews in April. Two boys assisted at the Hibberdene Holiday Home for underprivileged children during the July vacation, and received
excellent reports from the organizers. We were once again able to visit the Indaleni Mis
sionary institution with a group of senior boys, and share discussion, afternoon tea and a
chapel service with their students — a most enjoyable and profitable experience.
Lastly, mention should be made of the Bible Studies which exist in each of the houses,
the combined study on Saturday evenings, and the voluntary prayer meetings in the Chapel
after evening prep. Our thanks to all who have helped to lead these meetings, and to our

departing matrics for their contribution during the year. We wish them all Godspeed.
CB.
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The photographs above were taken at the Pub Night of the Johannesburg branch, featuring from left to right the singing
teams of Giilingham, Finningley and Pembroke respectively. Below are some scenes from the Smoker Evening of the
Durban Branch.
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KEARSNEY

COLLEGE

OLD BOYS'CLUB
Secretary of the Endowment Fund: D. A.
Hopewell.

Executive President: M.J. Rodda

Vice-President: H. N. Walker

Committee Secretary: T. G. Allen

Education Fund Selection Board: The Head

Treasurer: W.L. S. Robinson

Committee: J. Bester, J. A. Chick, L. W. E.

Dyson,P. E. Metcalf, Dr. G. W.Shuker.

Ex Qfflcio members: Headmaster, J. H. Hopkins;
Board Representatives: W.L. S. Robinson, T. A.
Polkinghorne; Branch Representatives: D. Rich
(Durban)and D. Beatty (Johannesburg).

master and the President (ex officio), L. F.
Forsyth, C. D. Nathan (alternate).
Representative on Epworth and Kearsney
School Foundation: H. E. Hopkins.

Editor of the Old Boys' Section of the 'Chroni
cle': D. Beatty, Box 3511, Johannesburg 2000.
Keeper of the Register: J. A. Chick, Kearsney
College, Botha's Hill, 3660.

OTHER OFFICERS

Sale of Club Colours: P. E. Metcalf, Kearsney

Trustees of the Endowment Fund: A. B. Theunissen, D. R. Nightingale, the President, (ex

College, Botha's Hill, 3660.

officio).

Murray.

Honorary Auditors: Messrs Roberts, Haley &

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH

Branches durban branch

Chairman: D. Beatty
Secretary: R. Hemphill

Chairman: D. Rich
Vice-Chairman: H. Ritz
Treasurer: G. Rice

Treasurer: J. Bester

Committee: G. Bester, B. Dean, J. Naismith, J.

Secretary: G. Dyer
Committee: R. Tolken, R. Wright, B. Dyson.

Lamb. T. Needham.

The Durban branch has enjoyed an extremely

Johannesburg has also had an active year, with

busy year both on the sports fields and in socitil two successful dinner/dances, and a Pub Night,,

functions. Highlights of the year were:
November: Norman Lewis Golf Competition
December: Christmas Party.
February: Cheese and Wine Party.

with participation in the Frames Golf Tourna

April: Sports afternoon on Easter Monday.
May:Smoker evening

CAPE TOWN

ment and the Seven-a-side Rugby tournament.

June: Annual Dinner.

November: Snooker

Editorial

Tournament

and

free

Although there is no branch in Cape Town,
any interested members are invited to contact
Allister Ramsay, phone 517293 (office hours)

Smoker evening.

with a view to starting a branch.

editorial notes

are pictures taken from your local newspaper.
Where this is the case, we ask you to note the
name of the publication and its date so that we

These notes have once again been compiled over

a period of a full year and therefore some of the
items are well out-dated. It has been decided,

though, to include these items as it does give
some idea of the activities and whereabouts of
our members. A lot of news items have been

extracted from newspaper cuttings and it has not
been possible to verify their accuracy.
We wish to thank all of you who have
submitted news items, both of yourselves and

other acquaintances. We are particularly
grateful for the pictures submitted. These give an

added interest to this section and we hoj^ that

may make a suitable acknowledgement and in
some cases obtain permission to reprint these
items.
NOTICES

Membership

Any Old Boy may apply for membership of the
Club by writing to the Hon. Secretary,
K.C.O.B.C., c/o Kearsney College, Botha's Hill,
3660. The letter of application should state the
applicant's full names, his address and the years
he was at the College. A cheque for R15,00, in

you will continue to send these in, even if they payment of the life membership subscription.
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should accompany the application. Among
benefits of Club membership are the rights to
wear Club colours and receive the Chronicle.

Change of Address
This should be notified to: K.C.O.B.C. Register,

c/o Kearsney College, Botha's Hill, 3660. When
mail is returned to the Club by the post office as
being undelivered, the relevant addressograph
plate is destroyed and the member becomes
"lost"- and thus does not receive further copies

A. G. DICKENS(66-70)
C. MILLICAN (22-26)
R. A. ORCHISON (70-73)
P. A. PLATT(68-71)
M. M. F. POOLE(24-25)
J. D. RAW (28-37)
K. N. ROCK (34-39)
D. S. SPEED (46-47)
P. K. WINCHELL(66-69)
W. A. C. AITCHESON (31-32)
G. E. BURGER (45-69)(Housemaster of

Gillingham)

of the Chronicle etc.

P. R. G. MONTAGUE(55-70)(Caretaker/
Maintenance Supervisor)

Club Colours

The only source from which Club badges, ties, F. P. EVANS(40-42)(Chaplain)
etc., can be obtained is the College. Requests for
the supply of such items should be addressed to
Mr. P. E. Metcalf, Kearsney College, Botha's
Hill, 3660. and should be accompanied by a

cheque or postal order (made payable to the
Club) to cover the cost of the required articles.
Current prices are:

Blazer Badge(Lurex on navy pocket)
Ties, single crested
Ties, multi-crested
Cravats, made-up or self-tie, each
Scarves, each
Crested buttons, large and small, each

R3,75
R2,50
R2,75
R3,50
R4,50
20c

Stocks of multi-crest ties, cravats and scarves
are expected in about May, 1975.

second son of Rev. and Mrs. Maurice Poole, and passed
away on 27th March in his 67th year, having endured a
long and painful illness with courage and fortitude.
He was educated at Muir College, Uitenhage, at

Gudtshoorn, and at the "old" Kearsney College on the
North Coast, Natal.

Before the Second World War, Melville qualified as an

Education Fund

Architect. During the war, he served as Caotain in the

A fund is operated by the Club to assist Old
Boys (or the dependants of Old Boys) to send
their sons to the College. The amount offered is
limited, at present, to one-third of the basic
annual school fees. Of the total

MELVILLE POOLE
Melville was born on 19tli October, 1907, in Howick, the

assistance

afforded, one half is regarded as a loan which
becomes repayable, free of interest, after the
recipient has left the College; the other half is an
outright grant which may be repaid at the
discretion of the recipient.

Applications for assistance from this Fund
are invited, and should be addressed, in
confidence, to the Headmaster who will provide

Engineers, and during that time in 1942, he married Muriel

Ingle in Cape Town, the Service being conducted by his
father. Rev. Maurice Poole.

At the Memorial Service conducted by Rev. Dr. Donald
Veysie, and Rev. Cyril Wilkins, we were reminded of
Melville's great Christian character, of his selfless and
unostentatious service to the Community, and of how
closely he walked with his Lord, and for the way in which

in every part of his life he sought to be true to the highest
and the best, drawing his gentleness and strength and
goodness from his Master.

Melville helped to initiate and planned the Natal Settlers
Homes, and was their Vice President for many years. He
also helped at St. Monica's Coloured Children's Home, and
the Aryan Benevolent Home for Children and Aged People.
He served on the Executive of the Community Chest. He

further information on request.

was a Circuit Steward on Durban Central Circuit before

Endowment Fund

the 'Division', a Trustee of the West Street Society, and as
Trust Steward took a keen interest in the building of the
"New Wesley Hall" in West Street(now demolished).

Many years ago, the Club launched an Endow
ment Fund which enables Old Boys to take out
fairly inexpensive insurance policies that, after
twenty years, yield an appreciable sum which is
to be used for the benefit of the College. One of
the uses to which such money has already been
put was the partial financing of the squash
courts. For the past few years, very littie has
been done to promote interest in the Endow
ment Fund-partly because other appeals have
been directed to Old Boys. However, Bill
Dyson of the Old Mutual, Durban, has recently
undertaken to foster the expansion of this Fund,

Melville was also President of the Natal Provincial
Institute of Architects.

His great service to the community, however, was
through the Ethelbert Children's Home in Malvern, Natal.

On this Committee he served for twenty-five years, from
1949 until March 1974, being President for twelve years
until 1972. In recognition of his much valued services,
Melville was made an Honorary Life Member.
For many years Melville visited the Home every
Saturday, and was completely involved, feeling that God
had called him to this work. He knew everything about
every child in the Home. If a name was mentioned, he
would tell you the background, name, age, birthday, class at
school and progress of the child. He knew them all like his
own children, and was Uncle Mel to all.

and members who would like further details are
invited to contact him - his address is P.O. Box

Often he and Muriel had them staying in their home; and
for years after, Melville continued in active interest towards
them - for he was the only 'Father' many of the children

16, Durban 4000.

had ever known as "Dad".

OBITUARIES

This Tribute written by Melville of another, is indeed a
fitting description of man used mightily of God.

It is with regret that we record the deaths of the
following Old Boys and staff members.

life, such were the qualities of cheerfulness and humour.

..."In all these activities, and in his social and Church
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and courage and interest in others that radiated from him,
that it was difficult to remember that he was fighting a grim
battle against pain and increasing disability.
In all things he had a sense of purpose and conviction,
from which he could not be moved. In his life there was NO

room for sham or hyprocrisy. He cared little whether
people were of high or low state, or what sort of people they
really were, and in what they did for others.

The pattern of his own life was a practical expression of
his convictions and of his faith."

world was richer because he lived.

Melville Poole will never die, because he will always live
in the hearts of those who love him, and also because of
those who live in Christ there is NO death."

News COMRADES MARATHON

where he is studying Optometry, he has seen Gordon
Pickles (69-72) and Ian McClure (68-73); and at home in
Umzinto he frequently sees Neil Waller (68-72) and Dennis
(61-66), Ian(64 69)and Graham (67-72) Cole.

W. W.(Buck) Batchelor (69-73) is doing military service in

R. G. Coleman 36th age 29 9 times
O. R. Falck 172nd age 31 6 times
S. Leask 288th age 38 4 times

age 44

Lynton H. Bauer (55-59) is a manager with Middlefield
Farms, Pietermartizburg. He is married with two sons and
a daughter.

T. F.(Klokkies) Bell (60-63), after leaving school joined the
S.A. Navy and did an apprenticeship as an Engine Room
Fitter. After a further 6 years in the navy, he joined the
mines for four years and is now a salesman with the Old
Mutual in Durban. During his course in the navy he played
rugby for defence 1st team and in athletics achieved times
of 4 min. 50 sec. for the mile and 1 min. 56 sees, for the 880

The following Old Boys finished the course
in the Comrades Marathon on May 31st:

11 times

T. E. Sommerville 752nd age 24 once
M. J. Christie 875th age 55 8 times
P. A. Stockil 888th age 21 once
L. E. N. Waring 940th age 24 3 times.
N. F. H. Kirkwood

P. A. N. Maytom
D. C. M. Wheelwright (aged 44) who has
completed the course 15 times, took part, but
shortage of training forced him, for the first time,
to drop out. We congratulate all the above on
their enthusiasm and fitness!

H. L. (Hayden) Albertyn (41-46) writes: "At the end of
July my family and I returned from a year's study leave in
England, where 1 studied for the Diploma in Pastoral
Studies at Birmingham University. This was a worth while
course, and its teaching will prove a great help in the
establishment of the Pastoral Foundation in Johannesburg.

"I would be very pleased to share some insights gained
from this course with anyone interested. A short trip to the
U.S.A.. involving the cities of New York, Minneapolis and
Chicago proved fascinating for me, especially in the fields
of Hospital Chaplaincy work. Church-centred Social
Work, and Alchohol and Drug Addiction therapy. A brief
study of and participation in the Clinical Pastoral
Education system in the U.S.A. was a memorable
experience."
M. I.(Morris) Allnatt (63-67) was married in June to Shelly
Du Plessis and is now living in Durban. After completing a
B.Com. degree at University of Natal (Durban) he took up
the position of Assistant Management Accountant with
Dano Textile Industires.

S. M. Atlas (64-67) was chosen for the South African

Spearfishing team to compete in an international
underwater campetition against Rhodesia at Kariba in
October.

Dr. Mark Awerbuch (60-64) writes from London where
he is a Registrar in Rheumatology at the Royal Free
Hospital, one of London's teaching hospitals. Mark
completed his initial Medical studies at the University of
Cape Town and has now passed his specialist exams to
become admitted as a Member of the Royal College of
Physicians. During his 15 months in the United Kingdom,
he has become an inveterate cinema and theatre-goer. He
has also travelled extensively, both in the U.K. and on the
Continent (including Turkey); he plans to go to Canada
soon, probably to Vancouver.

H. A. (Howie) Balcomb (62-65) is presently doing Bantu
Trading, but planning to go farming.
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Webber (67-72) and Mike Irwin (68-72). In Johannesburg,

Grahamstown until June 1975.

"Sometimes it is said that the world is a poorer place
because of the physical death of a loved one. But that seems
to suggest that the task was left incomplete. Melville Poole
finished the course, therefore rather let us say that the

G. D. D. Hastie 688th

D. G. W.(Glen) Barker (67-72) met the following Old Boys

during his army training last year: Paul Currie (67-72),
Graham Stonell (68 72), Quintin Minns (68-72), Anthony

yds. Anvone wishing to contact him may do so at 353321.
H. C. A. C.(Bart) Best (63-68) graduated with B.A. Hons,
at Rhodes University in 1972 before going to the Royal
School of Church Music in London to study the organ and
choir training. After spending a year there, and winning the
organ prize, he is continuing his musical studies at the
Royal Academy of Music, London, and London University.
M. H. (Mike) Beveridge (60-65) qualified as a medical
doctor in 1973. He is at present working at the
Johannesburg General Hospital, after enjoying a trip to
Seychelles and Europe at the end of 1973.

R. D.(Roy) Bickerton (60-64) is still working for the Reed
Group of Companies as Administration Manager of Tyre
Equipment Manufacturing Co. (Pty) Ltd., manufacturers
and suppliers of retreading equipment in Johannesburg. He
has two daughters, expecting a third in January 1975, and
has recently bought a house in Craighall Park.
A. S. (Al) Binder (65 66), having received his B.Com.
degree in 1973, is now at Columbia University, New York
to study for his M.B.A. He expects to be in the States for 2
years.

Dr. G. V.(George) Blaine (25-28), having completed about
40 years in the medical profession in Salisbury, Rhodesia,
has now retired to Juliesdale out in the bush. Here he

cultivates apples, and enjoys trout fishing and looking at
the peaceful countryside. He has a family of four, all, of
course, adult!

N. B. De B. Blampied (64-68) writes: "I am at present
serving with Youth for Christ under the Y-One one-year
volunteer programme. I am a member of the drama section
of Y.E.C.'s "Power and Light" travelling team and we are
experiencing great joy as we lead many young people into a
personal, vital relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ. At
the end of 1973 I completed my B.Sc. (Eng.) in Civil
Engineering at the University of Natal (Druban) and I plan
to seek employment in the civil engineering profession next
year."
Paul Bland-Van Den Berg (60-63), after having spent 5j
years in private practice as a veterinary surgeon, has taken

up a position as senior lecturer in the Department of
Medicine, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of
Pretoria, Onderstepoort. He is looking forward to a more
academic way of like and particularly to the opportunity of
post-graduate study which the position will allow.
L. F.(Lauron) Buys(66-70) is studying for U.E.D. at Natal
University (Durban) and is still playing full-back for the
University rugby team. He has also played for Natal
Duikers.

C. A.(Charles) Carr (64-67), having married Gretha Van
Duuren in February, has started studying computers which
in the next 2-3 years, will be introduced to Air Traffic
Control. He recently bought a piece of ground on which he
hopes to stable some horses. His father, E. E. Carr (25-27)
has been ill due to the after-effects of N.Z. Flu.

F. J. (Julian) Carter (50-52) is now District Manager (N.
Coast and Zululand) for the broker division of the Liberty
Life Association, based in Durban. He is also Assistant

Divisional Commissioner (Information) for the Boy Scouts
ofS.A.

A. N.(Jeeves) Chalmers(56-59) who is a Senior lecturer at
University of Natal (in the Department of Electrical
Engineering) is on sabbatical leave, accompanied by his
wife and two children, working in Birmingham for six
weeks and then to the London Polytechnic for further
study, and research under the auspices of the British
Council. He returns to Durban in February 1975 for the
start of the new university year.

D. B. (Bruce) Coleman (62-66) was married in July to
Mary Thorrington-Smith and is now working for
Fergusson Bros., Hall, Stewart & Co. stockbrokers on the
J.S.E.

E. E.(Eddie) Coltart(65-69) has left Sabi River Bungalows
to take up a position as assistant manager of the Kelvin
Grove Hotel in Johannesburg. He is in touch with Bruce
Sawyer (64-66) who is the Food & Beverage Controller
of the President Hotel.

M. L.(Bunny) Coppin (44-47) is still Chief Land Surveyor

Dr. I. M.(Ian) Chalmers (54-57) has recently completed a
spell as a Registrar in the Department of Medicine at

on the Durban Corporation. The fuel crisis has curtailed his
participation as a competitor in motor rallies.

Groote Schuur Hospital and has returned to Durban to
take up an appointment as Physician/Lecturer at the

G. W.(Ctwko) Cox (57-63) has been working in a bank in

Medical School. He was admitted as a Specialist Physician
by the S.A. Medical Council on 31st July 1974.
Ian Castleden (56-61) moved to Johannesburg in February
and is working as assistant projects engineer for G.E.C.
Engineering. He married Ann Grieve in Durban and his
best man was M. S. Adams(56-61).

Salisbury since 1964 and has now taken up a position in
Bulwayo as Totalizator Manager of the Matebeleland Turf
Club. He invites Old Boys to visit him at 9 Valley Lane,
Hillside, Bulwayo.

J. P. (Crumple) Cox (68-71), after spending a year in the
army at Potchefstroom and Walvis Bay, is now studying
for a B.Com. degree at Natal University with aspirations
of doing an LI.B.
J. G. A. (Alec) Coutts (31-35) is Control and Auditor
General for Kwa Zulu, watching expenditure from a
distance at Maritzburg. However he expects to have to
move to Melmoth in the new year, and will commute daily
from there to Ulundi, the new Kwa Zulu capital.

m

C. D. (Toes) Denness (68-72), after completing his army

mm

training in Kimberley, is doing a 5-year apprenticeship in
the printing industry with Hayne & Gibson in Durban.
Other Old Boys he meets are Grenville Waring who is
working for his father; Mark Wootton who is doing army
training in the Cape; and Graham Cole who is working for

M
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Barlows.

D. A. (Derek) Down (65-68) has been working for
Burroughs Machines since 1970. He went overseas for four

months in 1973 studying new computer developments and
now carries the title of Data Communication Specialist. He

managed to get into the S. Transvaal Junior Board hockey
side (he says this team ought to be re-named the S. Tvl.
drinking side!) and has made trips to White River, Pretoria
and Gaborone with the side. He is most definitely still single
and enjoying every moment of it.

A. G. (Al) Dryburgh (63-67) is working as a sales
representative for Consolidated Glass Works and is in his
Ian Castleden and his bride.

Photo. Bird & Lceney.

S. G. (Steve) Channing-Pearce (66-69) spent a year doing
nadonal service as a cook after which he graduated from

final year of CIS studies.

C. J. (Flappers) Dukes (50-55) is still farming at Eston
where he is very active as Vice-Chairman of the Eston Club

Natal University with a B.Com. He spent 3 months
working at Cadbury-Schweppes in Birmingham under the
aegis of AISEC. He is now articled to Strachan & Dowling,

and captain of the cricket section; Vice-Chairman of the
lllovo Mill Group Board; Chairman of the local School

chartered accountants in Durban.

is booked to go to Kearsney next year.

J. A.(John) Clarkson (40-43) has bought a house in Tokai

D. J.(Freddy) Dukes (49-52) is also still farming at Eston
and playing cricket, tennis, hockey and golf.

and is involved in the establishment of a new Methodist
Church in Tokai, which falls under the Fish Hoek circuit.

He attended the funeral of Rev. F. P. Evans (Chaplain 4042)for which service the Rosebank Methodist Church was
crowded.

C. M.(Colin) Clegg (62-65) is married with one daughter.
He has settled in Brakpan where he has opened an
emergency chemist (Eastway Medicine Depot) with hours
from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day!

Advisory Board and a director of the Eston Co-op. His son

G. B.(Geoff) Dyer (59-64) is still employed as manager of
the Durban North Emergency Chemist. His sporting
interests are social rugby and canoeing. He has been
conoeing with Old Boys Frank Emmett, Russell Wade and
Norman Reeves. He is a stalwart member of the Durban

branch committee of the Old Boys Club.
Dr. A. J. C.(John) Daniel (58-61) has been awarded his
doctorate in Political Science by the State University of

Theo Coggin (61-64), who started with the SABC in

New York at Buffalo on his dissertation on "Radical

Durban, and was political reporter for the Natal Mercury,
is now Natal organiser for the Progressive Party.

Resistance to Minority Rule in South Africa, 1906-1965"
and is now lecturing in Government and Public
Administration at the University of Botswana, Lesotho and

D. C.(Denis) Cole (61-66) is farming with his father and
brothers Ian and Graham inland from Scottburgh. He runs
the sugar and timber section and intends to go to New
Zealand (skiing) and Australia in June 1976 to learn about
mechanization in cane farming and hopes to work on a
farm there for two months He has been skiing overseas
twice and does a little flying when time permits.
C. M.(Clive) Cooke (70-73) came third in the 1974 S.A.
Karting Championships and has been chosen for the
second time to represent South Africa at the World
Championships held in Estoril, Portugal. He is at present in
the Parabats at Tempe, Bloemfontein.

Swaziland (UBLS) in Swaziland. His wife is teaching at
Waterford School where the former Kearsney Chaplain,
Athol Jennings is headmaster.

Dr. K. W.(Ken)Dyer (31-36) has been appointed Head of
the Dept. of Plastic Surgery at Groote Schuur and the
Red Cross Children's Hospital in Cape Town. Our
warmest congratulations on the great honour of this,
appointment. His son Robin (62-66) qualified as a doctor in
1973 and is now doing internship at Edendale Hospital,
Pietermaritzburg.

C. V. Eyerly (68-69), after returning to the states graduated
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from school, spent two years at Princeton University, then

a year ofT from studies, working in his home town of Palo
Alto. He is in his second year at Stanford University,
concentrating on Mathematics and English.
C. R.(Charlie) Foster (67-70) is in his final year B.Sc. at
Natal University, Durban. He is doing well at Squash, and
recently represented Natal'B' in Rhodesia.
D. W. (Derek) Foster (63-67) passed his National
Technical Diploma in 1973, and joined Safmarine as a
junior engineer in November 1974.

P. H.(Pat) Foster (61-64) passed his B.A.(Law), C.A. and
is based in London with a firm of Accountants. He stays
with Tim Neill-Dore (61-64) and they have been playing

host to a number of Kearsney Old Boys. He toured the
Continent with Graham Sell (62-64).

Executive" and was run by Urwick Orr Management
Consultants at Slough. The pleasure side of the trip
involved a tour of the Continent with the American Express
- a type of tour made famous by the film "If Today is
Tuesday, it must be Brussels". The trip was rather tiring.
We covered very nearly 6,000 kilometers in just over 25
days and whilst this may not sound a lot to the motoring
public of South Africa, when I worked it out subsequently
we were covering high mileages because there were fairly
lengthy stop evers at places like Sorento - two days Rome - three days - and Geneva in Switzerland. The
prices in the U.K. and in particular on the Continent rather
rocked me but I suppose it is money well spent."
G. E.(Gerry) Griffin (23-27) in retirement has moved with
his wife into a Red Cross cottage. His new address is: 44
Durant Park, 7th Avenue, Summerstrand, Port Elizabeth
6001.

R. I. (Doonge) Grtwm (70-73) is at present doing military
training in Middelburg. He spent the early part of 1974
working for his father in Kokstad, and playing rugby for
the Kokstad Rugby Club. In June he spent a holiday in the
Seychelles, skin diving and sightseeing.
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M.H. Fienberg
Photo: Die Burger

M. H. Fienberg (60-64) has been appointed actuary to
Metlife.

J. (Jeb) Gebbie (56-59) is a structural draughtsman working
with a firm of consultants in Braamfontein. He works with

the father of Jimmy Panton (54-59) who is a semi-retired
civil engineer. He is a regular squash player and a keen
motorcyclist, hoping to enter this year's Summer Trial.

flf
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Dr. I. T. (Ian) Gllbertson (62-66) has graduated at Cape
Town University, and will be doing his internship at a
hospital in South West Africa.

r§ I

Keith Gild (57-58), has sold his interest in AA Radio after
8 years and has started a clothing factory, making men's
fashion sports shirts. The name of the company is
Telehomes (Pty.) Ltd., trading as Alida Clothing Manu
facturers, situated in Calder Road, Mayville, Durban.
J. L. (Laurie) Good (31-35) has recently returned from a
trip overseas, where he did a coach tour of the Continent
and travelled through Britain and Scotland by car.
Arthur Gorton (48-51) has started a new exclusive
jewellery shop in Durban.
G. V. (Graham) Green (50-55) writes: "As mentioned in a
previous chronicle, I joined the Caledonian Insurance

Company when I started my insurance career. The
Caledonian was subsequently taken over by the Guardian
Assurance Company South Atrica Limited. When last
writingI was serving a stint as Accident Superintendent for
the Guardian and since that time I spent approximately
three years on the road as an Inspector for the Company

subsequently being moved back inside to my first love of
Accident Underwriting. I was heavily engaged in this for
about 15 months when I was promoted to Manager
Underwriting at Johannesburg branch. I filled that capacity
for a period of about 2-^ years when I was promoted to
Accident Manager at Head Office which position I have
now filled for approximately 18 months. Apart from
Underwriting the more complex and unusual risks for the
Republic, South West Africa and Rhodesia 1 am also
required to prepare the Accident Underwriting Manual
which give guidance to the various branches on rates and
terms on which we are prepared to write Accident business
which, incidently, also encompasses the motor field.
"I have just returned from an overseas trip partly on
business and partly on leave. The business side of the trip
involved taking a course titled "Management for the Young
70
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Mike Hall
Photo; Highway Mail

M. J. (Mike) Hall (68-71) has been selected to play for the
Natal B cricket team.

V
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Noel Hamlyn autographing copies of his book "Shore of Solitucie"
Photo; The Natal Witness

Recent events in Mozambique, a country much in the news

at present form the background of a recently-published
novel, "Shore of Solitude" by Mr. Noel Tempest Hamlyn
(36-38). This is a part of Africa well known to Mr Hamlyn
who spent some time on the Mozambique coast while
sailing on a yacht to Britain after World War Two.

After the war Mr Hamlyn studied art and turned to
writing. He has exhibited his paintings in South Africa,
Mozambique, Rhodesia and London.
His poems have been published in South African and
Rhodesian anthologies and his articles and stories in a wide
range of publications.

Mr Hamlyn was a reporter on the Natal Witness in the
1950s before moving to Rhodesia to work as a
broadcasting officer and journalist with the African
Broadcasting Service.

He later worked on Rhodesian newspapers before
specialising in agricultural journalism for eight years. In
addition to writing and painting, he is now art critic of a
Salisbury newspaper.
"Shore of Solitude," Mr Hamlyn's first published novel,

is a story of terror, tension and passion under the shadow
of guerrilla war in Mozambique. It deals with the political
idealism of liberation forces set against the raw truth of
terrorism.
From an article in "Natal Witness"
M. O. (Soapy) Hall (48-53) has become an American
citizen after living in the U.S.A. for nearly 15 years. He is
an Associate Director of Jules Stein Eye Institute,
University of California, and writes: "Despite the turbulent
and distressing 'Watergate Affair' and rising costs,
America seems better off than most countries around the

world, whose governments are often more unstable, and
who are plagued by even more vicious inflation than we
are.

"My brother David (Dopey) Hall (47-52) is a professor
of Biology, Kings College, University of London. With
some considerable foresight, he apparently saw the
"Energy Crisis" coming and shifted his research into the
areas of Solar Energy and Biological Energy Production.
Consequently his expertise is much in demand and this calls
on him for extended travel around the world. As the U.S.A.

is in the forefront of Energy Research, he is quite often over
this part of the world, so we are able to see one another a

couple of times a year.
"I hope to visit S.A. next year and if so, would enjoy a
visit to K.C. which I would hardly recognise, it appears!"
Dave Hall sent us reprints from "Nature" and the
London "Times" in which his work on the possible use of
plants to produce hydrogen as a fuel is reported. It
would seem that, if the appropriate techniques can be dis
covered, sunlight falling on less than 1,5% of the total
area of South Africa could provide sufficient energy, when
trapped by photosynthesis, to meet all the fuel requirements
of the country!
M. R.(Mike) Halliday (67-72) was selected to play rugby
for Natal Under 20.

A. N. (Al) Harvey (67-69) is spending a year on an
Australian Sugar Estate in Bundaburg, Queensland - the

heart of the sugar industry. He is very interested in sugar
mechanisation.

M. G. Harvey (53-59) writes from Bulawayo: "I have
left what can be regarded one of the hot seats in stations in
our north-eastern frontier of Rhodesia, Sipolilo, which has
a great deal of historical background, as well as the great

Zambezi Valley. Even with the present terrorist threat, it is
still a great place and we were sorry to leave it. I am now
stationed in Bulawayo and am referred to as the Provincial
Inspector. My work for this, and next year is co-ordinating
the training of police regulars and reserves in Matabeleland
Province, which involves travelling around the province
and lecturing on various subjects.
"Old Boys that I have come into contact with are Colin
Christie (57-60), now member in Charge, Figtree (Police)
and Wavell Pfuhl(56-58) who is a police reservist.
"Bill and Stella Lutley (Staff 51-69) live down the road
from me and are both in good health. Bill has been writing
short stories for the Rhodesian Broadcasting Corporation
on life in India before the war. Stella manages a beautiful
garden and still paints."

P. J. (Pete) Harvey (69-73) spent 6 months at the
Gingindhlovu branch of the S.A. Police and 6 months at
the Police College in Pretoria. While at Gingindhlovu he
played rugby and squash for the local teams, and hockey
for Eshowe and Zululand B. He hopes to study law at
Pietermp"fzburg University next year.

S. B.(Ted) Heath (69-73) is studying for a B.Com. Ll.B.
degree at University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg. His
brother-in-law, T. L. (Terry) Clarence' (61-66) hopes to
complete his M.Sc. at the same university in 1975.

M. J. (Mike) Hipkin (62-65) is farming at Underberg and
playing Southern Districts cricket. He serves on the Soil
Conservation Committee.

D. A. Hopewell (48-53) is living in Howick and working in
Pietermaritzburg where he is with a firm of consulting civil
engineers. We offer our sympathies to him on the passing of
his sister, Margaret, last year.
I. 1. (Ikey) Ives (40-44) has been transferred from Cape
Town to Johannesburg as personnel manager for Shell &
BP Service Co. for Transvaal, Botswana and Swaziland.
P. H.(Pete) Immelman (53-57) is married, with a 3-yearold daughter and farming on the farm "Glendowner" in the

Kokstad district. Sporting activities are limited to golf and
the odd game of squash.
A. F. (Ray) Jacobs (65-66) spent a year at the Naval
Gymnasium during which time he made trips to the
Argentine and Marion Island. Thereafter he spent 3-j- years
with Standard Bank and one year with the Department of
Labour, before achieving a life-long ambition to join the
Natal Parks Board. He managed this after making
application every month for two years! He was
immediately stationed at Sordwana Bay, where he spent
two years and is now at St. Lucia Estuary.
G. A. (Goeff) Jefferson (68-73) has spent the last year
doing military training, together with Steven Hobbs, Geoff
Barrow, Mike Foxcroft, Nigel Grey, Nigel Ogilvie and
Lawrence Lurie. They have done training at Upington,
Oudtshoorn, Kimberley and Walvis Bay.
E. R.(Elwyn) Jenkins (Staff 61-70) was appointed head of
the English Department at the new College of Education
for Further Training in Pretoria. In April he obtained an
M.Ed, with distinction from the University of the
Witwatersrand and has been awarded a travel grant by the
Transvaal Education Department to spend the last three
months of the year on a study tour of Britain and the
U.S.A. to investigate the in-service and further training of
English teachers.

Rev. P. M. (Paul) Jones (47-49), after 6| years at the
Fynnland Baptist Church, has accepted a call to the
Rosettenville Baptist Church, Johannesburg, of which he
was a member while at the Baptist Theological College of
S.A. In 1973 he served on the Baptist Union Executive as
representative of the Natal Baptist Association.
P. R. Jonsson (39-45) is in Howick, where he is a member
of the Rotary Club and plays tennis and golf.

A. W. (Anthony) Johnson (65-67), together with Chris
Milbank (64-69) and Mike Weingartz (64-67), received
"Wings" at a passing-out parade at Langebaanweg, at the
end of 1973. Out of 80 candidates for the course, only 27
received their "wings". Anthony and Chris have done
helicopter training and Mike is flying jets in the Cape.
M. R.(Martin)Jollands (67-71) is seen here being presented
with the Pinetown Sportsman-of-the-year trophy by Natal
rugby captain Tommy Bedford. Martin plays water polo
for Natal and is in Pinetown's first rugby team.

M-

Martin Jollands receiving his trophy from Tommy Bedford
Photo: Highway Mail
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Cecil Keen (55-57) has been studying for a Ph.D. degree in
climatology at the University of Milwaukee in the United
States. He has been appearing on television as a weather
forcaster - and, according to a report in the local press, has
had to adapt his speech to make the King's English
understandable to Mr. and Mrs. Milwaukee. Cecil's wife

Colleen is studying air pollution at the same university.

D. R. (Dave) Kinloch (64-66) is teaching Botany to 1st
year medical students at U. C. T. at the same time as trying
to complete his M.Sc.(Botany) on the nitrogen physiology
of a pasture grass. The idea behind the whole research field,
is to improve the nitrogen (and the protein) content of the
grass.

John Kinloch (44-49) is still employed by Shell SA in
Johannesburg. He now has 3 children (all girls) and is one
of the Sandton landed gentry.
R. L. (Kludge) Kluge (62-66) is still working for the
government and shares a fiat in Pretoria with his brother

Allan (60-64) who is with a firm of irrigation engineers.
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Geoff Langton

C. H. (Colin) Lee (48-52) has been promoted to Area
Manager North West Europe for manufacturing and
marketing operations of Continental Oil Company. He will
live in Connecticut, but will spend a considerable amount of
time travelling.
R. P. J. Le Feuvre (Staff 59-61) is doing an all-round job at
U. C. T.- Anglican chaplain; part-time staff member; and
Ph.D. student. He also recently became father to a son,
Stephen.

John Lacey (55-60) has been appointed personal assistant

D. R. (Dave) Levin (63-66) has just completed a post

to the vice-chairman of Rennies Consolidated.

graduate degree in Industrial Relations at Sussex
University. From September he has been teaching
Economics and Business Studies to 'A' level students at a

boys school in Croyden, near London. The school,
Whitgift, has a good reputation, with two rugby, one
hockey and one squash international on the staff(boys are
expected however, to pass examinations as well!). Before
returning to South Africa, he hopes to complete a D.Phil,
degree in Industrial Relations, continue playing club rugby
and qualify to practise at the English bar.

B. J. Lovell-Shippey (70-73) is taking a B.Com degree at
Natal University, Pietermaritzburg.

R. H.(Rob) Lloyd (63-68) graduated in 1973 from Rhodes
with a B.Soc.Sc. degree and a diploma in Personnel
Management. He is now working for De Beers
Consolidated Mines in Kimberley in the personnel
department. He plans to go overseas in 1975, to Eurpoe
and "home" to U.S.A. which will be his first return since his

A.F.S. year in 1969/70.

John Lacey
Phoio: Die Burger

A. D.(Ant) Lloyd (67-72) returned in July from an A.F.S.
year in Chicago, U.S.A. After 3 days at home he went to
complete his army training at Potchefstroom, and was
immediately sent to the border. He plans to go to Rhodes
to study commerce after making a trip to the United States.
J. A. H.(Jumbo) Lowe (54-57) writes: "I have now retired

from playing hockey but am deeply (and very interestedly)
Geoff Lagerwall(66-71) is at Technical College, doing a 4year mechanical engineering course. His brother John (6873) has been with the 1st Parachute Battalion on the
border, receiving his "wings" in May and intends studying
agriculture in Pietermaritzburg, starting in 1975.

involved in coaching at higher levels. I visited the
European Cup Hockey in Madrid as S.A.'s representa
tive in May and am now S.A. Under 21 coach and coach
of Natal A side. Don Perry (53-56) is coach of the
Natal B side and we meet often in the hockey season,
when he reminds me of how he used to cane me when he

was a prefect."
M. G.(Malcolm) Lawson (42-45) lives in London with his
German-bom wife and two children, and works in the Fleet
Street Office of the Argus Newspaper Group. He plays the
Oboe and Cor Anglais in the London Medical Orchestra.
He returned to South Africa at the end of May following

1. H. D. (Howard) Lund (45-49) has been appointed
manager of the Cape Town branch of Coates Bros.

the death of his father in Hillcrest and writes; "I was unable

to visit Keasney on this occasion, but was able to admire its
many additions when 1 called on Mr. and Mrs. Reece when

I was over for a holiday last year. P.S. Whatever happened
to my friend Merton Isralls?" (Merton's address is 36
Carnoch Court, 85 Claim St, Hillbrow, Johannesburg 2001
-Ed.)

Geoff Langton (57-60) has been farming in the Oribi flats
since 1961, concentrating on cane, dairy and beef. He also
intends branching out into game farming. He is co-Pastor
of an Indian church with the South African General

Mission. It has been a joy to him to meet a number of Old
Boys who also love and serve Christ and he would like to
hear from more Old Boys who share the same reality in
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Howard Lund
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their faith.
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M. A. McFall (57-61), after farming in 1962, doing

electronics at Tech. in 1962, being in the army in 1963,
going to university from 1964-66, has now settled with
G.E.C. as a lighting rep., covering most of Natal. He went
overseas to the head office of G.E.C. in 1970 and has just
returned from a 6-week holiday abroad.
T. L. (Terry) Martin (63-68) completed his B.Com. last

year and is now an articled clerk with the intention of
attempting a C.A. He was re-selected to play for South
Africa in the South African Table Tennis Tournament in

Bulawayo, was beaten in the finals of the
Championship, but won the mixed doubles.

w ^

S.A.

G. D. Meth (66 70) is at U.C.T. completing a B.Com.
degree and hopes to be articled to an auditor in Cape Town
next year.

C. S.(Chris) Meyer(53-59) is in a lampshade business with
his brother Anthony (55-61) and is still active in cricket.
Anthony's interests are veteran cars and jukskei.
R. A. (Ray) Meyer (60-65) is a lawyer in Durban and
shares Anthony's interest in cars, cutting a dashing figure
on his 1928 motorcycle.
V. C.(Vic) Milne (52-55) is chief administrative officer of
the Bantu Affairs Board for the West Rand, whose area of

jurisdiction extends from Randburg, Sandton and
Johannesburg to Roodepoort, Krugersdorp, Randfontein
and Westonaria.

A. M. I. Morton (58 61) has returned to Pietermaritzburg
where his new address is c/o Panvet (Pty) Ltd, 26 Boshoff
St. Pietermaritzburg 3201.

Brian Murray (53-56) is National Sales Director of Golden
Chemical Products based in the Transvaal. He has recently
been to the U.S.A. on business management courses.

G. L. (Tuffy) Ovenstone (39-47) writes to say that he has

Allan Raw

A. G. Ramsay (57 60)is a salesman with Haggie Gourock
in Cape Town and has been busy with the Cape Town
Society of Model and Experimental Engineers in building a
model railway track at St. Joseph's Home for Crippled
Children. He has not made contact with any Old Boys in
Cape Town, but is keen to start a Cape Town branch of the
Club. His address is 14 Silwood Court, Campground Road,
Rondebosch. Phone 517293 during office hours.
W. T. (Judd) Rake (64 68) is working for Extrusion
Services, a Tongaat Group company, based in Tongatt, on
the development work of sugar propagation in Kwa Zulu
areas. He was married last year after spending 1973
working in Britain and touring the continent.
P. J. (Peter) Reece (53-59) has now spent a year at the
Fulton School for the Deaf, where, apart from teaching, he
has been psychologist-adviser and medical liaison official.
The work has been hard but very rewarding.

nothing of interest to report!

A. N. Ogilvie (68-73) spent 1974 in the army at Uppington
and Walvis Bay.

O. W. M. (Oliver) Pearce (24-30) has retired from Illovo
Sugar Estates after 41 years in the sugar industry. His
greatest contribution to the industry where his insistence
that quality control was the most important factor in selling
South African export sugar and his report on the use of
mechanical equipment in the industry.

Eric N. Peppier (29-32) retired two years ago as Cape
Town Manager of Mutual and Federal. Being bored with

Dr. D. F. (David) Reece (61-66) had his medical

graduation in Cape Town on December 12 and was
married two days later to Anna Hall. After this double
trauma he will spend this year at Groote Schuur and has
been asked to accept a senior internship in gynaecology
and obstetrics the following year.

J. F. (Jack) Reece (Staff 27-67) has had to give up all
external commitments owing to the persistence of trouble
caused by an abdominal operation in July 1972. However,
he continues as Latin Examiner for Natal Senior Certificate.

savings manager and is enjoying it very much. He had a
holiday in Switzerland, Austria, Greece and the Greek Isles

W. G.(Wally) Robinson (69-73) is studying for a B.Com.
degree at Pietermaritzburg University. He plays a lot of
squash and plays rugby for the Under 208. He sees a lot of
R. A. Rielly, T. C. Hurt and B. Lovell-Shippey. During his

last year.

last vacation he worked in a Native Reserve in Zululand.

G. Pickles (68-72) is studying medicine at Wits and flying

M. G.(Mike) Rochfort (63-64) qualified as a chartered
accountant in 1973 and is now group accountant to 20
companies involved in property development with head

retirement, he joined Credcor Bank in Cape Town as

during his holidays, having obtained his pilot's licence while
still at school. In July he made a trip to Botswana and the
Maremi Game Reserve with Greg Meyerowitz(69-72).

office in Hillcrest. He married Tricia Hill last year.

St. Silverton Ext., Pretoria 0002.

J. C. (Colin) Schreuder (52-55) is managing director of
Todd Transport and Reid's Transport(Pty) Ltd.

F. E.(Frank) Porrill (50-53) bad a serious motor accident
in 1971 which put him out of action for nearly a year. He is
a general distributor with Golden Chemical Products in

Ken Shea (50-52) is a lubricator engineer for Castro! Oil
Co. He and Alan Cunningham (52-55) are still enthusiastic
deep-sea fishermen.

Johannesburg.

Glen Sherrell (48-51), after 18 years with Firestone Tyre
Co. in Durban has been transferred to Johannesburg as

J. A. Pitout (61-64) has changed his address to 353 Fiskaal

Alan Pringle (59-61) was married in the U.K. last year and
was expecting to return to South Africa at the end of 1974.
Allan E. Raw (28-38), who holds the record number of
years at Kearsney (from 6 to 17), has the honour of being
the Mayor of Benoni. With the theme "Community
Service" he and his wife have visited many towns and cities.
He has been Town Councillor since 1970(Chairman of the

management committee since 1973), is President of three
local Nursery Schools, has been chairman of the
Ratepayers Association, President of the local swimming
club and riding club. He has been a Rotarian and Jaycee. In
his spare time, his official employment is with Haggie Rand
Ltd., Johannesburg, as group service engineer, dealing with
seven factories. We like to think that his long years at
Kearsney gave him a firm grounding.

manager, manufacturers sales, Transvaal. He plays golf at
Irene Country Club and is on the golf committee.

P. J. H.(Peter) Short (56-61) is managing a chrome mine at
Steelpoort, E. Transvaal. He has taken up flying as a hobby
and owns a 5-seater aircraft. He is also a keen tennis player.

Dr. P. W.(Phil) Slayen (41-44) had the pleasure of visiting
Kearsney during the July vacation whilst at a University
Councillors Conference in Durban. He was absolutely

amazed at all the changes since his last visit to the College
in 1963.

C. E.(Christopher) Smith(62)is Chief Plastics and Rubber

Technologist with the British Vita Company, and is
interested to know if there are any Kearsney activities

taking place in London. If so he may be contacted at:
KEARSNEY CHRONICLE
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British Vita Company Ltd. School Road, Acton, London
NWIO. Phone 01-9653711.

Dr. T. E.(Ted) Sommerville (63-67) has graduated at Cape
Town University, and will be doing his internship at
Edendale Hospital, Pietermaritzburg.
T. J. (Trev) Staples (68-72) plans to go to Cedara
Agricultural College this year after having completed his
army training last year.
H. V.(Herbie) Staples (68-71) is doing his final year at an
Agricultural College in the Cape; after which he intends to
go to Pietermaritzburg University.

Tim Stroebel (70-72) is doing chartered accountancy in
Johannesburg and attending Wits part-time. He sees a lot
of Geoff Gluckman (68-72) who is also at Wits.

J. W. (Canuck) Teague (70-72) is in his second year of
B.Sc. studies at the University of British Columbia, Canada
and is playing hockey for the U.B.C. second team. He spent
four months in the summer working in and around Invuik,
with a government survey crew.
D. V. Thompson (52-57) is chairman of the Advisory
Committee

of

Atholton

Government

School.

Mount

Edgecombe. The school is being moved en bloc to
Umhlanga Rocks to become that town's first primary
school.

E. E.(Errol) Todd (51 54) is plant manager of Motorware,
a motor trim manufacturer at Rosslyn, Pretoria. He has
given up basketball and is now a keen golfer, being a
member of Pretoria West. Francois Nel (66-70) worked for
him for a while and is keen on motor rallying.
B. R.(Roy) Van Der Westhuizen (62-64) is farming in the
Ficksburg area, devoting most of his energy to promoting
the successful export of vegetables to Europe. Last year he
undertook a trip to Europe and Israel to study marketing,
handling, packaging and production methods in current
use. He boasts lifetime membership of the Brotherhood of
Perpetual Bachelors!
C. D.(Colin) Van Der Westhuizen (61-64) is an accountant
with McLaren and Eger in Johannesburg. His present
interests are bridge, tennis and toastmasters.

A. L.(Rainbow) Varrie (45-49), after twenty years in the
travel agency field, the last eight as director of the country's
largest travel agency, has started a business operating tours
of the garden route, based at the Beacon Island Hotel at
Plettenberg Bay. He has also acquired a farm on which he
proposes growing proteas for export during the quiet
months.

D. C.(Dave) Venter (65-69), after spending a year in the
army, took up a career in Civil Draughting and qualified at
the beginning of 1974. In his spare time he does sky-diving
and has already done over 200jumps.
B. J. W.(Suzie) Von Sorgenvrei (48-53) is Natal regional
manager for Film Fun Holdings. Since taking over MetroGoldwyn Mayer interests in S.A., the company now has

7 branches and 2 agencies in Natal. His son Jimmy (69-71)

Gavin Williams (57-60) writes: "1 read the most recent
issue of the Chronicle with interest, though I was
disappointed not to see more contributions by members of
the school. It is now ten years since 1 left South Africa to
study Politics at Oxford. Since completing my B.Phil, at
Oxford, I have been lecturing in Sociology at Durham,
mainly in the areas of political sociology antl the stKiology
of industrialization and development. This has tended to
require an ability to talk about a whole range of countries,
and last year 1 lectured on 7 different countries in 4
countinents, and had to read up on several more to keep up
with the interests of our students.

"In 1970-71, 1 went to Ibadan, Nigeria to study class
structure and class conflict in that most fascinating of
African cities. (At the turn of the century, its population
exceeded that of any South African city: today Lagos, a

sprawling and fetid

metropolis has passed

it, and

Johannesburg).
"In 1970 71, 1 went to Ibadan, Nigeria to study class

structure and class conflict. 1 had the sobering experience,
for an academic, of having to take illiterate cocoa farmers
as my tutors, and increasingly came to the view that in
most agricultural matters, peasants prove on examination

to be right. Experts (a flourishing, if migrant breed in West
Africa) wrong, and the state extremely wrong.
"1 did make a brief visit to South Africa, and renewed
some old aquaintancies, especially at Stellenbosch, which
appeared intellectually and politically more lively than in
my time - and than most of the 'English' campuses. It was
a most confusing experience to fly out of Lagos into the
strange familiarities of Apartheid, and then back to live
again in the black city of Ibadan.

"I've had little contact with K.C.O.B. since leaving
school, except for people like John Daniels with whom I
was active in NUSAS. My brother Brian is presently a
Research physicist at Warwick Univeristy, and recently re
turned from an exchange visit to Finland. His wife Yve has
just given birth to a son, Thomas. Brian of course achieved
notoriety as one of the accused in the 'Garden House' riot in
Cambridge, which has earned him a spell in Wormwtxjd
Scrub before he was aquitted on appeal. He also collected a

Ph.D. at Cambridge, which may counter the image of"lay
about student protesters'. Roy, 1 believe, is teaching in
Cape Town, and doing Honours Philosophy under my
former teacher, Johann Degenaar at Stellenbosch. And a
former Kearsney student. Bernard Hall (1956-?) is a col

league of mine here in Durham in the Economics Depart
ment, also contributing to the invasion (some think sub
version) of British Universities by emigre South Africans.

P. J. (Peter) Wills (42-45) writes: "I'm still running the
Chemist Shop at Warner Beach on the South Coast. 1
occasionally meet Ron Zeller, who drops in for a cup of tea

and chat, and Derek Damp when 1 drag myself
along on a fishing trip. I'm beginning to disbelieve
these fishing stories - the only thing 1 seem to catch
are Eels. Peter (P. M.) le Roux who was at Kearsney

is in charge of the workshop which specialises in projector
repairs. He now lives on a 32-acre small holding at
Shongweni, his only problem being getting vintage cars to
his house along the rough roads.

Transvaal. His address is 10 Parker Flats, Warner Beach.
He is still a Pharmaceutical Representative for Fisons, and
is married with a young daughter. My nephew, John Wills,

G. E. M.(Gemmy)Wareing (68-72)is still baking.

is now a Chemical Engineer with Shell Company at

M. G.(Mark) Webber (67-70) is still with Spar Foodliners
as an assistant manager and studying for a C.I.S. His latest
interest is skin diving.
Dr. O. J. Wilkinson (35-38) is still in private practice as a
radiologist in Bloemfontein and plays social bowls when
time permits. He has a son studying medicine at Wits and
another son in the merchant navy.
G. R.(Arab) Weddell(66-71)is moving to Johannesburg to
study business management. He was selected to captain the
Natal Lifesaving team last year and was invited to the
Springbok trials. He is also interested in flying and hopes to
obtain his pilot's licence soon.
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1945/46 has recently returned to the Coast from the

Reunion. He is married with two children. His brother,

David, has joined the Standard Bank in Durban. He is
unmarried - he claims his favourite sport is "Bird Taming".
Otherwise he plays a lot of cricket, and drinks even more
beer than his uncle!"

J. H.(Woody) Woodhouse (61-66) is completing a B.Com.
degree at Wits. He has joined Film Fun Holdings, along
with other Old Boys John and Gavin Bester, Dudley
Gardiner and Brian Von Sorgenvrei.
N. P. (Neville) Young (70-71), after failing 1st year
engineernig at Natal University, is now working and
studying for a B.Sc. with UNISA.
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